Open one up.
And feel your pulse
accelerate. 50,000 logic gates
on asingle chip. Room enough
to implement large macrofunctions and build an entire
digital system.
All with our new
LCA 10000 Compacted Array' Series.
In theory somewhere between a
gate array and acellbased custom IC.
In practice,
it's aflat-out acceleration of our ASIC
technology With
advanced 1.5 micron,
dual-layer HCMOS
technology. And our
innovative variable
routing tracks.
For performance
no mere gate array
can touch. 0.7 nanosecond
propagation delay for a2-input
NAND gate. ECL-like speeds.
Random Routing. VHSIC
performance compatibility.
And more.

You'll get there fast, too,
using our proprietary LDSTM
Design System. Working at any
of our 12 worldwide design
centers.
And you'll get there safely.
Thanks to our proven 97%
first-time hit rate.
With manufacturing in our facilities.
The best equipped
in the country Geared
to pump out all you
need. From hundreds.
To hundreds of thousands. All thoroughly
tested on our 256pin system.
Start yours today.
Call one of our sales
offices listed below.
Because with
our new Compacted
Array Series driving your next design
there's no telling how far
you'll go.
Or how fast.

Our new 50,000-gate

LCA 10000 Co mpacted Array
Series mak es "System
Scale Integra tion" areality.
Now, you ca n fit an entire
system on achip.
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Even the packaging is
advanced, with up to 256 I/0
signal pins.

LSI LOGIC
CORPORATION

San Jose, CA 408/248-5100, Irvine, CA 714/261-0124, Sherman Oaks, CA 818/906-0333, Denver, CO 303/756-8800, Westport, CT 203/222-9336, Altamonte Springs,
FL 305/339-2242, Boca Raton, FL 305/395-6200, Schaumburg, IL 312/397-0155, Waltham, MA 617/890-0161, Ann Arbor, MI 313/769-0175, Minneapolis, MN
612/835-6161, Raleigh, NC 919/872-8400, Trevose, PA 215/638-3010, Austin, TX 512/343-4513, Dallas, TX 214/788-2966, Bellevue, WA 206/455-5055, Nepean, Ontario
613/726-1585, England 44-344-426544, Israel 972-3-421146/7, Japan 81-3-589-2711, West Germany 49-89-926903-0 LCA 10000 Compacted Array Series is a
registered trademark of LSI Logic Corporation. (13 1985 LSI Logic Corporation.
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41. 125 MHz Blt 100 MS/s ADCs; 5 GS/s Interleaved Sampling; 128 k Waveform Memory;
+ 1% Accuracy; Summation and Continuous Averaging; Arithmetic Processing; Fully Programmable.
SIGNAL AVERAGING. No other digital oscilloscope offers summation averaging up to 100,000 points/sec with offset dithering to increase the effective
resolution by several bits; or features continuous averaging with several weighting factors for quick and convenient noise reduction on you measurement signal.
EVENT PROCESSING. Single events — often corrupted by noise, ringing
spikes or glitches — can easily be cleaned and smoothed by 3, 5, 7 or 9
point digital filters. And, making use of the unequaled depth of its memories, a unique mean value processing method is included, producing c'ean,
high resolution and noise-free records of noisy transients fast! Do you have
atime or amplitude drift problem? The 9400 keeps track precisely and
records in its unique ,EXTREMA» Mode all extreme positive and negative
values including glitches and.spikes as short as 10 ns.

I

ARITHMETIC,PROCESSINiG. The 9410:s signal processing software does
more than anyether oscilloscope in i'rice range. Waveform operations
such as multiplying am:fair-keg, adding eed subtracting, integrating and differentiating, as'eell as squaring, are easily performed — by simple front
panel push-button control — on live acquired or stored signals, or combinateeof both.
*And there is much more to sayedut this versatile and cost effective
($ 9900 base') DSO. Call us noirMfcii details and a demonstration!!
•USA price 16t only.

Cre,
700 S. Main St., Spring Valley NY 10977, (914) 578-6038; Geneva, SwitzerInd, (022) 82 33 55; Heidelberg, West Germany, (06221) 49162; Les Ulis,
'France, (1) 6907-3897; Rome, Italy, (06) 320-0646; Botley, Oxford, England,
(0865) 72 72 75.
Representatives throughout the world.

I
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Top: Summation averaging over 1,000 waveforms,
expansion and high resolution frequeneereasitrement all
shown in one display.
Extrema Mode shows glitches in digital circuitry,
logged over 229 acquired waveforms.
Below: Digital filtering with a 9-point filter smooths noisy
transient.
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Circle 150 For 'Demonstration
Circle 902 For Information

Multiprocessor
based robotics
controllers
with integrated
PLC; robot
guidance and
vision systems
...that's high
technology
from AEG!

AEG believes that
industrial automation
should be simple, reliable,
flexible and easy to
operate. Our technology
has made that belief a
reality with the R-500
programmable robot
controller.
The R-500 is amodular,
distributive, multiprocessor
based system which
provides high speed
computing power while
remaining completely user
frendly through its English
text programming. The
design includes linear and
rotational motion control,
vision systems interfaces
and communications
capabilities such as LAN,
MAP and others.
This system provides a
built-in integrated
programmable logic
controller (PLC) which
eliminates the need for
separate PCs and
effectively provides total
control of the workcell.

Our industrial vision
system operates much like
the human eye in that the
camera is the functional
equivalent of that organ
which "sees" products on
the line in gray-scale.
Pre-processing is handled
by the electronic interface
while the vision controller,
which is high speed
multiprocessor based,
performs the decision
making processes. AEG
firmware supports
applications such as part
recognition, inspection
tasks and robot guidance.
AEG is aworldwide source
for technological
innovation in areas which
include not only robotics
but, information systems,
satellites, solar power,
electronic packaging,
power semiconductors,
technical tubes and office
systems.
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For more information on
our vision system and programmable robot controllers
contact our Detroit office:
AEG Corporation
17177 North Laurel Park
Drive
Livonia, MI 48152
(313) 591-2233.
For more information on
our other high technology
products contact our
corporate headquarters:
AEG Corporation
Route 22-Orr Drive
PO Box 3800
Somerville, NJ 08876-1269
or call (201) 722-9800.

AEG
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JAPAN'S IC SURPLUS
WITH U. S. FELL 55%
Japan's trade surplus with
the U. S. in integrated circuits totaled just over $400
million last year, down 55%
from the record 1984 surplus
of $887.6 million, according to
Ministry of Finance statistics.
Japanese IC exports to the
U.S. dropped 41% to $934
million, while imports of U. S.
ICs fell 23% to $534 million.
NTT's FOREIGN BUYS
UP 5% IN 1985
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp. bought $157.4
million worth of foreignmade equipment in fiscal
1985, an increase of only 5%
over the previous year. The
Tokyo giant's purchases of
U. S. equipment were $136.1
million, an increase of about
$1 million. Those figures do
not include an estimated $225
million, five-year deal with
Northern Telecom Inc., Nashville, Tenn., for telephone
switching systems, which will
take effect in 1989.
SHARP, RCA DELAY
JOINT CHIP PLANT
The joint chip-making venture between RCA Corp. and
Sharp Corp., called RCA/
Sharp Microelectronics, is delaying construction of its
$250 million plant in Camas,
Wash., for several months
while the partners review the
implications of RCA's acquisition by General Electric Co.
Neither side expects the project to be canceled, however.
MOVE TO GET ANSI
OK FOR ESDI STALLS
A move to promote the 10Mb/s Enhanced Small Disk
Interface as an industry
standard seems stalled. The
reason: the standard still requires timing improvements
to support tape and optical
drives as well as Winchesters, says H. Dal Allen, vice
chairman of the American
National Standards Insti72

tute's committee X3T9.3 on
floppy and hard disks. While
Allen terms ESDI a brilliant
solution to high-speed data
transfer for small Winchesters, he says the standard is
still so loose that ANSI consideration now would be
more likely to slow than to
speed its acceptance.
DAISY SYSTEMS
SEES SLOW SALES
Daisy Systems Corp., the
Mountain View, Calif., workstation manufacturer, is curtailing its product line and
laying off 100 workers because of declining orders.
Daisy says sales in its first
fiscal quarter, ended Dec. 31,
leveled off at $36.6 million,
and second-quarter sales are
expected to be even lower.
Daisy has restricted its product focus to three-dimensional computer-aided engineering systems, abandoning its
Vulcan line of mechanical
CAE products.
COMPANIES OFFER
CD-ROM FORMAT
Sony Corp. and Philips of
the Netherlands, joint developers of Compact Discs, have
developed tentative specifications that define aformat for
the use of compact-disk readonly memories in handling
speech, high-fidelity audio,
still and animated pictures,
graphics, and computer data.
IThe proposed CD Interactive
Media Standard calls for atotal data capacity of 650 megabytes per CD. Philips and
Sony expect to complete final
details of the specification in
the next few months.
SEARS TO MARKET
FRANKLIN PRODUCT
Franklin Computer Corp.,
Philadelphia, just one year
out of its reorganization under Chapter 11 bankruptcy
laws, says Sears Roebuck &
Co., Chicago, has agreed to
test-market Franklin's enhanced ACE 2100 computer.
Franklin says the Apple II-

compatible machine, with
standard 384-K bytes of random-access memory (expandable up to 576-K bytes), will
be sold in Sears stores in
New York, New Orleans, and
the Pacific Northwest.
IBM TAKES 30% IN
BRAZIL VENTURE
In an unprecedented move
for IBM Corp., its IBM Brazil
subsidiary plans to take aminority position in anew teleprocessing services company.
IBM will own 30% of Gerdau
Servicos de Informatica SA,
with the rest owned by the
Gerdau group, Brazil's largest private steel maker. Observers see IBM's move as a
way to gain afavorable position in the Brazilian market
when an eight-year ban on
importing computer-related
equipment expires in 1992.
DECWORLD DRAWS
20,000 VISITORS
Digital
Equipment Corp
kicked off its Decworld '86
extravaganza in Boston with
news of anew four-cable wiring strategy for data, voice,
and video transmission. An
enhanced software package
for integrating IBM Corp.
Personal Computers into
DEC's networks was also announced, along with other
networking products. More
than 20,000 people attended
the one-company show, which
filled 75,000 ft2 with 200 computers and other equipment,
according to DEC estimates.
UCCEL TO SELL
EUROPE OPERATION
Continuing its plan to concentrate exclusively on the
software business, Uccel
Corp., Dallas, expects to complete the sale of its European
computing services operations to Inspectorate International SA by the first of
April. Included in the proposed sale are Uccel's Automation Center International
subsidiary in Zurich, Switzerland, and University Comput-

ing Co. in England. Inspectorate, of Neuchâtel, Switzerland, will pay an undisclosed
amount for the operations,
which contributed about $38
million to Uccel's 1985 revenue of $205 million. Uccel
will continue to operate its
International Software Division in London.
DATAPOINT ANNUAL
MEETING DELAYED
No timetable has been set
for Datapoint Corp.'s postponed stockholders' meeting,
which had been set for early
this month. The meeting was
delayed to allow an investor
group,. led by chairman Asher B. Edelman, time to negotiate financing for aproposed
leveraged buyout of the troubled San Antonio, Texas,
computer maker. Datapoint
reported a net loss of
.4
million in the quarter that
ended Jan. 25, compared with
a $15.9 million loss a year
ago.
CIRCUIT PIONEER
LAMB DIES AT 85
James J. Lamb, an electronics pioneer who invented a
basic noise-silencing circuit,
died last month in Cupertino,
Calif., at 85. Lamb worked
for both Remington Rand
and Sperry Univac and was
at one time chief scientist for
the U. S. Army Electronics
Command at Fort Huachuca,
Ariz. In 1980, Electronics, in
its 50th anniversary issue,
namea Lamb's silencing circuit one of the dozen great
circuits basic to the commercialization of radio, TV, and
computers.
HONEYWELL SELLS
CABLE UNITS
Honeywell Inc. has agreed to
sell its computer cable and
subassembly manufacturing
operations to Southwest General Industries, Vista, Calif.
Under the deal, Honeywell
will buy about $100 million
worth of products from SGI
over the next five years.
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Re-fine your
circuitry
with Low-Micron
Powders from CERAC®

'Ns>

As printed circuits shrink, the demand for
sub-micron copper powder grows. But small
particle size powders are no big problem for CERAC.
Through a variety of proprietary chemical and particle
sizing techniques, we can reduce copper and most other
materials to iow micron sizes which are almost 100 times
smaller than typically available from conventional industrial manufacturers. We can also separate your powder
into various size categories and provide you with a complete particle size distribution curve.
What's more, our Certificate of Analysis, detailing the results of our X-ray diffraction, spectroscopy, and wet chemical analyses, guarantees a purity you can count on.
Ask for our "Low-Micron Powder Sheet". Then try our
powder for size. We think you'll find it measures up.
When small particles make the big difference.

tikERAerporated

.41/0

P.O. Box 11 78 •Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 •Phone: 414-289-9800 •Telex: 269452 (CERMIL)
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20th BIAS International Automation
Instrumentation Conference and Exhibition
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1986 devoted to edition
MICROELECTRONICS

18th-22nd March 1986
Milan Fair -Italy

BIAS
MICROELECTRONICS

I
t

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

More than 1200 exhibitors
75.000 visitors expected

E.I.O.M. Ente Italiano Organizzazione Mostre
Segreteria della Mostra
Viale Premuda, 2 -20129 Milano (Italy)
Tel. (02) 54.00.196-135-471 -Telex 334022 CONSEL I
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PRODUCTION AND TEST SYSTEMS

j

J

LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS

j

ENTRANCES (530 am.6:00 pm):

MICROCOMPUTER AND PERIPHERALS

• P.ta Carlo Mamba
• P.ta Domodomola
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MEETINGS

Al TO DOMINATE OPTICS SYMPOSIUM

B

Rooming interest in opti ca l app li ca ibirtions of artificial intelligence will
double the size of last year's most popular conference at the Society of PhotoOptical
Instrumentation
Engineers'
Symposium Southeast on Optics and Optoelectronics. Applications of Artificial
Intelligence III will have 96 papers—far
more than any of the other 10 conferences and double 1985's total, according
to conference chairman John F. Gilmore.
Gilmore expects a corresponding doubling of attendance at the conference,
the largest draw at 1985's symposium.
Gilmore, who heads the AI branch of
the Georgia Institute of Technology's
Research Institute, says that the large
number of applications to be discussed
gives this meeting an edge over other
AI conferences. Papers will describe
products and systems that are "either
being used or going to be used."
Predictably, many of the papers de-

OAC '86, Federation of Information Processing Societies Inc. (1899 Preston White Dr.,
Reston, Va. 22091), Astrohall, Houston,
March 24-26.
Systems I, Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association etal. (Society of Manufacturing Engineers, 1SME Dr.,
Dearborn, Mich. 48121), Chicago Hilton and
Towers, Chicago, March 24-26.
Washington Ada Symposium, IEEE Computer Society et al. (Connie Finley, Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Rd., Laurel, Md. 20707),
Johns Hopkins University, March 24-26.
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Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017), Hyatt Regency
Hotel, Singapore, March 24-27.
IMTC/86: IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement

Technology

Conference,

IEEE

(Robert Myers, Conference Coordinator,
1700 Westwood Blvd., Suite 101, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024), Hilton Harvest House,
Boulder, Colo., March 25-27.
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Bellingham, Wash. 98227-0010), Sheraton
Twin Towers, Orlando, Fla., March 31-April 4.

scribe expert systems or knowledgebase systems, many of which focus on
image understanding and processing.
But within that focus is an area that
took the organizers by surprise in the
amount of interest it generated. An entire session will be devoted to papers
that discuss the topic of "evidencing" as
it applies to image reconstruction.
Evidencing tries to come up with an
image based on incomplete data, explains Gilmore. For example, he says,
evidencing would try to ascertain the
presence of an airplane if it detected
only wings and a tail.
Many of the technologies can have
military applications—radar, expert-system control of a tank, or combat systems. But Gilmore also sees industry
uses such as vision systems and pattern
recognition for robotics. The conference
will draw "a real mix of industry, military, and academia," he says.

1986 International Reliability Physics
Symposium, IEEE (Lucian A. Kasprzak, IBM
Corp., 44 S. Broadway, White Plains, N. Y.
10601), Anaheim Marriott Hotel, Anaheim,
Calif., March 31-April 4.
Comdex/Winter, The Interface Group Inc.
(300 First Ave., Needham, Mass. 02194),
Convention Center, Los Angeles, April 1-3.
1st International Conference on Expert
Database Systems, IEEE (Gio Wiederhold,
Stanford University, Dept. of Computer Science, Stanford, Calif. 94305), Charleston
Sheraton, Charleston, S. C., April 1-4.
Management and Information Technologies, Data Processing Management Association and Association for Computing Machinery (Doris Dodge, Conference Manager,
DPMA, 505 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge, Ill.
60068), Expo Center, Chicago, April 2-4.
Communications Tokyo '86, Communication Industries Association (Sankei Bldg. Annex, 1-7-2 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100,
Japan), Tokyo
April 2-5.

International

Fairgrounds,

Future of Software Protection Symposium, Software Engineering Institute and
University of Pittsburgh Law Review (Carol
Biesecker, Software Engineering Institute,
Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15213), Software Engineering Institute, Pittsburgh, April 4-5.
29th IPC Semi-Annual Meeting, Institute for
Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic
Circuits (IPC, 3451 Church St., Evanston, III.
60203), Sheraton Hotel, Boston, April 6-10.
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Parallelogram is free from SeComputer Systems Inc., 15450
Koll Pkwy., Beaverton, Ore.
phone (800) 854-0428. [Circle 426]

Apollo Computer Inc.

A 128-page
handbook discusses tantalum capacitors
with working voltages of 1.5 to 900 V
dc. The components range in size from
less than 3.6 mm3 to more than 70 cm 3.
The handbook, which contains tables,
charts, graphs, and diagrams, comes
free from the Steatite Group, Hagley
House, Hagley Rd., Birmingham, England B16 8QW; phone (021) 454-6961.
[Circle 424]

TANTALUM

A free bulletin, "Displacement
Transducers," describes two series of
linear variable-differential transducers.
The PLV and S5 series are designed for
single and multipoint industrial gauging
applications; they also measure microdisplacement in scientific instrumentation. Copies are available from Sensotec
Inc., 1200 Chesapeake Ave., Columbus,
Ohio 43212; phone (614) 486-7723. [Circle
reader service number 421]
This 416-page data
book, the first to be published by VTC
Inc., features CMOS A. C. T. (Advanced
low-power Schottky speed, CMOS power,
TTL drive) interfaces; linear signal-processing circuits; and bipolar semicustom
cell libraries. The applications sections
include product characterization, test
and correlation procedures, and tips for
good system design and layout. To order the free publication, call (800) 8822667 or write the Marketing Department
at 2401 E. 86th St., Bloomington, Minn.
55420.
[Circle 422]
CMOS INTERFACES.

A free two-page application bulletin discusses the detection
and measurement of process-gas leaks
in a dry-etching operation. Employee
safety, alarm levels, and recommended
monitoring points are among the subjects covered. For acopy of bulletin no.
970712, contact MDA Scientific Inc., 405
Barclay Blvd., Lincolnshire, III. 60069, or
call (800) 323-2000; in Illinois, (312) 6342800.
[Circle 423]
ETCHING SAFETY.

Parallelogram,
a quarterly newsletter on parallel processing and multiprocessing, has just
debuted. The first issue, January 1986,
includes an interview with David Kuck
of the University of Illinois, Urbana, on
software for parallel computing, and an
article on a computer-aided engineering
application from Shiva Multisystems

PARALLEL PROCESSING.
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CAPACITORS.

The Electronic Industries Association has released Jedec
Standard No. 12-2, "Standard for CellBased Integrated Circuit Benchmark
Set." The JG44-2 Committee on CellBased Integrated Circuits, which developed the standard, was chaired by William Huber of General Electric Co.
Copies are available from the EIA Standard Sales Office, 2001 Eye St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006, for $14. Phone
(202) 457-4981.
[Circle 425]

JEDEC STANDARD.

LVDTs.

17, 19, 21, 23

The following companies are
making available product catalogs,
which are free unless otherwise noted:
Aremco Products Inc., 23 Snowden Ave.,
P. O. Box 429, Ossining, N. Y. 10562.
Phone (914) 762-0685. Production equipment.
[Circle 450]
Data Translation Inc., 100 Locke Dr.,
Marlboro, Mass. 01752. Phone (617) 4813700. Microcomputer I/O products.
[Circle 451]
Hitachi America Ltd., Semiconductor
and IC Division, 2210 O'Toole Ave., San
Jose, Calif. 95131. Phone (800) 842-9000,
ext. 6809. Designer's Selection Guide,
Literature No. R15.
[Circle 452]
ILC Data Device Corp., 105 Wilbur Pl.,
Bohemia, N. Y. 11716. Phone (516) 5675600. Short-form catalog of data converters and MIL-STD-1553 products.
[Circle 453]
Kulicke and Soffa Industries Inc., 507
Prudential Rd., Horsham, Pa. 19044.
Phone (215) 674-2800. Semiconductor assembly systems.
[Circle 454]
Kyocera International Inc., Electronic
Components Group, 11425 Sorrento Valley Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92121. Phone
(619) 454-1800. Oscillators. [Circle 455]
Leecraft Manufacturing Co., 21-02 44th
Rd., New York, N. Y. 11101. Phone (718)
392-8800. LED optoelectronic products.
[Circle 456]
Magnetics, Components Division, 900 E.
Butler Rd., P. O. Box 391, Butler, Pa.
16003. Phone (412) 282-8282. Catalog FG
405SFP, ferrite cores for power and filter applications.
[Circle 456]

Compaq Computer Corp.

$

35-38

Daicel Chemical Industries Inc
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Data Translation

12

Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc

Gentron Corporation

4
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Hewlett Packard Company

8

Inmos Corporation

CATALOGS.

•

LeCroy Corporation

4th C

LSI Logic

2nd C

4

Mitsubishi

National Semiconductor

NEC Electronics (Europe) GmbH

6-7

54-55

2

Orbit Semiconductor Inc.

RCA Solid State

Rohde & Schwarz

50-51

1E, 3E

Sharp Corporation
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•

Siemens AG

2E

$

Toshiba America Inc.

54-55

Unit Instruments

10

Classified and employment advertising
aac Inc.
Omation Inc.
Radio Research Instrument Co.
ZTEC

58
58
53
58

• For more information of complete product line see
advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide
• Advertisers in Electronics International
Advertisers in Electronics domestic edition
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THE ADVERTISERS AUDIT STUDY CONTEST
Enter adrawing for $1,000 cash by selecting
your favorite ads in the March issue of Electronics.

Reader Contest Rules

Advertiser Contest Rules

1. After you have examined this issue of Electronics, pick your
three favorite ads and enter your selections on the entry blank
bound in this issue or on a3" x5" index card. Your entry should
include: 1) the name of the advertiser; 2) the advertiser's Reader
Service Number; 3) the page number the advertisement appears
on; and, 4) if you would Ike, your comments explaining what you
like most about the ads you selected. Ads placed by McGrawHill, Inc. should not be considered in this contest.

1. All advertis;ng and marketing personnel in companies and
agencies (other than McGraw-Hill, Inc. and its advertising agencies) are invited to participate in aseparate contest for advertisers. All rules for the Reader Contest will similarly apply for this
contest, with two exceptions: 1) the winner of the Advertiser Contest will not be selected in arandom drawing from among all
eligible entries; and 2) the box on the entry blank marked "Advertiser Contest" must be checked.

2. Examine the March issues of Electronics with extra care.
2. Check the box on the entry blank marked "Reader Contest."
No more than one entry per issue may be submitted by any one Choose the three ads in each issue that you think readers of
individual. All entries must be postmarked no later than midnight, Electronics will pick as their favorites and enter your selections
on the entry blanks bound in each issue or on a3" x5" index
April 18, 1986. The winner will be notified in May, 1986.
card. No more than one entry per issue may be submitted
by any one individual.
3. The winner of the $1,000 cash prize will be selected in a
random drawing from among all eligible entries. Winner will be
notified by mail. Odds of winning depend on the number of
entries received.

3. All entries must be postmarked no later than midnight, April
18, 1986. Each individual's qualifying entries will be matched
against the winning ads as determined in the Reader Contest.
Whichever individual in this Special Advertiser Contest comes
4. No purchase necessary. Contest void where prohibited or
closest to picking the 15 winning ads for the month of March,
restricted by law. Liability for any taxes on the $1,000 cash prize
is the sole responsibility of the winner. Employees of McGraw-Hill, 1986 will receive: 1) $1,000 cash; 2) one free full-page ad in
Electronics for their company or client; and 3) aplaque acknowlInc., its advertising agencies, and their families are not eligible
edging their skill in evaluating advertising. McGraw-Hill, Inc.
to participate.
reserves the right to schedule the free ad at its discretion.
4. This special Advertisers Contest is open to all advertising and
marketing personnel in companies and agencies (other than
McGraw-Hill, Inc. and its advertising agencies), whether or not
their companies or agencies have an advertisement in the
March, 1986 contest issues.
5. No purchase necessary. Contest void where prohibited or
restricted by law. Liability for any taxes on the $1,000 cash prize
is the sole responsibility of the winner. Employees of McGraw-Hill,
Inc., its advertising agencies, and their families are not eligible
to participate.

Winning Advertisers Earn Free Ad Reruns
The three advertisers receiving the most votes in each March 1986 issue of Electronics will receive afree rerun of their winning ads and aplaque commemorating their achievement. Since there are five issues of Electronics in March, there will be a
total of 15 winning ads.
After all the March Reader Contest ballots are received, the three ads that scored the highest over the course of the entire
contest will be determined and announced in May, 1986. These three Grand Prize Winners will receive aspecial plaque, plus
afree rerun in Electronics of all the ads they ran in Electronics during the entire month of March.
All reruns will be made from existing plates or negatives. If the advertisement qualifying for afree rerun is an insert, the winner
may run up to afour-color, two-page spread on R.O.P stock from existing plates or negatives. McGraw-Hill, Inc. reserves the
right to schedule reruns at its discretion.
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WIN $1,000 CASH
ADVERTISER AUDIT
E

lectronics' unique new contest makes it easy to win big.
The rules are simple. Each issue this month contains aballot
asking you to select your three favorite ads in the issue. All you
do is fill in you' choices and drop it in the mail. Your returned ballot or reasonable facsimile is automatically entered in the prize
drawing at the end of the month. If your name is drawn at
random, you win one thousand easy dollars.
Ads receiving the most votes each week and during the course of the contest will be rerun for free.
You can win money and let advertsers
/
know what you think of their selling
messages. Advertisers can win extra
insertions.
So watch for contest ballots and rules in
each March issue. And get ready to win big
this month.

ADVERTISERS: YOU CAN WIN $1,000, TOO!
All advertising and marketing personnel in companies and
agencies are invited to participate along with our readers by
filling out aspecial Advertisers Ballot included in each March
issue. Whoever comes closest to picking the 15 winning ads for
the month (3 from each issue) in this special Advertisers Contest
will receive an award for skill in evaluating advertising, plus a
free ad insertion for his or her company, and $1,000 cash!

The Contrast Tells the Stor.
Dottee tbe Contest'
Brand New LCD From Sharp
With contrast up to 7.0 and viewing
angle from —10° to +45°, it's twice
as easy to see why LCD readability
can now be twice as good for
your portable computers and
OA equipment. The demand
for this LCD is expanding
rapidly — due to Sharp's
success in improving LCD
performance in direct response
to market demand.

IBM PCR Compatible
LCD Monitor
This new LCD monitor comes with
an RGB video signal interface cable, completely eliminating the cost and time
needed to design and develop an interface to IBM PCR or PC clones. This monitor enables you to instantly display
your PC software on our 640 X 200 LCD
by just plugging the RGB interface cable
into an IBM PCR or PC clone.
Type No.
Dot pitch ratio
Type

LM64014W
1:1.4
Reflective Type

LM64016W
12
Reflective Type

7.0(TYP.)
7.0(TYP.)
—10-4-45*(Co.,2,TYP.) —10—+45*(Co",- 2.TYP.)

Contrast
Viewing angle
Unit outline dimensions
WXHXD(mm)
Display format(WXH)

256 x128X13.3

256X164X13.3

640X200

640 X200

*Compared with earlier Sharp models
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SHARP
SHARP CORPORATION, JAPAN

SHARP CORPORATION

International Sales Dept. Electronic Components Group.
22-22. Nagaike-cho. Abeno-ku, Osaka 545, JAPAN Tel: (06)621-1221 Cable: LABOMET OSAKA Telex: J63428 Attn: OSKPA(LABOMET AB)

U.S.A.:SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Electronic Components Division.
Sharp Plaza, Mahwah. New Jersey 07430 Tel 201-529-8200 Telex: 426903(SHARPAM PARA)

EUROPE:SHARP ELECTRONICS(EUROPE)GMBH

Electronic Components Dept.
Sonninstrasse 3,2000 Hamburg 1. F R Germany Tel (040)23775-0 Telex: 2161867(HEEG D)
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MICROSYSTEMS E DATA CONVERTERS E /Cs El INSTRUMENTS D MEMORIES
resolution of 640 horizontal by 350 vertical pixels and builds characters in an 8by-14-dot matrix. It also includes a parallel port. Both are available now.
Paradise Systems Inc., 217 E. Grand Ave.,
South San Francisco, Calif. 94080.
Phone (415) 588-6000
[Circle 366]

CONTROLLER LINKS
FOUR DRIVES TO PC/XT
A disk-controller board, model SMC4012PC, is plug-compatible with the IBM
Corp. Personal Computer XT's bus and
controls two Winchester disk drives
through the ST506 interface. At the
same time, the board can control two
floppy-disk drives through the SA-450
floppy interface.
This combination of drives on asingle
board frees one board slot and reduces
power requirements in the PC/XT. The
SMC4012-PC handles error detection and
correction as well as on-board data separation. Prices were unavailable.
Standard Microsystems Corp., 35 Marcus
Blvd., Hauppauge, N. Y. 11788.
Phone (516) 273-3100
[Circle 365]

FAST ADCs MEET
MIL-STD-883 SPECS
A 12-bit analog-to-digital converter guarantees a maximum conversion time of
4.5 sover the entire military temperature range; a second, less expensive
model that also meets MIL-STD-883

specifications converts in 6!Is.
The AD578TD and AD578SD are complete successive-approximation ADCs requiring no external components. The
parts differ in their gain, unipolar, and
bipolar offset drift. A buried zener reference specified at +10 V, ±100 mV,
can be used to drive maximum loads of
±1 mA. Power dissipation is 775 mW.
The ADCs have both parallel and serial data outputs. Packaged in hermetic
32-pin ceramic DIPs and processed to
MIL-STD-883 level B, method 5008, the
AD578TD sells for $205 and the
AD578SD for $165.
Analog Devices Inc., Literature Center, 70
Shawmut Rd., Canton, Mass. 02021
[Circle 362]
64

PROCESSOR IC
CYCLES IN 150 NS
Signetics' new 150-ns 8X401 microcontroller is the centerpiece of anew family
that is a successor to the company's
8X305 family. The ECL 8X401 is 35%
faster than the earlier model, thanks in
part to an expanded instruction set: the
8X401 has 32 fixed instructions, compared with 16 for the 8X305.
The chip employs the Harvard parallel-path architecture. In one 150-ns cycle
it can fetch, execute, and generate the
next instruction address for a 20-bit instruction. Then, within one instruction
cycle, the 8X401 can be programmed to
enter, merge, rotate, and mask singleor multiple-bit subfields, in addition to
performing an arithmetic or logic
operation.
An 8-bit bidirectional data-address bus
and asignal-I/O control and timing bus
gain access to peripheral devices. Three
independent I/O banks can address up
to 256 locations each. The 8X401 is available from stock, in a 64-pin Cerdip, for
$99.95 in lots of 1 to 10. It will be offered in a64-pin plastic DIP and a68-pin
plastic leaded chip carrier by midyear.
Signetics Corp., 811 E. Argues Ave., P. O.
Box 3409, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94088.
Phone (408) 991-2000

[Circle 350]

ECL ARRAY HITS
5,000-GATE COUNT
Two ECL gate arrays offer densities of
5,000 gates—the model p.PB6350—and
4,000 gates—the model 1),PB6340. The
high densities are possible because the
designers have solved the heat-dissipation and power-consumption problems
encountered in high-density ECL, the
company says.
Both arrays feature a delay time of
just 0.7 ns per gate. The devices will
find applications in minicomputers, parallel processors, IC testers, and highspeed communications equipment. They
are offered in 132- and 208-pin ceramic
pin-grid arrays with heat sinks.
Unit prices are $206 for the g.i.PC6350
and $167 for the PC6340, in quantities
of 5,000.
NEC Electronics Inc., 401 Ellis St., P. O.
Box 7241, Mountain View, Calif. 94039.
Phone (415) 960-6000
[Circle 352]

SCOPE CONTAINS
THERMAL PRINTER

nels, each displaying signals of up to 10
MHz. For digital-circuitry analysis, the
SE 571 provides up to eight logic channels; the user can program eight signalparameter settings.
With amaximum sweep frequency of
25 MHz, the scope's display is fast
enough to capture changing waveforms,
creating the effect of an analog oscilloscope. The SE 571 sells for $6,500 and
will be available next month.
BBC-Metrawatt/Gaerz, 2150 W. Sixth Ave.,
Broomfield, Colo. 80020. Phone (800) 8216327; in Colorado, (303) 469-5231
[Circle 356]

DIGITAL THERMOMETER
WORKS IN FIELD
Fluke is entering the handheld digital
thermometer market with a family that
is built to withstand rough treatment in
the field. Typical battery life for the 50
series is 1,200 hours. An offset potentiometer for each J- or K-type thermocouple input allows field calibration to a
given temperature.
Accuracy is within ±0.1% over an ambient operating range of 18'C to 28°C,
with a resolution to within 0.1°C.
The model 51 sells for $119. The model 52, which provides differential information, goes for $189. Both are available now.
John Fluke Mfg. Co., P. O. Box C9090, Everett, Wash. 98206.
Phone (206) 347-6100

[Circle 367]

EPROM ACCESSES
DATA IN 110 NS
With an access time of 110 ns, a 128-K
EPROM clips 40 ns off the record of its
predecessors. The 27128B-110V05 is
built in Intel's HMOS II E process. A
smaller die reduces data-access time, the
company says, while the size of the active area of the EPROM cell remains
unchanged because HMOS II-E eliminates unused areas of the EPROM array. The EPROM, housed in awindowed
28-pin ceramic DIP, is priced at $13.30 in
lots of 1,000.

The model SE 571 Digitalscope has a
built-in thermal printer that delivers a
hard copy of all the information from its
CRT in 10 seconds, including the meaIntel Corp., Literature Dept. W-278, 3065
surement protocol. The scope itself is an
Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051
autoranging instrument with two chan[Circle 361]
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BATTERIES E MICROSYSTEMS
plates and connectors do not react with the alkaline electrolyte
and do not corrode, causing
"sudden death." The battery
also is immune to acid stratification—the active chemicals do not
precipitate out.
And although a comparably
rated lead-acid battery is about
two to five times cheaper than
the Sunica, a photovoltaic system using the nicad battery will
cost less initially and remain
less costly to maintain, says
Ame O. Nilsson, director of international projects. This is because avoltage regulator is not
needed, and in many applications alower-capacity nicad battery can replace a higher-rated
lead-acid one. The Sunica costs
about $300 per kWh.
Specified for -50°C to +55°C,
the battery survives undercharging in cold locations and
overcharging in heat. A potassium hydroxide electrolyte survives temperature extremes and,
unlike lead-acid batteries, presents no sulfation—progressive- NTHE POCKET. SAB Nife's nicad battery uses pocketly reduced capacity—when con- plate technology to end the memory-effect problem.
tinually discharged to below
from this effect under any conditions,
70%. Thus where lead-acid batteries
must be oversized by as much as 50% to
the company says. And because pocket
compensate, the Sunica does not.
plates cannot be destroyed by over- or
The overall charge-discharge efficien- undercharging, voltage regulators are
cy of most lead-acid batteries is from
not necessary.
80% to 85%. The Sunica battery, by conCapacities range from 11 to 1,100 Ah,
trast, returns 89% to 99% of the energy and the company will quote prices. The
Sunica battery can be delivered in about
put into it.
SAB Nife also claims the Sunica beats
eight weeks.
-Ann Jacobs
the lead-acid battery in maintenance. Its
electrolyte must be topped off once ev- SAB Nife Inc., George Washington Hwy.,
ery 10 years. This is particularly imporP. O. Box 100, Lincoln, R. L. 02865.
tant for remote sites, where servicing a Phone (401) 333-1170
[Circle 340]
lead-acid battery every two or three
years can cost more than the battery
CONTROLLER MIXES
itself, Nilsson says. Sunica batteries can
DRIVE SIZES, FORMATS
be stacked safely because there are no
Designed for the STD bus, the FLP-380
live parts on top. Another safety feature
is a spill- and explosion-proof venting provides an interface for up to four 51
/-,
4
system.
31
/-, or 8-in, floppy-disk drives. Because
2
MEMORY EFFECT. The Sunica's pocketall read, write, and format functions are
configured in software, the designer can
plate technology eliminates the memory
use the controller to mix different
effect that plagues sinter-plate nicad
batteries—that is, after numerous welldefined charge-discharge cycles, the batteries "remember" their former state
when used at another cycle. When tested in satellites, sinter-plate batteries
were run at full capacity after repeated
cycling at the 25% discharge level, and it
was found that they produced voltage
plateaus—a much higher level for the
first 25% of the time.
Thanks to an iron-based active material in the Sunica cadmium electrode, the
pocket-plate batteries do not suffer
Electronics/March 3, 1986

drives and formats in the same system.
Complete development systems and
tools for the FLP-380 are available, and
software support includes the CP/M 2.2
and MP/M operating systems. The controller costs $232 in original-equipmentmanufacturer quantities, with a CMOS
version going for $252. Delivery is from
stock but can take up to 30 days.
Computer Dynamics Inc., 105 S. Main St.,
Greer, S. C. 29651.
Phone (803) 877-7471

[Circle 364]

8-MHz BOARD
RUNS UNIX ON VMEbus
The 68010-based CPU-3 runs the AT&T
Co. Unix operating system on the VMEbus for Unix development or production
systems or in multiuser engineering
work stations. For memory-management
tasks, the CPU-3 uses a 68451 chip,
which can be bypassed for more efficient CPU throughput. Also accelerating
process execution is ano-wait-state static RAM. Local functions are under software control, and programmers can reconfigure system-design parameters on
the fly.
The 8-MHz CPU-3A, with 32-K bytes
of RAM, sells for $2,195 each. The CPU3B—running at 10 MHz and with 128-K
bytes of RAM—is $2,845. Delivery takes
30 days after ordering.
Force Computers Inc., 727 University Ave.,
Los Gatos, Calif. 95030.
Phone (408) 354-3410

[Circle 363]

GRAPHICS CARDS FIT IN
IBM PC'S SHORT SLOT
Two graphics products, the Short Color
Card and the Short Mono Card, are
short-slot replacements for the IBM
Corp. color and monochrome graphics
display adapters in the Personal Computer, PC/XT, and PC AT. These replacement cards will run all the PC software that IBM supports.
The short color card, which sells for
$179, provides flicker-free scrolling and
supports both red-green-blue and composite monitors. It has connectors for
both a light pen and an rf modulator.
The $199 Short Mono card has display
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TRIQUINT BUILDS A FAMILY
OF DIGITAL GaAs PRODUCTS
OFFERINGS INCLUDE STANDARD ICs AND ASICs, PLUS CELL LIBRARY

T

riQuint Semiconductor is racing to
become a full-line supplier of digital
counters consume 1.6 W.
gallium arsenide products. The TekThe divide-by-2, -4, -8, and
-16 outputs are 10K and
tronix Inc. subsidiary has a line of 3GHz GaAs medium-scale-integration
100K ECL-compatible and
components based on its Q-Logic deplethe divide-by-2 stage intion-mode standard-cell library. In addicludes a complementary
tion, the company can provide applicaoutput to facilitate hightion-specific ICs produced from customspeed circuit interfacing.
ers' electrical specifications. And by the
Also available now are
third quarter of the year, TriQuint will
the TQ1112, a 4-bit synchronous up-down counter
provide customers with a standard-cell
software library so engineers can design
that operates at 1 GHz,
circuits on their own work stations.
and the TQ1121, a divideNEW PACKAGE. To make the best use of GaAs's speed,
The Q-Logic digital GaAs series,
by-4/5 dual-modulus counTriQuint developed anew multilayer ceramic package.
which operates at up to 15 times the
ter operating at 2 GHz.
speed of silicon CMOS and five times the
Soon to be available are a
ity is acritical issue. The company says
programmable dual-modulus divider,
speed of silicon ECL, is TriQuint's first
reliability testing of GaAs depletionmultiplexers, and demultiplexers.
family of standard MSI components. Trimode ICs demonstrates a mean time to
Q-Logic devices can be packaged in
Quint joins alist of about 50 companies
failure of more than 10 million hours at
commercially available IC flatpacks or in
offering some type of GaAs products,
125°C. Because there are no standard
including GigaBit Logic, which also has
a new, high-performance multilayer cetesting practices for GaAs circuits yet,
GaAs MSI chips; GigaBit Logic's freramic package, designed by TriQuint for
TriQuint can't ensure speed, but using
extremely high-speed applications. The
quency counters and dividers are specisilicon testing practices (up to 10 MHz),
fied at 2.5 GHz, compared with Trinew package can easily attach to highthe company can functionally test the
Quint's 3-GHz devices.
speed circuit boards with current manudevices. "The parts will reach customers
facturing technology.
Previously, TriQuint offered a semifunctionally tested and packaged,"
custom gate array called the Q-Chip,
The TQ1111 counter series is available
Reeder says.
which enabled potential GaAs users to
45 days after ordering. In lots of 100
RIPPLE COUNTER SERIES. The first comtry the high-speed technology. But "a
pieces, the TQ1111-20 sells for
9, the
ponent available in the Q-Logic series is
TQ1111-25 for $119, and the TQ1111-30
standard product line will encourage
the TQ1111 4-bit ripple counter series.
more people to try out the logic," says
for $199. An evaluation board for the 3Designed
for use in prescaler and highTom Reeder, marketing manager.
GHz chips will be available for
speed counting applications, the TQ1111
$275.
—Steve Zollo
Reeder sees abig market for GaAs as
is available in three models. The
a replacement for ECL in fiber-optic
TQ1111-20 covers the frequency range
TriQuint Semiconductor, Tektronix Industricommunications systems. "Designers
up to 2GHz, the TQ1111-25 extends opal Park, Group 700, P. O. Box 4935, Beawant to go up to 1-Mb/s data rates,
eration to 2.5 GHz, and the TQ1111-30
double the current speed," Reeder says.
verton, Ore. 97075. Phone (503) 627-6348
handles frequencies up to 3 GHz. The
"This would allow them to double the
[Circle reader service number 339]
number of channels and reduce perchannel costs."
Q-Logic works with an improved
GaAs IC-device data base that allows
design for awide range of power-supply
voltage and temperature fluctuations.
Q-Logic will operate with little change
AB Nife AB is bringing to market
in performance with a power supply
possible to set up navigational aids, raSunica, anickel-cadmium battery for
that ranges from ±4 to ±5.2 V. Initialdio repeater systems, and satellite telephotovoltaic systems that boasts alongly, parts will be able to operate from 0°C
communications systems in a host of
er life, smaller size, and more reliability
to +85°C, but will be extended for the
harsh and inaccessible places. But the
than its lead-acid counterparts. And
military range of —55°C to +125°C. The
weak link in such systems until now has
with its pocket-plate technology, the
series is compatible with ECL 10K and
been the battery used to store the enerSunica is more reliable than other nicad
gy captured by solar panels.
100K over the full range of power-supbatteries.
ply and temperature variations.
The Sunica's lifespan is 20 years,
The company notes that developments
As with any new technology, reliabilabout five times that of a lead-acid batin photovoltaics technology have made it
tery. Unlike lead-acid batteries, the
2

NICAD BATTERY FOR SOLAR
CELLS LASTS 20 YEARS

S
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ting edge of semiconductor manufacturing for telephony applications, he is instead involved with typefaces, fonts,
and the paraphernalia of electronic
printing. The Corel system includes a
personal computer, software in compactdisk read-only memory, and aRicoh Co.
laser printer.
UP AND OUT. The move began with a
shove. Soon after British Telecommunications plc, London, announced its intention to acquire 51% of Mitel's stock last
May, Cowpland was shuffled upward
and out of an active role in the management of the Kanata, Ont., company that
he founded in 1973 with partner Terry
Matthews. But there were other considerations. "I still have a strong interest
in Mitel and I'm still on the board, but I
had to get as far as Icould from telecommunications," he concedes.
Corel Systems gives the 42-year-old
Cowpland, who holds adoctorate in electrical engineering from Carleton University in Ottawa, plenty of room to exercise
his entrepreneurial bent. Among Canadians, Cowpland has long had areputation
as a zealous investor in technology,
though his successes are less notable
than his failures. "He had the reputation
of someone who would throw money at
anything that moved," says one observer
of Cowpland's venture capital career.
Cowpland, for instance, was the organizing force behind Bytec Management
Corp., the Ottawa venture capital outfit
that developed the Hyperion personal
computer and played abig role in seeding and funding many Canadian hightechnology startups. Hyperion, an early
look-alike to the IBM Corp. Personal
Computer, was sunk by problems with
its disk drives. Cowpland also took a
bath when he poured millions into System House Inc., the Canadian systemsintegration company, although it recent-

ly received an infusion of new capital.
This time it's different, says Cowpland, adding that the electronic publishing venture was launched only after
careful study. First, he surveyed the
technological landscape for emerging
growth areas and focused on opticaldisk manufacturing and electronic publishing. But on closer inspection, he concluded the optical-disk .market was too
risky and the window of opportunity
was closing fast. "We would have needed to start 12 months ago," he says.
However, he found it easier to get an

electronic publishing venture off the
ground. Cowpland launched Corel Systems for amodest $5 million, and after
five months in operation, it has more
than 20 beta-test-site units in the field.
Plans call for volume shipments to begin this year.
Cowpland is entering an already
crowded field, but he is convinced the
opportunites are there. "Typesetting
with personal computer architecture, CD
ROMs, and laser printers will be fertile
ground for the next 10 years," he predicts.
—Robert Rosenberg

GENTRON'S EF PACKAGE

• Modules available in wide range of circuit configurations 1
2 H. full H. 3-phase
/
and custom bridges.
. Available ratings from 5-300 amps and 100-500 volts.
• Package has printed circuit or standard wiring options.
. 50-85% savings on installation, inspection, purchasing and inventory costs when
compared to discrete components.
• Patented Powertherm process reduces thermal resistance, offers cooler operation
and improved reliability.
. Other packages and devices available.

To find out more about Gentron's transistor series contact:

Gentron Corporation

MICHAEL COWPLAND: A recognized authority in telecommunications, he now heads a

6667 North Sidney Place Milwaukee, WI 53209
(414)351-1660 Telex: 26881

startup in electronic publishing.
Electronics/March 3, 1986
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FOR COMPAQ'S CANION,
LAPTOP'S TIME IS NOT HERE
founded by Canion in February 1982,
way the cofounder and president into the rank of second-largest manufacturer of business personal computers
of Compaq Computer Corp., Joseph
(Rod) Canion, sees it, the world is not behind IBM Corp.
Rather than go the laptop route, Canyet ready for the laptop computer. He
says laptops have a most difficult hur- ion decided that the way to stay successful was to make the Compaq Portadle to clear before they can be more
widely accepted: the important function- ble, the company's original product,
smaller and lighter. That was accomal tradeoff between battery operation
plished last month when the Portable II,
and screen readability. And other techwhich retains full comnology advances are necpatibility with IBM's
essary, in Canion's view:
Personal Computer, was
better flat-panel disunveiled
[Electronics,
plays, small mass-storFeb. 24, 1986, p. 64].
age units, and longer-life
But the weeks leading
battery packs.
up to that carefully orCanion, a 42-year-old
chestrated introduction
Houston native who
turned out to be more
once worked at Texas
nerve-wracking
than
Instruments Inc., says
usual for such an event.
that Compaq did dabble
That's because rumors
for two years with plans
were
circulating
to introduce a batterythroughout the computpowered laptop, showing
er industry that IBM
a working prototype to
was about to introduce
its retail dealers and potential large corporate ROD CANION: The laptop still must its own long-awaited and
closely guarded laptop
customers. But Canion, hurdle technological obstacles.
computer,
nicknamed
who was the catalyst beClamshell. An introduction by Big Blue
hind the laptop, pulled the plug because
would have upstaged the Portable II
there was little demand.
and certainly taken some of the thunder
He insists that today's technology still
isn't able to integrate a full-function
away from Compaq's new machine.
"This is going to be avery important
computer into the profile of a batterypowered laptop unit. "The marketplace product for us, and it comes at an interis not changing, and people in the busi- esting time when many of our larger
ness world still want increased function- competitors are talking laptop," notes
Canion.
ality from new computers." That philosophy has propelled the company, coFortunately for the people in Hous-

HOUSTON
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
ALFRED C. SIKES

0 The Reagan administration
has nominated Alfred C.
Sikes to be Assistant Secretary of Commerce and administrator of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration. If confirmed by Congress, Sikes,
46, will succeed David J. Markey, who left the post last
November [Electronics, Nov.
4, 1985, p. 64]. The Cape Girardeau, Mo., native is president of Sikes & Associates
Inc., a seven-year-old media
consulting
company
in
Springfield, Mo. During the
mid-19'70s, Sikes served as director of Missouri's Depart60

ment of Consumer Affairs,
Regulation, and Licensing
and its Department of Community Affairs,

ton, however, IBM never did take the
wraps off Clamshell and the Compaq
introduction came off without ahitch.
But Canion, with his MSEE from the
University of Houston, remains the restless engineer-businessman. He says that
if the giant computer maker introduces
a laptop, he intends to have his engineers take aclose look for technological
surprises. If they find that a full-function laptop computer has been made
possible, Canion believes, his company
can top IBM's product with a crash design effort in as little as six months.
That statement is more than bravado.
Canion has never allowed Compaq to
veer off the research track that leads to
still-smaller portable computers. "The
[laptop] prototype is long gone, but we
have also said we are continuing development work. Sooner or later, we will
have a portable small enough to call a
laptop," says Canion. "But we will begin
with what goes in it, rather than drawing a box and filling it with whatever
we can."
-J. Robert Linebaric

NOW COWPLAND IS
MOVING INTO PRINT
OTTAWA, CANADA

not often that amajor industry figure breaks completely with his original field and stakes out virgin territory,
as Michael Cowpland has done. Cowpland, an innovator in telecommunications equipment and a cofounder, former president, and chairman of Mitel
Corp., has forsaken telecommunications
to try his hand at electronic publishing.
His new venture, Corel Systems
Corp., is a radical change of direction
for Cowpland. After 13 years at the cutIt's

pointed vice chairman of the
board. Greenberg, who cofounded the company in 1958,
will continue to serve as
chairman of the board.

LEONARD S. SHEINGOLD

D GCA Corp.'s choice to suc-

ROBERT E. CALDWELL

ceed former chief executive
officer Milton Greenberg is
Leonard S. Sheingold. Sheingold, who has been adirector
of the Bedford, Mass., cornpany since 1983, is a former
chief scientist for the U. S.
Air Force. He also served as
vice president of advanced
technology for GTE Corp.,
Stamford, Conn. In addition
to taking over as CEO, he
will serve as GCA's president, succeeding Richard D.
Stewart, who has been ap-

D Siemens Components Inc.
has appointed Robert E. (Ed)
Caldwell as senior vice president and general manager of
its
new
Semiconductor
Group. Caldwell, 48, comes to
the Iselin, N. J., company
from Mostek Inc., Carrollton,
Texas, where he was senior
vice president, engineering
and technology. He has also
served with Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. and Motorola Inc. in various management positions.

HUGO P. CANNIZZARO

0 As part of its expansion
strategy, Caddex Corp. not
only has completed a third
round of financing but also
has appointed Hugo P. Cannizzaro president and chief
executive officer. He replaces
founder and former president
Alan Higginson, who will
serve as chairman of the
board for the Woodinville,
Wash., manufacturer of electronic technical publishing
systems [Electronics, Feb.
24, 1986, p. 76]. Cannizzaro
was vice president of Western operations for Prime
Computer Corp. Before that,
he spent 30 years with IBM
Corp. in sales, planning, and
senior management.
Electronics/March 3, 1986
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The Electronics Index, a seasonally adjusted measure of the U.S.
electronics industry's health, is a weighted average of various
indicators. Different indicators will appear from week to week.

U. S. ELECTRONICS COMPONENT-PRODUCER PRICE INDEX

1967 = 100

January 1986

December 198,5

January 1985

Digital bipolar integrated circuits

61.6

60.7

61.1

Digital MOS ICs

30.8

30.9

42.8

Linear ICs

57.1

59.0

61.7

Capacitors

185.8

185.6

192.8

Resistors

189.6

189.4

187.7

Relays

313.1

313.2

319.3

Connectors

237.0

236.6

231.9

January 1986

December 1985

January 1985

9.50

9.50

10.61

U. S. GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Average prime rate (%)
Retail sales ($ billions)
Unemployment rate (%)

P

rices of electronic components appear to be firming, according to the latest government figures. Producer prices for
components dropped slightly in some categories and increased in others from December to January, translating to
no movement in this week's Electronics Index.
Prices of bipolar integrated circuits increased 1.5% for the
month, bringing them 0.8% higher than levels of a year ago.
Capacitors and resistors were also up slightly-0.1%-in
January over December. Capacitor prices are still down
Electronics/March 3, 1986

117.501

117.405

110.972

6.6

6.8

7.2

3.6% from last January. However, resistor prices are 1°/0
ahead of year-ago levels.
MOS IC prices, still 28% below last year, slipped 0.3% in
January. And prices of linear ICs, off 7.5% from their January 1985 level, fell 3.2% in January from December. Relay
prices are about the same as the final month of 1985,
though they have fallen almost 2% from January 1985, and
connector prices are up 0.2% in the month and 2.2% from a
year ago.
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POSITIONS VACANT

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

Electrical Engineer to design electronic sys.
parts.
Understand/define
reqs.
of
system/functions. Analyze/synthesize design. Build/test circuit-board. Min. reqs.:
B.S. in Elec. Eng. Through school, job, or research must have 3 mos. design exp. Must
have at least 8 credits in computer
prog./sftwre. Sal: $2,426/mo. Resumes to:
D. Hewetson, #6-9, MDJT, 309 2nd. Av.S.,
Mpls., MN 55401.
Gulf South Opportunities! Numerous openings in the Gulf Coast area for electronic
engineers in the medical, computer and
defense industries. All fees paid. For consideration send resume or call collect to Ann
Jernigan. Snelling and Snelling, 428 Plaza
Bldg., Pensacola FL 32505. (904) 434-1311.
Engineers--Discreet, Personal, Reputable.
National-fee paid. Murkett Assoc., Box 527,
Montgomery, AL 36101.

FREE DEMO DISK

POSITIONS WANTED
KONING. His strategy to turn around the conElectronic Expert For Hire. I do Microprocessor hardware/software
assembly
language. Analog, digital design in my N.Y.
lab or worldwide. Project rates. Mr. Barry
Masel (718) 476-1516.

SPECIAL SERVICES

SCHEMA is a complete, integrated schematic
drawing software package for IBM Personal Computers. Use SCHEMA with your PC to draw schematics and automatically generate design documentation such as Wire and Net Lists, Bills of
Materials, Design Rule Checks, etc. SCHEMA is
$495 and supports most common PC hardware
configurations. Call or write today for afree demo
disk and brochure.

OMATION, INC.
1701 N. Greenville Ave., Suite 809
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 231-5167

Qfrli\TION _
WIRE WRAPPING SOFTWARE
RUNS ON IBM PC
Conversion from schematic, either CAE or
hand drawn, for wiring by wrapping or other
termination on AAC wiring machine. Optimizes wire paths and provides full documentation. For prototyping or production

aac„„

10946 W. 74 Terrace
Shawnee, KS 66203
(913) 631-2940

SPICE

up your PC

Z SPICE professional circuit simulation
Full version $245

ZTEC

Automated Test Equipment and Custom
Hardware Design. Turnkey ATE can result in
tremendous cost savings in high volume
production testing of modules, subassy's or
circuit boards. NP 7A represents anetwork
of electronics, mechanical and software
consulting engineers in the N. Calif. area
who provide low cost fully documented computer controlled test and measurement
systems, custom R&D lab apparatus servo
systems or analog and digital design assistance. Custom semiconductor and process
control equipment designed and fabricated
to a customer's specifications. PC layout
and prototype assembly services also available. Rapid turn-around hardware/software
solutions provided either on a project or
time and materials basis. Contact Neuman.
Potter & Associates (707) 874-2918. 12154
Occidental Road, Sebastopol. CA 95472.

HOT LINE
To place your
Computer
Software
Ad
in
Electronics
call llene Fader
at

Student version $79

box 737, college place, via 99362
(5091-529-7025

21
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sumer electronics giant is working.

around 24,000 by early 1984, just over
half that of its heyday in 1979. The cuts
instituted under Koning brought the labor force down to the present level of
19,000, and the president says the number "will stabilize at about 18,000 by the
end of this year."
Having pruned its work force, Grundig is now going over its product line. A
management-worker committee is drawing up proposals for new equipment
lines, and the existing product range is
being thinned. For example, the number
of different color TV models is being
slashed by more than half from the 500odd models two years ago.
ON THE VHS BANDWAGON. Meanwhile,
Grundie inventory of 225,000 Video
2000 recorders has been sold, and the
company has suspended production.
Like many other European consumer
electronic makers, Grundig has jumped
on the VHS bandwagon and now turns
out VHS models at a rate of 600,000
units ayear.

Koning does not exclude the possibility of Grundig someday developing a
VCR machine that, using inexpensive
components from the Far East, will sell
for less than 1,000 Deutschmarks, or
about $400 at the present exchange
rate. That sum would be 30% to 40%
lower than the retail price of VCRs,
both foreign and domestic, on the West
German market.
Despite its ties to Philips, Grundig remains an independent firm, Koning emphasizes_ In product design and development, the two organizations go their
own ways and compete in important
areas on European markets.
As for himself, Koning leaves no
doubt about his allegiance. "1 wear a
Grundig hat. No one at the company
will quarrel with that."
—John, Gosch
Electronics/March 3, 1986

Another diversification move now under way is the establishment of a nationwide franchising chain to sell personal computers, a big, untapped market in West Germany. With headquarters in Munich, the chain will comprise
about 50 House of Computers stores
throughout West Germany within three
years and sell personal computers made
by such companies as Hewlett-Packard,
IBM, Nixdorf, and Philips. "These outlets will give us know-how in the data
processing business, know-how that
may come in handy in future diversification efforts," Koning says.
EARLY SUCCESSES. Through this diversification, Koning hopes to get the company back on its feet. Founded by Max
Grundig in this North Bavarian town in
1946, the company and the man behind
it once stood for successful entrepreneurship. During West Germany's "economic miracle" years of the 1960s,
Grundig rose to become one of Europe's
major and most innovative producers of
radios and TVs, ranking No. 2 behind
Philips and, in 1979, employing some
40,000 people in dozens of manufacturing plants throughout Europe.
But the Japanese offensive in consumer electronics that began in the
1970s hurt Grundig badly, as it did most
U. S. and other European producers. On
top of the new competition came harder
economic times, with consumers reining
in their spending.
As a result, Grundig suffered sluggish sales, fierce price wars, and excess
capacity. It also had one major marketing failure, the Video 2000, avideo cassette recorder developed jointly with
Philips. Though technically on a par
with, if not superior to, Japanese-made
VCRs, the Video 2000 did not score well
in the market. It was incompatible with
the Japanese VCRs, and a lack of cassettes prompted consumers to turn to
the Japanese products.
Grundig continued its slide until Philips, which bought 24% of Grundig in the
1970s, raised its stake to 31.5% on April
1, 1984, and sent in Koning. The Max
Grundig Foundation holds 49.5% of the
stock and agroup of banks the rest.
Koning has held a number of executive positions at Philips affiliates around
the world, the latest as top man in West
Germany. There he helped lift the Germany-based group of Philips companies
back into profitability. It was this expertise he brought to Grundig.
One of the first measures taken, Koning reports, was to reduce the overhead.
With capacity too high and per-worker
output too low, the new management
team started streamlining operations
and cutting the number of workers to
achieve higher productivity.
Even before the management change
Grundig had slashed its work force to
Electronics/March 3, 1986

Start on Just Now

DAICEL

INTRODUCES

INFORMATION-AGE

TECHNOLOGY

"Chemitronics" combines advanced chemical and
electronic

technology.

Our

unique

chemitronic

technology produces optical recording disks with
high reliability and low-cost volume production, and
is

used

at

manufacture

our

ultramodern

optical

disks

Harima

(DRAW)

with

plant

to

outside

diameters of 90, 120, 130, 200, and 300mm. These
laser-road large-capacity storage disks have many
information

storage

applications

ranging

from

external memory for computers to office automation
to video recording and herald a new stage in the
information revolution.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office

Daicel [U.S.A.] Inc.

8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan

611 West 6th Street, Room 2152
Los Angeles, CA 90017, U.S.A.

Phone: [03] 507-3112 [optical. Disk

Phone: [213] 629-3656/3657

Division]
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL J
Facsimile: [03] 593-2708

Dance' [Europa' Gmbli
Künigsallee 92a, 4000 Düsseldorf 1.
F.R.Germany Phone: [0211] 134158
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SOLUTIONS TO DESIGN PROBLEMS
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE
FOR
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
Order # R370
This invaluable resource is available for only $19.95. Focuses strictly on
design problems and delivers professional, innovative solutions for your
most demanding projects. STAY ON TOP OF THE LATEST CIRCUITRY
DEVELOPMENTS. Order your copy today! Send $19.95 to:
Electronics Magazine Books. P.O. Box 541, Hightstown, NJ 08520

will add to its products, offering numerical control systems, closed-circuit TV
systems, and measuring instruments for
TV service and repair shops.
Grundig is also seeking outside partners for new product pushes. For example, under a 1984 agreement it recently
teamed up with United Technologies
THE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS GIANT IS DIVERSIFYING EVEN AS
Corp., Hartford, Conn., to make electriIT MOVES TO STRENGTHEN ITS TRADITIONAL BUSINESSES
cal cables and other components for the
automobile industry at a Grundig plant
example,
he
has
set
up
a
production
FÜRTH, WEST GERMANY
in North Bavaria. "We are ready to enswap
with
Blaupunkt
Werke
GmbH,
a
troubled Grundig AG still
consumer electronics equipment maker ter further cooperative deals if they
F inancially
has away to go before it's out of the
help maintain jobs and improve our fiin the Robert Bosch group of compared, but president Hermanus Koning is
nancial standing," Koning says.
confident he's steering it in the right nies. Blaupunkt will phase out production
of
TV
sets,
instead
buying
direction. The 61-year-old Koning is a
GRLINDIG: LOSSES HAVE BEEN TRIMMED ...
veteran manager with the Dutch giant them from Grundig. For its part,
Grundig will stop making car radiPhilips, a part owner of the company.
1983
50
Under his leadership, Grundig is shift- os and purchase them from Blaupunkt.
Industry
observers
view
the
ing more of its focus from consumer
25
agreement, signed late last year, as
electronics into new product areas.
1984
1985
1986*
u,
West Germany's largest producer of a measure to cut down overhead
and
to
help
reduce
excess
capacity
consumer electronics equipment is forgZi 25
...J
ing new alliances and adding product for both companies.
The
deal
will
also
help
Grundig
muscle in such new markets as office
la 50
and factory automation, while continu- to manufacture more efficiently.
75
Grundig makes about 1.5 million
ing to reduce payrolls and streamline
color-TV
sets
a
year,
as
well
as
sevoperations. It's even starting achain of
100
eral hundred thousand TV kits for
stores to sell personal computers.
125
In the process, the 40-year-old company assembly in developing countries.
'ESTIMATE
Add in the 600,000 sets that Grunis trimming its mammoth losses and
heading for renewed profitability. "By the dig expects to produce for Blauend of 1986, we hope to be out of the punkt, and the annual output will .. AS SALES INCH UP
red," says Koning. To date, he has cut come to nearly 3 million sets and
year-to-year losses by about $80 million— kits. "That will give us an economy
1.3
from $115 million in April 1984 to an esti- of scale approaching that of the
mated $32 million by April of this year, Japanese and allow us to stay competitive on foreign and domestic
on sales of roughly $1.2 billion (charts).
markets," Koning says.
STILL THE MAINSTAY. Koning, who took
Nonconsumer products contribover as Grundig president in April 1984,
wants to make the company less depen- ute between 8% and 10% of Grundig's sales, and this business is
dent on consumer electronics, which he
growing by about 25% a year.
1.0
thinks probably won't grow at more
Grundig will push even harder in
than 2% annually for the next few
years. However, audio and video equip- office systems equipment, such as
ment "will continue to be our main pillar dictating machines, telephone an1982
1983
1984
1985
1986'
swering sets, and videotex equipof business.".
•ESTIMATE
SOURCE GRUNDIG AG.
ment. Another promising field is inSI =25 DEUTSCHE MARKS
INDUS,R
SOURCES
Even here, though, Koning is finding
ways to lessen Grundig's exposure. For dustrial electronics, where Grundig

COMPANIES

GRUNDIG SEES AN END
TO ITS RED INK

,

BOTTOM LINES

TANDEM BUYS 19.5%
OF TELECOM FIRM
The ever-growing telephone-company
demand for computers is luring Tandem
Computers Inc. The Cupertino, Calif.,
maker of fault-tolerant computer systems has acquired a 19.5% interest in
Integrated Technology Inc., a privately
held telecommunications company in
Plano, Texas. Tandem says the investment—for an undisclosed amount—is
part of astrategic alliance between the
two companies. They will jointly develop
telecommunications products for Tandem's NonSt,op computer systems, and
they will be "among the first to provide

integrated services digital network capabilities." ISDN is a concept for an alldigital network based on international
standards, Tandem notes.

SOFTWARE RESEARCH
RAISES $4.2 MILLION
Software Research Corp., a privately
held company in Natick, Mass., has
raised $4.2 million in new venture financing. The company, which makes
software products that allow users to
exchange information between dissimilar computers, says this new funding
brings to $9.7 million the amount it has
raised since its start in 1978. It will use
the new money to fund development
work and marketing activities,

MONOLITHIC MEMORIES
PLANS STOCK OFFER
Monolithic Memories Inc. , Santa Clara,
Calif., plans a public offering of 2 million common shares. The manufacturer
semicustom logic and memory circuits
will use the proceeds for working
capital.
of

CHIPCOM COMPLETES
SECOND FINANCING
Chipcom Corp. has raised $4.25 million
through a second round of venture financing. Founded in 1983, the Needham,
Mass., company makes radio-frequency
data-communication products for broadband local-area networks.
......... /It ,I...,-.1,
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FIRST AGAIN.
AND 256 KCRAMS.
Toshiba technology leads the way
again with the development of Ultra
Large Scale memory devices that
feature high speed access times.
1MB CMOS DRAMS
TOSHIBA is delivering
now ... all the 1Mb prod'
uct you can use. In three
different access modes.
With speeds of 100 and ro ns. You
have achoice of fast page mode, static
column or nibble mode. And you can
get production quantities now.

256K CMOS STATIC RAM
Toshiba's product de*, velopment leadership
continues. We were first
,
H
with 16K CMOS RAMs.
First with 64K CMOS RAMs. And now
first again—with 256K CMOS static
RAMs. This 32K x8device features
the lowest power consumption available today—only 5mA/MHz. Lower
than any competitive product. And we
offer speeds to 100 ns.
TOSHIBA 256K CRAMs
Part Number

Organization

Process

Speed

Standby Power

Package

TC55257 -10

32K x 8

CMOS

100 nit

lmA MAX

28 pin

TC55257 -12

32K x 8

CMOS

120 ns

lmA MAX

28 pin

TC,55257L -10

32K x 8

CMOS

100 as

100µA MAX

28 pin

120 ns

100µA MAX

28 pin

TC55257L -12

32K x 8

CMOS

ULTRA LEADERSHIP
TOSHIBA 1 Mb DRAMs
Organization

Process

Speed

Mode

TC511000 -10

1 Mb x 1

CMOS

100 ns

Fast Page

18 pin

TC511000 -12

1Mb x 1

CMOS

120 ns

Fast Page

18 pin

TC,511001 -10

1Mb x 1

CMOS

100 ns

Static Column

18 pin

TC511001 -12

1Mb x 1

CMOS

120 ns

Static Column

18 pin

TC,511002 -10

1Mb x 1

CMOS

100 ns

Nibble

18 pin

TC511002 -12

1Mb x 1

CMOS

120 ns

Nibble

18 pin

TC514256 -10

256K x 4

CMOS

100 ns

Fast Page

20 pin

Part Number

Package

TC514256 -12

256K x 4

CMOS

120 no;

Fast Page

20 pin

TC514257 -10

256K x 4

CMOS

100 its

Static Column

20 pin

TC514257 -12

256K x 4

CMOS

120 ns

Static Column

20 pin

Again Toshiba leads the way.
With high speed access times. Now
with Ultra Large Scale products. With
ultra high quality. With ultra fast
deliveries. Toshiba. The power in
memories.
TOSHIBA. THE POWER IN MEMORIES

• 1986 Toshiba America. Inc.

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC

Components Sales, (313) 349-3940; MINNESOTA. Electric Component Sales. (612) 933-2594, MISSISSIPPI. Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (205) 830-0498; MISSOURI. D.L.E. Electronics, (316) 744-1229. MONTANA. Components
West. (206) 885-5880; NEBRASKA, RE PS., (913)383-6228; NEVADA, Elrepco, Inc., (415) 962-0660: NEW ENGLAND, Datcom. Inc., (617)891-4600; NEW HAMPSHIRE. Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; NEW MEXICO. Summit Sales,
(602)998-4850; NEW YORK. Nexus Technology. (914) 769-0382: Pl-tronics, (315)455-7346. NORTH CAROLINA/SOUTH CAROLINA. Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (919) 467-6319; NORTH DAKOTA/SOUTH DAKOTA. Electric Component
Sales, (612) 933-2594; OHIO. Stef fen &Associates. (216) 461-8333; (419) 884-2313, (513) 293-3145; OKLAHOMA, Technology Sales Company, (214)437-5881; ORSON. Components West. (503) 684-1671; PENNSYLVANIA, Nexus
Technology, (914) 769-0382, Stet fen 8. Associates, (412) 276-7366; RHODE ISLAND. Datum Inc ,
(617) 891-4600; TENNESSEE Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (919) 467-6319; TEXAS. Technology Sales Company. (512) 346-9940.
(713) 266-2473, (214) 380-0200: UTAH. Straube Associates Mountain States. Inc. (801) 263-2640; VERMONT, Datcom, Inc.. (617) 891-4600; VIRGINIA, ArboTek, (301) 825-0775; WEST VIRGINIA, Steffen & Associates,
(419) 884-2313; WASHINGTON. Components West, (206) 885-5880, (509) 255-6224, WISCONSIN, Carlson Electronics, (414) 476-2790, Electric Component Sales. 16121933-2594; WYOMING. Straube Associates Mountain States,
Inc., (303) 426-0890; CANADA. BRITISH COLUMBIA, Components West. (206) 885-5880, ONTARIO. Electro Source Inc., (416) 675-4490.
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TOSHIBA.
NOW, 1MB DRAMS

AREA SALES OFFICES: CENTRAL AREA. Toshiba America, Inc.. (312) 945-1500: EASTERN AREA. Toshiba America, Inc, (617) 272-4352; NORTHWESTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (408) 244-4070; SOUTHWESTERN REGION,
Toshiba America. Inc., (714) 752-0373; SOUTH CENTRAL REGION. Toshiba America. Inc.. (214) 480-04711; SOUTHEASTERN REGION. Toshiba America. Inc.. (404) 493-4401; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE. POUGHKEEPSIE. NEW YORK.
Toshiba America, Inc., (914) 462-5710; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE. BOCA RATON. FLORIDA. Toshiba America Inc.. (305) 394-3004. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES: ALABAMA. Montgomery Marketing, Inc.. (205) 830-0498, ARIZONA.
Summit Sales, (602) 998-4850: ARKANSAS. Technology Sales Company, (214) 437-5881: CALIFORNIA :,Northern) Elrepco, Inc., (415) 962-0660: CALIFORNIA (L.A. 8 Orange Ccunte Bager Electronics, Inc ,(818) 712-0011,
(714) 957-3367. (San Diego County) Eagle Technical Sales, (619)743-6550; COLORADO. Straube Associate, Mountain States, Inc., (303)426-0890; CONNECTICUT. Datcom, Inc., (203)288-7005: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. ArboTek
(301) 825-0775; FLORIDA. Sales Engineering Concepts, (305) 781-4800. (305)426-4601: GEORGIA. Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (404)447-6124; IDAHO. Components West, (5094 255-6224: ILLINOIS. Carlson Electronic Sales,
(312) 956-824D, REPS.. (217) 438-6435; INDIANA, Leslie M. DeVoe Company. (317) 842-3245: IOWA. C.H. Hcirn, (319) 393-8703; KANSAS. D.L.E. Electronics, (316) 744 , 229; KENTUCKY, Leslie M. DeVoe Company,
(317) 842-3245; LOUISIANA. Technology Sales Company, (214) 437-5881; MAINE. Datcom. Inc.. (6'7) 891-4500; MARYLAND. ArboTek, (301) 825-0775; MASSACHUSETTS. Daicom. Inc.. (617) 891-4600: MICHIGAN. Action
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well what we were expecting, maybe a had hoped the upturn in the minicomlittle bit less aggressive than we were puter business would be evident earliexpecting," he says. The cuts on the er," Wray notes. "So at the middle of
midrange 4381 systems, on the other 1985, we were expecting to see astronhand, were a "a little bit more aggres- ger 1986 than the way we've actually
now planned 1986. Right now, we're
sive than we were anticipating."
The executive notes that the stimula- really saying 1986 in total is going to
look about like 1985.
tive nature of the IBM price cuts will
"If Icompare it to the way we saw it
help Burroughs's business as well as
IBM's. But that hasn't started happen- at the middle of last year, probably the
ing yet. "The first reaction is that every- increases in revenue are going to tend
to occur later in 1986 than we had conbody sits down and analyzes what the
templated or believed. And the longer it
hell happened, and then you start to see
the beneficial effect," says Ingham. "I takes for order levels to really turn up,
would say there is usually about aquar- the less that will be felt in terms of
shipments and revenue in 1986."
ter lag on that."
STRONG UPPER END. Sales in the upper
Although Honeywell is encouraged by
what it sees in new prospects and activiend of Burroughs's equipment, Ingham
notes, "are very strong. Iexpect avery ty, "until the orders actually come in at
a significantly improved rate, you can't
strong billing quarter for our A-15 class
of equipment," which is comparable to really expect there to be much of a
IBM's Sierra class. "That's going cer- change in shipments and revenue,"
tainly at expectation, and, in fact, I Wray says.
D
think it's gone slightly above that."
Burroughs's midrange systems, such Additional reporting was supplied by
Wesley R. Iversen in Chicago, Eve Benas the V series, the A-9, and the A-10,
"are running just about where we
nett and Clifford Barney in Palo Alto,
thought they would be. It's pretty simi- and Craig D. Rose in Boston.
lar to last year and not
U.S. SHIPMENTS OF MAINFRAMES TUMBLED IN 1985 . .
dramatically
different."
For the low-end A-3 main2,400
frames,
"we're seeing
some growth there compared to the same quarter
2,200
last year. We're seeing
quite a significant billing
growth."
F- 2000
Honeywell Information
z
Systems, Minneapolis, enjoyed a strong year in
1800
1985 in its high-end mainframes despite the industry slowdown, according
1,600
to vice president William
N. Wray. Worldwide order rates in 1985 rose 102,
from 1984, with the U. S.
1985
1986
1988
1984
1987
ESTIMATES
up 19%. "And the major
portion of the increase in
activity was in our large
.AS REVENUE INCHED AHEAD
systems business, rather
than in our minicomputer
12
or small end," he says.
But now Wray sees "a
substantial improvement
11
in activity." This doesn't
mean an improvement in
orders, but rather a rise
in the number of pros10
-J
pects it sees. "The order
activity has not turned
up yet. But I've been
9
waiting all through the
last half of last year to
see the first signs that
8
precede an order activity
improvement, and I'm
1985
1986
1987
1988
1984
feeling encouraged," he
ESTIMATES
says.
SOURCE
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asks the question: Are you equipped to meet the challenges of an
ever-changing industry?
Radical change in industry can
mean radical growth if you understand these changes.
Order this book today for an inside
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PROBING THE NEWS

IBM PRICE-CU'TTING CASTS DOUBT
ON MAINFRAME UPTURN IN 1986
BUT SOME STILL SEE STRONG ORDER RATES IN THE SECOND HALF

W

by Robert J. Kozma

NEW YORK

Sales of mainframe computer prodthe number of processors installed risucts remain slow, Weil says, because
ing 32% to 2,180 (charts). That's a rehile IBM Corp. would
never publicly admit to it,
the budgets of information-systems defreshing difference from 1985, when the
the
company's
early
partments continue to be scrutinized by
number of installed units fell 26% to
price-cutting on its new
corporate managers who think they
1,650, increasing total industry sales a
Sierra line has got many
might not be getting enough return on
scant 3% to $9 billion. Still, if Internapeople thinking that the computer giant
their investments. On the other hand, he
tional Data's forecasts are correct, inis turning bearish on a turnaround this
says, some orders that might have been
dustry shipments in 1986 will be almost
year in sales of mainframe computers.
placed in 1986 were actually placed in
3% below 1984's 2,240 units.
That would be particularly bad for Big
the fourth quarter of 1985 for tax reaIBM accounts for about 60% of the
Blue, which relies on mainframes for as
sons, thus skewing the 1986 figures.
large-scale computer market, by Intermuch as 50% of its profits.
David Turner, general manager of
national Data's estimate, so it's easy to
Industry watchers may see it that
National Advanced Systems, the Mounsee why the leader wants to step up
way, but other computer makers say
tain View, Calif., computer subsidiary of
these sales. "Cutting prices was a very
they remain optimistic. They say that
National Semiconductor Corp., argues
constructive move—not done out of pancustomer demand for mainframes is
that the mainframe-computer market
ic, but to solidify their customer base,"
coming around accordneeds—and will get—
argues Fred Cohen, of L. F. Rothschild
ing to their schedules
stimulation from IBM's
Unterberg Towbin, New York. Cohen
One
forecast
is
and insist that IBM's
action. "IBM has to put
notes that IBM's orders were soft in
move was a logical acfor a 3% drop
people in decision-makDecember, but says its mainframe backtion dictated by manuing modes. When people
in sales this year start making decisions, log reaches to September of this year.
facturing
economies
More important, Cohen believes, IBM
and lower component
they start buying."
is trying to reduce the price differential
costs. Those very factors, they hold,
Although "the first half is going to be
between its processors and those ofwill ultimately stimulate sales later
tough for the industry, with some users
fered by competitors. This is especially
this year for all suppliers.
still trying to figure out which way they
true of IBM's decision to introduce the
IBM cautioned the Wall Street investwant to head," it's still too early to tell
3090 models 150 and 180. Cohen thinks
ment community earlier this year that it
what kind of year 1986 will be overall,
IBM is trying to beat back any competididn't see any signs of abig increase in
says a spokesman for Amdahl Corp.,
tive thrust by Digital Equipment Corp.,
demand, and it decided to slash prices of
which sells IBM-compatible systems.
which is reaching upward in processing
its high-end and medium-scale computer
But the Sunnyvale, Calif., company is
power with its top-of-the-line machines.
systems. The computer giant also boostoptimistic. "The second half shows alot
"DEC is not athreat to IBM at the high
ed rental prices by 8% as a result of
of promise," the spokesman says.
end," Cohen says. "But where there is
"normal business reviews." The mainAccording to International Data forean overlap, the price difference is subframe price cuts range from 9% on the
casts, the mainframe market will be in
stantial. IBM is starting now to reduce
new top-end Sierra machine, the 3090
for less-than-historical growth this year.
that difference."
model 400, to 13% for its new midsize
The company, which has been tracking
Clive W. Ingham, program general
4381 group 12, to 19% for two of its
mainframe sales for 20 years, sees sales
manager for systems at Burroughs
308X models (table).
of mainframe computer systems—inCorp. in Detroit, disagrees with the noREAL CONCERN. Among those who becluding peripherals and bundled softtion that IBM cut prices because it is
lieve the move was prompted by worry
ware—increasing just under 12% this
concerned about aslump in the market.
is Ulric Weil of Weil & Associates,
year to an estimated $10.4 billion, with
"The Sierra announcements were pretty
Washington, who says, "Demand is
IBM
CORP.
MAKES
BIG
CUTS
IN
PURCHASE
PRICES OF HIGH-END SYSTEMS
clearly not as strong as IBM thought it
would be at this time. They're cutting
New price
Old price
Price cut
Machine
Model
prices out of real concern." Mainframe
($ thousands)
($ thousands)
(%)
sales are "critically important for IBM,"
3090
200
4,100
4,600
11
and the company believes cutting prices
3090
400
7,944
8,744
9
will stimulate sales.
3090
400 Upgrade
3,844
4,144
7
"When IBM lowers its prices, they
3081
GX1
1,805
2,190
18
have a very good idea of what they're
3083
BX0
930
1,155
19
doing," notes David Moschella, direc3084
QX3
3,885
4,820
19
tor of systems research at Internation4381
Group 12
330
380
13
al Data Corp., the Framingham, Mass.,
4381
Group 13
440
500
12
market research company. "A price
4381
Group 14
735
855
14
cut generally indicates that 3090 demand is not as good as they'd hoped."
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'have beenspecially designed to withstand the
demands of spacétravèl.
Whát science hopes to learn:
Scientists will Use this data o earn about
the origin of Halley's and other comets. They
hope to determine the location and nature of
the comet's nucleus. On-board instruments
will detect particles as small as one-trillionth of
agram. Many scientists believe these particles
are samples of matter from the formation of
the solar system.

Enjoy the show.
Halley's Comet will appear late in November, 1985, and will be fully visible in late March,
1986, particularly in the southern hemisphere.
Don't miss the opportunity to see the splendor...your next chance will be in the year 2060.
If you'd like to know more about our very
broad line of High-Rel devices for military, aerospace and scientific designs, contact your RCA
sales office or distributor. Or write: RCA Solid
State, Box 2900, Somerville, NJ 08876.

Your Mega-partner in High-Rel.

RCA

Pursuing Halley's Comet:

All five satellites on the trail of Halley's Comet
• rely on RCA High-Rel components.
The world has been waiting 75-years for
lites:.the European Giotto, Japàlese M'S-75
the magnificent Halley's Comet to reappear
and Planet A, and Soviet Vega Iand Vega LI.
and light up the h•
eavens. And th is time Earth
Launched into coordinated orbits: they will
will send out awelcoming committee.
.'mónitor the path of the cornet precisely.
A worldwide effort.
RCA helps make it possible.
Years ago, governments all over the world
All five of these satellites will use High-Rel
agreed to set up atracking force of five satel- • CMOS devices made by RCA. Devices which

Darpa's Arpanet telecommunications
network, without which, says Lewicki,
"Mosis would not go."
Getting customers proved to be the
easiest job—there's no other service like
Mosis anywhere in the world. The first
Mosis chip run took place in August
1980, for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
Mosis filled a need for a VLSI program, apparent since the mid-1970s to
university and military/aerospace engineers who found themselves unable to
take part in this emerging technology.
Spearheading its formation was Robert
Kahn, who then managed the Information Processing Technology Office at
Darpa. "It was crucial to create an affordable methodology for computer science departments and nonsemiconductor
people to get hands-on experience with
VLSI," says Kahn. The alternative was
conventional custom device prototyping HUNTING FOR BUSINESS. George Lewicki, Mosis's project leader, says aturnkey VLSI design
through commercial houses, but the cost kit from Mentor Graphics lets Mosis look for commercial volume in its prototype runs.
is prohibitive for many—in today's mar
tions for you—transfer to us all the in- tried to throttle back high-volume mass
ket, the price could reach $50,000.
production of similar parts to small volformation burden" such as scheduling,
Beginning in late 19'77, Darpa funded
researchers, mainly at top colleges, to
distributing completed parts, and trans- umes of dissimilar parts," he says.
This iconoclastic approach has not
work on key parts of what became Mo- mitting data to the foundry. For their
sis. Involved were the California Insti- part, circuit and system designers get a prevented Mosis from building a small
proven step-by-step way to realize pack- coterie of enthusiastic supporters. It retute of Technology, Stanford University,
Hewlett-Packard Co., Xerox Corp., and
aged devices some 10 weeks after their ports that more than 100 organizations
others that worked on such aspects as
data arrives at the office with completed used Mosis last year for some 2,000 chip
language, interfaces, and structured
circuit geometries conforming to pro- designs. Typical of the reaction is that
chip design. The first results of this
cess specifications and design rules. Be- of Caltech's Mead, who says, "Those
guys [at Mosis] have done atremendous
work were coordinated at Caltech, in
sides CMOS 3 and 1.2 £m, Mosis supPasadena, where students of Mead were ports n-MOS in 3 and 4 µm, and lessservice to the community." Having acdoing early devices. Help also came used CMOS silicon-on-sapphire semicon- cess to Mosis has made his researchers
"10 times more effective than before" in
from companies that lent design and ductor processes.
fabrication facilities.
To preserve confiden- obtaining chips, Mead says.
Adds Paul Losleban, a senior reBut the service didn't
Mosis staff memMosis processed tiality,
click until Kahn chose
search associate at Stanford who earlibers do not check deer served as aMosis manager, "It has
2,000 chip
tails, or even know the
USC's Information Sciproduced a crop of new ideas across
ences Institute to run
general purposes, of the
designs last year devices
the research community far beyond
Mosis. ISI, which overfor
which
sees consultant and techthey're creating ICs— the original expectation."
nology programs for the university's enthe designer has sole functional respon- CONSTANT BATTLE. Of course, all is not
gineering school, had little semiconductrouble-free at Mosis, as Lewicki is
sibility. The economies of Mosis derive
tor background at the time. Still, says
from fabrication runs, in each technol- quick to admit, confessing to "bad runs
Kahn, with its "extensive computer and ogy, in which the wafer carries up to 40 sometimes." And, he says, there's the
networking experience," it seemed "a designs. This arrangement enables costs
constant problem of vendor turnover,
natural" choice. From Caltech came fac- to be shared so that prices for proto- beeause foundries often "don't want to
mess with small runs, even in a recesulty member Danny Cohen as the first types are very cheap, compared with
manager. And by 1982, says Kahn, Co- commercial rates: from about $4,000 to
sion." This attitude makes it difficult to
hen had "turned [Mosis] into a service $9,000 for 12 to 24 packaged parts, de- maintain three fabricators for each prowith user interaction."
pending on die size. The commercial
cess technology. Still, he says, there's
Lewicki, who replaced Cohen as the
price would be $25,000 to $50,000.
always the chance that a small Mosis
run could ultimately result in a big orservice's director that year, came to the
Foundry runs take place almost weekly,
project from the user side, as head of but not for all processes.
der, and this is the carrot Lewicki danthe Silicon Structures Program at CalThere is a great deal of opinion, pro gles in front of his vendors.
The big question for Mosis's future
tech, which brought companies onto the
and con, about Mosis's practice of
campus for cooperative VLSI work. Ac- grouping totally different chip designs revolves around its coming plunge into
cording to Kahn, Lewicki has shaped
with different die sizes on the same wa- the commercial world and what that will
Mosis into "a real success story."
fer. "Nobody else mixed sizes, they're do to its character as a haven for research. Proponents of the new direction
The locus of Mosis is the middleman
not that crazy," admits Cohen. But he
role played by the staff, which numbers
and Lewicki say such mixing becomes a point out that if commercial volumes
grow as planned, Mosis can expand its
about 15. The staff members go to the problem only when fabricating mass
foundries that do the fabrication for Momemories. Cohen also observes that Mo- staff and process technology even fursis's customers and say, as Lewicki puts sis goes against the grain of semicon- ther. Such expansion, they believe, can
only help its research-minded users. C
it, "Let us handle all the stupid ques- ductor technology evolution itself. "We
Electronics/March 3, 1986
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HOW MOSIS WILL SLASH THE COST
OF IC PROTOTYPING
NEW SOFTWARE ENABLES IT TO EXPAND BEYOND UNIVERSITY BORDERS
by Larry Waller
MARINA DEL REY, CALIF.

0

ne of the best-kept secrets
in the semiconductor business is stepping out of the
shadows. Called Mosis, an
acronym for MOS Implementation System, it is aservice at the
Information Sciences Institute of the
University of Southern California that
turns out prototype runs of very largescale integrated circuits for agreat deal
less than it would cost at acommercial
house. Its customers so far have been
noncommercial, mostly university researchers and asmattering of aerospace
companies.
But now Mosis officials are reaching
out for a broader market and an even
more ambitious service, one that moves
yet astep closer to what Carver Mead,
the Caltech pioneer in structured VLSI
design, calls silicon publishing, where
the creative and manufacturing processes are separated.
What this means, says Mead, is that
the chip or system designer would take
the design to afoundry, much as awriter takes amanuscript to apublisher
or printer. "It separates the creative side from the manufacturing side. [Mosis has] taken all
the pain out of things of
this sort. We've only seen
the beginnings of a
whole new era" where
people with new ideas
won't have to start
their own manufacturing companies to
realize them. Expansion of Mosis would
thus afford greater
opportunity for innovation without incurring the burden
of fabrication.
"We've purposely
kept quiet before, but
now we would like to
see lots of commercial
volume,"
says
George
Lewicki, the Mosis project
leader.
Lewicki and his fellow managers think they finally have the missing link to expanding the Mosis client
base: a turnkey VLSI design kit that
48

makes using Mosis much simpler. The
package, for Mosis's 3-µ,m CMOS process, integrates the CMOS 3 standardcell library and design rules with awork
station from Mentor Graphics Corp.
that offers front-end processing and
automatic layout capabilities. Mentor
claims that the $400 software kit is the
industry's first for standard cells and,
when coupled with its work station, can
in the company's words, "provide a
scrupulous integration between the
[VLSI] schematic and physical layout."
TROUBLESOME GAP. The purpose of the
kit is to fill what has been a troublesome gap for Mosis: a way to ensure
the compatibility of circuit design rules.
In the past, Mosis's customers have
managed to work their way around this
problem by the seat of their pants—in
Lewicki's words, "They were very

bright students who found away to do
things."
The kit—developed jointly in less than
ayear by Mentor, Aerospace Corp., and
the Boeing Military Airplane Co., a
Wichita, Kan., subsidiary of Boeing
Co.—allows a system designer with little VLSI expertise to configure a standard-cell chip for schematic entry, simulation, and physical layout. Correct design is ensured by logic and physical
models that describe CMOS 3's technology characteristics and rules. In addition, embedded work station software
supplies IC analysis and delay calculations for the CMOS technology. A designer works out chip geometries using
the kit, then sends them to Mosis by
electronic mail for production.
Lewicki says he began receiving inquiries about the process right after it
was announced last month [Electronics,
SMORGASBORD. Typical wafer done for MoFeb. 10, 1986, p. 13]. He predicts that
sis by afoundry has awide variety of circuits
"Mentor will sell more hardware, and
that can be processed in asingle run.
we expect the commercial business to
pick up." Other work station manufacturers—Daisy Systems Corp., for one—
also have approached Mosis on the
same basis as Mentor, he notes.
Previously, says Lewicki, expanding Mosis's client base
was out of the question.
Just launching the trailblazing operation and
getting
it
to
run
smoothly were daunting enough, even
with financial backing from the Defense Advanced Research
Projects
Agency beginning
in the late 19'70s.
Historically,
the
most formidable task
has been to find chip
vendors willing to do
small-quantity work,
and that's still a major
headache.
Mosis's founders also
had to build a cell library
advanced enough for sophisticated designers, as well as compile standard design rules and interfaces and mold them into a workable
package. The system is held together by
Electronics! March 3, 1986

er technologies, HP says. It
DESPITE THE SLUMP, HP PRESENTS A SOLID PICTURE ($ millions except per share figures)
rates the TTL series 930 at
4.5 mips, about the same as
1985
1982
1983
1984
1981
the ECL Digital Equipment
3,629
3,662
1,918
2,283
2,901
Domestic orders
Corp. VAX 8600.
2,721
2,733
1,897
2,021
1,739
International orders
Analyst Cuhney challenges
4,922
6,395
4,180
6,350
3,657
Total orders
these performance figures,
4,189
4,710
6,044
6,505
3,528
Net revenue
however, noting that HP
rates the 930 as having only
728
860
758
Pretax earnings
567
676
twice the throughput of the
432
489
305
383
665*
Net earnings
Series 68, a1.1-mips machine.
Per share
He suggests that there may
$1.91
Net earnings
$1.53
$1.69
$2.59*
$1.24
be a difference in "RISC
19 g
22 g
Cash dividend
11g
12e
16 g
mips" and mips on complex
At year end
instruction-set machines.
2,782
3,470
4,161
Assets
5,153
5,680
The aging 3000 family,
64
68
72
82
Employees (thousands)
84
limping along on a16-bit data
'Includes one-time increase in net earnings of $118 million (46e per share)
path (Spectrum is a32-bit arresulting from tax law change.
SOURCE: HEWLETT PACKARD CO
chitecture), was chosen as
technical work stations. Meanwhile, with
operates. Instead of separate product dithe vehicle for Spectrum's introduction
visions, each with its own manufacturSpectrum's full impact still a year or
because it is in dire need of an upgrade.
more away, HP is proceeding cautiously.
ing operation, HP will have a single inLater this year, HP will introduce amaHurt by the drop in orders last year,
chine in its 9000 family with about twice
formation technology group for developit cut back on capital expenditures and
ment and manufacturing, and separate
the performance of the present top-ofreduced work periods by a day every
divisions that map Spectrum's capabilithe-line series 500, and a 1000-line realtwo weeks. Now, Young says "the
ties into their own markets.
time system for computer-integrated
MARKET SUPPORT. The
Information
trough is behind us." But he questions
manufacturing (CIM). An artificial-intelthe robustness of the recovery. Some of
Technology Group will supply compoligence computer, supporting Lisp, will
the employees are back on full time, but
nents and boards, Young explains; at
be announced at midyear.
HP has restricted hiring to the point
the systems level, the divisions will
HP will not disclose a date for intropackage the boards into their own prodwhere every new employee must be apduction of the first member of the 1000
proved by HP's top-level executive
ucts. In addition, Young hopes, the sinfamily. However, Dataquest believes
committee.
gle technology will ease housekeeping
that the company could have asurprise
First-quarter results from 1986, repressures on HP engineering, freeing it
up its sleeve here. A 1000 machine could
leased only last week, showed profits
for market support.
hit the market as soon as the 930, or
off 6% from a year ago, but orders
During the past year, in preparation
late in 1986, Peterson says.
slightly up. Whatever happens to shipfor Spectrum, HP merged its integratedIn any case, Young says, for three or
ments this year, HP is depending on
four years beginning in 1987, HP will be
circuit and printed-circuit-board fabricaSpectrum to get the orders flowing even
tion activities and formed market-orientreleasing Spectrum products every
faster for next.
ed divisions in office automation and
quarter or so. Those products may cover
areas of the market where
HP does not now compete.
FIRST RISC MACHINE WILL APPEAR LATE THIS YEAR
"There are no technical limits
the series 70 over the series
Of the three new members of
for $225,000. With a 404-meto the capability of the archi68, at a 20% drop in price,
the 3000 family announced
gabyte disk drive, tape backtecture," says Young. Howranging from $150,000 to
up, and asystem console, the
ever, he adds, for now HP
last week by Hewlett-Pack$210,750. Upgrading the 68
cost is $284,500. A discrete
has no plans to enter the
ard Co., only the conventional
with aseries 70 processor and
TTL floating-point coprocesseries 70—with its complex
mainframe or supercomputer
improved operating system
sor option costs $10,000.
instruction set that can use
markets.
software costs $30,000.
several machine cycles for a
Douglas C. Spreng, gener"We may be able to build
The series 930 and 950 are
al manager of HP's Computfaster machines than we
function—is available now.
both object- and source-code
The TTL-based series 930 will
er Systems Division, Cupertiwant to build," he says.
compatible with earlier 3000s.
no, Calif., claims perforappear late in 1986 and the n"We're not constrained by
Current applications will run
mance for the 930 equal to
MOS 950 in the second half
the technology but by the
without modification, recompiof 1987.
that of a Digital Equipment
markets of interest to us.
lation, or data conversion on
Corp. VAX 8600, at half the
The 930, HP says, is built
Spectrum will allow us to
the new machines. The user
VAX's $450,000 price tag.
around a 4.5-million-instruccompete in areas where we
need only perform a store/
The 930 also outperforms the
tion/s TTL processor with rehaven't really had entries berestore operation on the pro2.7-mips IBM 4381 model 2,
duced-instruction-set
comfore." One is the high end of
grams, which will then be
which
costs
more
than
computer-assisted engineerputer architecture. It supable to access data on both
$600,000, he says.
ports up to 24 megabytes of
ing, Young says, where HP
The series 950 will have a the new computers and other
main memory and has about
has had a platform but no
6.7-mips n-MOS processor,
3000s. But to take full advantwice the throughput of aseservers
or
big
number
tage of the Spectrum perforsupport up to 64 megabytes
ries 68, now the top of the
crunchers. Another is CIM,
mance, source code must be
of main memory, and deliver
where the company lacks net3000 line. A base system for
recompiled into anative-mode
three times the throughput
the 930, including 16 megawork management for larger
environment. So HP has debytes of memory, two input/
of the series 68. The 950 will
machines.
veloped optimizing compilers
cost $300,000 to $350,000.
Once Spectrum begins to
output channels, a local-netfor Cobol, Fortran/77, and
work channel, and fundamenHP claims a better than
pervade the HP product line,
20% performance increase for
Pascal.
-C. B.
tal operating software, sells
it will influence the way HP
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accident. The photos released show
three indistinguishable boxes that look
like nothing so much as large air-conditioners. The unmistakable message to
the customer—relax. For you, nothing
has changed.
Customer acceptance, not the technology, is the biggest risk with the Spectrum line. The big question for HP is
whether it can radically revise its product line while presenting an unchanged
interface to its customers, a feat much
like taking off your vest without removing your coat.
Young, however, says he is weary of
headlines that make puns on RISC and
risk and news stories that imply that
because Spectrum is RISC-based, HP is
betting its future on a new and untried
architecture. To Young, the important
aspect of the new technology is not its
architecture but its ability to operate
over the whole spectrum of HP computers and beyond. That will unify HP's
three computer lines and end the burden
of having to make all engineering
changes three times.
BETTER SOLUTION. Compatibility with
existing software was one of the four
design goals set for Spectrum, along
with scalability, unity, and longevity
(see "A simple design may pay off big
for Hewlett-Packard," p. 39). Without it,
HP would have been able to change only
by abandoning its clientele. Dataquest's
Peterson thinks HP succeeded in this
task. "I expect their customers will like
it very much, because they won't have
to do [code] conversions, in most cases.
It's afar better solution than any other
firm has been able to provide."
The company had no choice but
to change. Not only were its machines outdated, but its three computer lines had different architectures and different operating systems. That was all right when businesses ran accounting programs
and laboratories analyzed measurements and work stations were special-purpose curiosities. But the
popularity of networking and the
new demands of distributed data
processing meant that HP would
eventually face anightmare in trying to get its machines to communicate with one another.
Spectrum was a deliberate attempt to awaken from this nightmare. What was needed, Young
decided, was a world-class computer-science operation. In 1980,
he took the step—unusual for
HP—of going outside the company
to hire Joel S. Birnbaum away
from IBM Corp., where he had
been director of computer science
HP president believes
broad applications are the key.

JOHN A. YOUNG:
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HP GETS CAUGHT IN THE SLUMP ($ millions)
1984
orders

1984
shipments

Measurement, design, information,
and manufacturing equipment
and systems

3,135

2,879

2,819

2,929

Peripherals and network products

1,440

1,375

1,537

1,560

Service for equipment, systems,
and peripherals

904

970

1,135

1,125

Medical electronic equipment and
service

402

377

458

448

238
231

229

248

214

256
190

6,350

6,044

6,395

6,505

Product or service

Analytical instrumentation and service
Electronic components
Totals

1985
1985
orders shipments

195

Note: In 1984 the backlog, the amount by which orders exceeded shipments,
was $306 million. In 1985, shipments exceeded orders by S110 million.
SOURCE

at the Thomas J. Watson Laboratories,
Yorktown Heights, N. Y.
Birnbaum, who had worked on the
801 project at IBM, the first RISC design, jumped at the chance to engineer a
computer system from the ground up.
He began forming an organization, luring experts in the new science of computer measurement from Amdahl, Burroughs, and IBM itself, and subverting
the HP style of autonomy within divisions by pulling personnel from different divisions together in an Information
Technology Group with its own building
in Cupertino, Calif.
HP bought an Amdahl Corp. mainframe—and the group began measuring
and analyzing what actually happens
when computer programs are executed,
what happens in a central processing
unit's memory when a benchmark is

HEVVI. ETT PACKARD CO

run, where the bottlenecks are, and hor,
well the cache performs. Then they tested architectures on customer programs,
seeing how much work they could do.
The RISC architecture that resulted
reflects the goals of unity, scalability,
and compatibility, Birnbaum says. "For
instance, if we didn't have the requirement of designing for a technical computer, we'd have a different I/O," he
notes. He likens RISC to acar engine—
the engine may run fast but how fast
the car goes depends on other factors
such as weight, gearing, roads, weather,
and so on. Spectrum allows for such
variations with ways to tune performance: coprocessors, special instructions, and anew kind of software assist.
TRAPS FEARED. Birnbaum acknowledges
that RISC architecture may have some
boobytraps, in that the simple instruction set could conceivably lead to alonger data path. All the analyses performed
by the Information Technology Group
were directed against that possibility,
but "whether we did agood job depends
on whether those measurements accurately reflect how customers will use
these machines," he says.
He believes the real message of Spectrum is not whether HP did an elegant
job of designing a new architecture but
that the design was an engineering
task. "This is an engineering discipline.
This is the best-measured architecture
ever done. We didn't change atransistor
until we had 50,000 address traces.
There is no theology of RISC or nonRISC—it's all engineering design."
And the payoff, Birnbaum contends,
is that "we have finally got the company singing to the same sheet of music:
one architecture, one family, good for
the next 10 years."
The architecture scales to "dozens of
mips [million instructions per second] in
ECL or the next generation of submicron CMOS," he says. But even the early versions of Spectrum in conventional
TTL and n-MOS outperform older architectures implemented in nominally fastElectronics/March 3, 1986

PROBING THE NEWS
HP TAKES CAREFUL APPROACH
WITH NEW SPECTRUM COMPUTERS
TIGHT ENGINEERING ENSURES A GOOD FIT WITH EXISTING MODELS
by Clifford Barney

tific computer line are late with 32-bit
. o Hewlett-Packard Co. presi- architectures, and its 9000 work stations
have failed in the engineering market.
dent John A. Young, the
Spectrum was generally welcomed by
worst thing about the reduced-instruction-set computer industry analysts, though some question
its timing. "This is abig event for HP,"
is that its acronym sounds like
risk. Staid, buttoned-down HP has never says Adam Cuhney of Kidder Peabody
Inc., San Francisco. "They haven't had
been known for running major risks in
anything to talk about for some time."
the way it does business. Instead, the
Spectrum, Cuhney says, can help genercompany has made its reputation by
building test and measurement equip- ate orders for HP, despite the sluggish
ment that takes the risk out of decision pace of capital spending.
Cuhney and other observers were immaking and turns it into a process
pressed with Spectrum's versatility. Its
based on carefully engineered choices.
architecture is applicable
So when HP finally
across product lines and
took the wraps off its
Late
with
32-bit
technologies, so the comnew Spectrum line of
architecture, HP pany can make upgrades
RISC computers last
without disturbing the
week, introducing two
plays catch-up
installed base.
machines at the high
Spectrum's architecend of its 3000 business
computer family, it went to great
ture will put HP in the enviable position
lengths to emphasize the continuity with
of being able to add new products very
its current computers and the utter lack quickly, according to Gwen Peterson,
who tracks minicomputers for Dataof anything resembling risk in the
switch to anew architecture.
quest Inc., the San Jose, Calif., market
researcher. "That's a major benefit
HP does not want to rock any boats
with Spectrum. Too much depends on it.
whose magnitude may not be appreciatHP is bringing the technology to market ed for acouple of years or more."
In introducing Spectrum, HP has atat atime when the company has been in
the doldrums for over ayear. Caught in
tempted the technical feat of making a
what Young believes is a general elec- big splash without making waves. It
tronic slump—not just a slowdown in pulled out all the stops on press
coverage, putting on two major
computers, from which HP derives
about 45% of its revenue—it grew bare- press conferences, linking others
ly over 8% last year, from $6.0 billion to by satellite, flying in aplaneload
$6.5 billion, aparticularly galling perfor- of European reporters, and
mance after the nearly 30% growth re sending HP executives on the
corded in 1984 (table, p. 46).
road to explain the significance
SLOW YEAR AHEAD. Young predicts only
of Spectrum.
Yet to balance all this fanmodest growth in 1986, and Spectrum
fare, the first formal announcewill contribute almost nothing (see
"First RISC machine will appear late ment of the Spectrum machines
this year," p. 47). Only one of the ma- was a masterpiece of understatechines will be available this year, and it ment. "Three new high-performance
will be 1987 before the new technology members of the HP 3000 family of
business computers, including the first
makes an impact on the balance sheet.
two products from the Spectrum proNevertheless, the arrival of Spectrum
gram, were announced today," it reads.
means that HP is ready to play amuch
First mentioning it in so offhand a
stronger role in the minicomputer and
technical computer markets. It has
manner, and giving it equal billing with
lagged behind in all three main product the third family member, the convenareas: its 3000 family and its 1000 scien- tional series 70, could not have been an
PALO ALTO
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delete instruction sequences, and because these optimizations
are useful for production, the two more-extensive optimization
levels can be invoked after the programmer has demonstrated
the correctness of the program.
Level 1 optimization adds a few more optimizations, but
requires no data-flow information, and so is still a simple
process. This level adds optimization of peepholes and
branches and full instruction scheduling. Peepholes are tiny
"windows" that are the means by which the optimizer looks at
short instruction sequences. These are matched to templates
of common instruction sequences. When amatch is found, the
short instruction sequence is replaced by asingle instruction
or ashorter sequence. The branch optimizer's task is to eliminate unnecessary branches and some unreachable code. It can
replace some chains of branches with asingle branch. It can
also notice when the targets of conditional branches are unconditional branches and replace the two branches with one
conditional branch.
In instruction scheduling, Level 1optimization includes the
limited replacement or removal of NOP instructions following
branches—the only instruction scheduling done by Level 0.
But Level 1 does more instruction scheduling to minimize
memory interlocks.
To do this, the optimizer needs to know the data dependencies between instructions, so it first constructs adependency
graph. Targeted instructions are separated by data-independent instructions discovered in the graph for more throughput. Other instruction-scheduling transformations performed
include separating the load from the instruction that uses the
loaded register, separating store and load sequences, and separating floating-point instructions from each other.
For full optimization, Level 2 is called upon. This level,
however, requires that data-flow information be calculated.
Level 2optimization includes all of Level 1plus most of the
optimization techniques of modern optimizing compilers, such

as local constant propagation, local peephole transformations,
local redundant-definition elimination, common-subexpression
elimination, redundant load/store elimination, loop invariant
code motion, induction variable elaboration and strength reduction, and another register allocator.
The register allocator used in Level 2is based partially on
the graph-coloring technology developed for register-based
machines. Fully optimized code contains many more live registers than partially optimized or unoptimized code. Therefore,
the Level 2allocator is designed to handle many live registers
better than the allocator used in levels 0and 1. The Level 2
allocator has access to the data-flow information that has
been calculated for the symbolic registers in the programs
and, in addition, information regarding the frequency of execution of each program block.
All of the optimizations introduced in Level 2 require this
data-flow information plus some control-flow information.
Data-flow analysis provides information to the optimizer
about the pattern of definition and use of each machine resource. For each basic block in the program, the data-flow
information indicates what definitions may reach that block
and what later uses may be affected by local definitions.
BASIC BLOCK ANALYSIS

Control-flow information in the optimizer is contained in the
basic block and interval structures. Basic block analysis identifies blocks of code that have no internal branching. Interval
analysis identifies patterns of control flow such as if-thenelses and loops. Identifying intervals simplifies data-flow calculations, identifies loops for the loop-based optimizations, and
enables the partial updating of data-flow information.
The optimizer first identifies basic blocks. It then calculates
local data-flow information for each basic block. Next the
optimizer exposes the structure of the program through the
interval analysis. Then it uses the interval structure as abasis
for doing the global data-flow analysis.
When the analysis is complete, the optiMANY IDEAS LEAD TO A SIMPLE SCHEME
mizer knows what resources are used
and defined by the blocks.
gree in engineering physics from CorHewlett-Packard's Spectrum project was
The optimizer's resource manager is
nell University and master's and doctorthe largest project ever undertaken by
responsible for maintaining the informathe 47-year-old electronics pioneer. At al degrees in nuclear physics from Yale
its peak, the five-year effort involved University, Birnbaum brought amathe- tion regarding the numbers and types of
resources within each procedure. The re
more than 1,000 engineers. Besides their matical and scientific discipline to the
source manager's role is especially immany different backgrounds in comput- Spectrum project, instilling a scientist's
portant in the HP Precision Architecapproach to computer design.
er science, software, and engineering,
ture's compiler system. It provides a
For the first five weeks of the project,
many of the team members brought prior experience from companies such as every team member was asked to pre- way for the front ends, which deal with
memory resources in terms of programsent all the computer architectures and
Apple Computer, Burroughs, Digital
mer variable names, and the optimizer,
ideas he or she was familiar with. Then
Equipment, and IBM.
the engineers studied computational be- which deals with memory resources in
The job of directing this diverse team
terms of actual memory locations, to
havior using the many
went to Joel S. Birncommunicate the relationship between
measurements they had
baum, vice president and
the two.
done and zeroed in on
director
of
HewlettEfficient procedure calls were also
the reduced-complexity
Packard
Laboratories,
critical in this architecture, because pre
idea—effi-cient execution
the company's central
grammers are now taught to write
of frequently used inresearch and developsmall, well-structured procedures rather
structions. Consequentment organization. Bethan large monolithic routines. Efficient
ly, they took aclose look
fore coming to HP in
procedure calling is achieved without a
at the various emerging
November
1980,
he
complex procedure-call instruction, but
RISC designs. For the
spent 15 years at IBM
rather through a software convention
starting point of the new
Corp.'s Thomas J. Watusing the simple instruction set.
HP architecture, they
son Research LaboratoThough it is complex itself, the comsorted through the RISC
ry in Yorktown Heights,
piler system is the capstone to HP's
concepts and instrucN. Y. He was one of the
tions, kept those that goals with the Precision Architecture.
lead researchers on the
contributed to the pro- By automating the compilation process,
801 reduced-instructionit adds significantly to the overall simject's goals, discovered
set computer. Birnbaum
plicity of the system. HP sees such simwhat could be discarded,
left as its director of
plicity as aspearhead to its survival in
GUIDING LIGHT. Joel Birnbaum di- and added what was
computer sciences.
missing.
121
the computer business.
With a bachelor's de- rected HP's Spectrum project.
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wide interrupts. As with everything else, these are under
high-level-language program control.
Because every system function is available to high-levellanguage programs, the software is a key engineering discipline in the HP Precision Architecture design. In fact, many
details in the architecture are determined from the point of
view of the software it must run. The richness of functions
that can be controlled by high-level software is achallenge to
acompiler system. But in this case, the instruction set makes
the challenge easier. The short, precise, primitive instruction
set, with its regularity and symmetry, is a better match to
high-level languages than acomplex instruction set.

SOURCE

HP
FORTRAN/77

CODE
GENERATOR

CODE
GENERATOR

STRUCTURE OF THE COMPILER
Modern compilers of high-level languages have become
much more capable of analyzing and optimizing programs. In
addition, compiler technology has advanced to the point of
compiler systems in which language-specific front ends produce a common intermediate code that is then further processed by optimizers, linkers, loaders, and debuggers. These
are shared by all languages. The compiler system for HP's
new-generation architecture has such astructure (Fig. 5). Pascal, Fortran 77, and Cobol share one code generator; C has its
own. Both code generators produce code in a common data
structure called Spectrum Low-Level Intermediate Code
(SLLIC). Much analysis information, such as information
about branches and their targets, is contained in the SLLIC
data structure for use by the optimizer stage.
The front ends perform the lexical, syntactic, and semantic
analyses prescribed by each language standard. They are also
responsible for producing the data to be used later in the
compiling process. Front ends generate intermediate-level
codes representing the source statements for use by the code
generators, plus other data concerning source statements and
types, scope and locations of procedures, and function and
variable names for use by the symbolic debugger.
Code generators produce the machine code—in the precision
instruction set—plus the specifications for the run-time environment, including the program data space, the literal pool,
and data initialization. The reduced instruction set makes the
code generators work a bit harder when producing code for
complex high-level-language commands such as byte moves,
decimal arithmetic, and procedure calls. The precision instruction set contains no complex instructions for the code generators to use here. So the code generators must be smart
enough to use combinations of the simple instructions to
achieve the results.
They do not have to be too smart, however, because these
code sequences can be streamlined later by the optimizer. In
fact, the optimizer is the best place to do this because there is
only one optimizer for the entire compiler system. The singlecompiler system serves multiple operating systems and produces object-code files that are compatible across operating
systems. The compiler-system design was driven by optimizing considerations and these, in fact, place restrictions on the
code generators.
One class of such restrictions involves branch instructions.
The optimizer requires that all branches created by the generators have an NOP (no operation) instruction immediately following the branch instruction. This allows the optimizer to
reschedule instructions to minimize interlocks caused by the
sequence of data and register accesses. The optimizer replaces
the NOPs with useful instructions or eliminates them. For
example, the optimizer could set up the execution of the first
instruction following the branch while the branch is being set
up, as long as that instruction does not depend on any values
generated during the branch.
Another class of restrictions concerns the use of registers,
because register assignment is in the purview of the optimizer. The code generators are limited to assigning symbolic
Electronics/ March 3, 1986

SPECTRUM
LOW-LEVEL
INTERMEDIATE
CODE
PACKAGE

LINKER

OPTIMIZER

RUN-TIME
LIBRARIES

EXECUTABLE
CODE

DEBUG
MANAGER

DEBUGGER

5. OPTIMIZING COMPILER. The optimizing compiler for high-level

language support has separate front ends for specific languages.

registers from an infinite register set. They are not allowed to
use actual machine registers. The optimizer is responsible for
making the most efficient assignment of the machine registers as part of its overall task.
The system handles anumber of tasks at compilation time.
Because complex operations are broken into simple operations
in the HP Precision Architecture, there is achance that some
of these suboperations are unchangeable during execution
(done once at the beginning of the program) and therefore can
be done at compilation time.
Among suboperations that cannot be handled this way,
some can be pulled out from inside loops by the compiler to be
executed once before the loop is entered. Even when that
cannot be done, the optimizing compiler is intelligent enough
to reuse without recalculation certain immediate values in the
loop. These optimization techniques are effective because such
events happen often in programs.
There is ageneral rule in computers that for each instruction there is amemory reference," says Michael Mahon, manager of HP's Systems Architecture Laboratory. Some register-based computer designs have improved on this and have
achieved as few as half amemory reference per instruction.
"We have gotten it down to one third to one fifth, which
shows just how effective the register set is and how efficiently the compilers and optimizer use them," says Mahon.
The optimizer, which works at the machine-instruction level,
performs intraprocedural local and global optimizations. The
programmer can turn it on or off on aprocedure-by-procedure
basis through compiler options and directives. Three levels of
optimization are available, which the programmer can also
select at the procedural level.
Level 0optimization is intended to be used during program
development. Because it is difficult to support symbolic debugging in conjunction with optimizations, which reorder or
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so the cache logic is simplified and cache
control is faster. Otherwise, arbitration
F0000000
would be required between the processor
BROADCAST
and something outside it—such as an intelligent I/O subsystem.
I/O
NON
The cache design in this architecture
ADDRESSES
PRIVILEGED
also was done with tightly coupled multiCODES
processing in mind. Each processor has
AVAILABLE
cache. All the caches watch what is going
DEVICE.
MEMORY
CONTROL
SPACE
on with the bus to see if any data
REGISTERS
changes will affect any of the data they
are holding. Through this scheme, the
DEVICE
AVAILABLE
ADDRESS
cache hardware guarantees that all the
I/0
SPACE
caches are kept up to date.
SPACE
(4-K)
The level of storage hierarchy below
the cache is main memory, which is handled as alarge virtual memory space. The
MEMORY
32-bit architecture contains a64-bit virtual
PHYSICAL
00000000
address. The architecture provides for up
DEVICE CODES
to 232 ,or some 4 billion, distinct virtual
PHYSICAL
ADORESS
I/O
address spaces, each ranging in length up
SPACE
ADDRESS
to 232 bytes, or 4 gigabytes. Certain im(4 GIGABYTES )
SPACE
plementations
may limit the number of
(256 MEGABYTES )
virtual address spaces to zero (for real
addressing) or 2' 6 (64-K address spaces,
4.1/0 STRUCTURE. A map in the main memory handles all input/output functions. The same
as in the HP 3000 Model 930). The physimanagement and protection mechanisms for memory apply to I/O functions.
cal address space is also 4 gigabytes, of
which the top 256 megabytes, or 1/16 of
alternative path through its execution unit. Examples of spethe total space, are allocated for I/O address space.
cial-function units include fixed-point binary multiplication and
Because the I/O architecture is based on a memorydivision units, emulation assists, and encryption and decrypmapped addressing structure using the upper 1/16 of the
tion hardware. The HP 3000 Model 950's CPU uses a mathephysical memory, the goal of doing all programming in
matics special-function unit (Fig. 2).
high-level languages can be met for I/O programming. Both
At the next level—the cache—the assist processors are
privileged and nonprivileged high-level language codes have
called coprocessors. They generally have their own registers.
complete control of all I/O devices. Nonprivileged code norExamples of coprocessors include graphics and floating-point mally has no control of devices.
engines.
The next level of assist processors attaches at the level of GETTING IN AND OUT
main memory. At this level, the HP Precision Architecture
All communication between programs and I/O devices is
supports multiprocessing either as homogeneous, tightly
done through the memory-mapped I/O structure (Fig. 4) that
coupled CPUs or as attached special-purpose processors
is addressed in exactly the same way as other memory refersuch as array processors or I/O controllers. Attached proences—through normal Load and Store instructions. This adcessors at the memory level typically have their own regisdressing uniformity simplifies I/O handling. Device drivers
ters and local storage.
are not treated as specialized cases. The I/O space—addressed
CACHING IT
in 2-K pages, the unit of virtual memory mapping in the
system—contains the same memory protection features as the
The general registers are only the tip of the storage hierar- rest of the memory.
chy. The next level is cache. In the HP architecture, cache
This granularity, or low level, of protection and the provimemory has been split into two parts. Because it is designed
sion for nonprivileged address space mean that protection can
as an integral part of the architecture, the cache is visible to
be extended to individual devices. For example, aprogram can
the software, just as the register set is visible, which yields
control adevice and be totally protected from other programs
more efficient operation. Cache memory is divided into an
and devices on the machine. This is handy for real-time and
instruction cache and adata cache (Fig. 3). Because the sysinstrument-control applications. The I/O space can address up
tem can perform a data reference and an instruction fetch
to 65,536 devices because each device is represented as two
simultaneously, the cache bandwidth is doubled.
2-K pages.
One example of how the visible cache is used is the way a
I/O access bypasses the cache and goes directly to memory
piece of software can manage the cache when modifying code
for minimum interference with the storage hierarchy. This
on the fly. Hidden caches can cause side effects for selfallows the processor to run at areasonable speed, even when
modifying code. But with the visible cache, aprogram can call
the full I/O bandwidth is in use. All forms of I/O show up in
asmall protocol to flush and reload the cache when necessary.
the I/O space. Everything on a given bus shows up in the
Such protocol code contributes less overhead and costs much
memory-mapped I/O space, including the memory controller,
less than the watchdog logic used in other architectures.
the processors, and bus converters to other buses on the
Another big gain from avisible cache is in I/O operations.
system that connect to channel adapters and I/O controllers.
In other computers that have cache, when an I/O operation
All traffic is therefore controlled in the same simple way.
updates data in memory, the I/O subsystem performs ashadAs one example, the interrupt-register vector is visible in
ow operation to flush the cache. In the HP architecture, when
the I/O space. This means that 32 levels of processor interthe operating system executes an I/O buffer operation, it rupts are not special—they are in the I/O space and are
invalidates the cache contents. In this way, the user program
available to any software in the system, just as the I/O
is actually managing the cache; the I/O subsystem does not
subsystems are. The I/O space also supports abroadcast area
interfere. The processor owns the cache without interference,
for such functions as global resets and some types of systemFFEFFEFF

I/O
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CONTROL UNIT

DATA PATH

INSTRUCTION
CACHE

instructions that often are implemented in microcode in most
of today's machines. But because the HP Precision Architecture was designed with neither complex instructions nor microcode, something had to be done to serve these applications.
The design team therefore invented a substitute for microcode, called millicode, and added assist processors to provide
the functionality of complex instructions.
Millicode provides highly optimized in-line subroutines of 10
or so primitive machine instructions that can be called up
efficiently. The millicode subroutines are for special, frequently used routines, and they outperform average compilers on
the same functions. Though this seems similar to microcode, it
differs in several significant ways.
MILLICODE'S ADVANTAGES

MEMORY

3. SPLIT CACHE. Cache memory has one part for instructions and
another for data, doubling the cache bandwidth.

sis in the late 1970s was that about 20% of the instructions in
acomplex-instruction-set computer—the simplest ones such as
Add, Branch, and simple Load and Store instructions—were
the ones being executed about 80% of the time. This finding
was one of the basic facts that led to the RISC concept. HP's
Precision Architecture, with its simple instructions and generous general-register set, is one of the designs to grow out of
this work.
The final instruction set—about 70 basic instructions, which
expand to about 140 when conditional permutations are included—was chosen on the basis of instruction-execution frequencies determined by the extensive measurements across avariety of workloads and through athorough examination, analysis, and discussion of the cost and utility tradeoffs. By comparison, complex-instruction-set computers have many more.
For example the current HP 3000 architecture has 231, the
IBM Corp. 370/XA architecture has 207, and the Digital
Equipment Corp. VAX system has 304 instructions with nine
addressing modes.
FAST REGISTERS
Registers play akey role in the basic architecture. The 32
general registers in the data path (Fig. 1) are at the top of the
memory hierarchy. This register set, the fastest storage in the
hierarchy, is an integral part of the data path and is visible,
meaning that it is directly available to the software. Software
can control two reads from the registers and one write to the
registers in each machine cycle. Only the Load and Store
instructions access the other levels of the memory hierarchy.
Computations done by all other instructions take place in
the data path. Data manipulation takes place among the registers or between a register and an immediate field that is
contained within an instruction. In an immediate field, actual
data, rather than the address of apiece of data, is stored in
an instruction.
The wide data bandwidth created by the bigger, faster
register set at the tip of the storage hierarchy is used as
often as possible. Because everything done within the data
path is accomplished in one cycle, the compilers are designed
to use the data path as much as possible. For example,
through astute register allocation, the optimizer can assign
the most frequently used variables to the registers to reduce
the number of memory references to far below that incurred
by architectures that do not have such alarge register set.
Some complex functions cannot be done entirely within the
registers using the primitive instructions. Many applications,
especially commercial ones, expect to find complex, high-level
Electronics/March 3, 1986

First, millicode does not place any of the hidden performance penalties on all instructions that microcode often does.
Because millicode is a collection of subroutines, the expense
of executing amillicode instruction is incurred only when it is
called. Second, the addition of millicode instructions exacts no
hardware cost and has no direct influence on system cost.
Also, it is relatively easy and inexpensive to extend, improve,
and tune millicode in the field.
Millicode has yet other advantages. It is written, debugged,
and optimized with the same compiler system used for other
programs. There is no limit to the size and number of millicode instructions. And common millicode routines can be used
across all members of the HP product families and operating
systems.
To provide peak performance for certain heavily used performance-critical functions such as floating-point arithmetic or
graphics, HP designers have gone beyond millicode and have
provided for the addition of high-performance hardware in the
form of assist processors, which can be added at several
levels of the Precision Architecture.
Three categories of assist processors can be added. They
are differentiated by the level at which they interface to the
memory hierarchy. Processors coming in at the general-register level are called special-function units and are treated as
alternative processing units to the main processor or as an

MULTIPLY DIDN'T MAKE THE CUT
team took
a look at a diagram of the
hardware for a processor, it
decided to circle in red all the
portions that were needed for
the Multiply instruction. The
diagram became a red blur.
HP designers decided that
Multiply was too costly an instruction, and wondered if it
could be eliminated.
The measurements showed
that most multiplications are
done by small integer constants. The designers realized that these multiplications could be done using the
preshifter in the data path.
This started the engineers
thinking up ways to do other
multiplications with the primitive
instructions.
Three
Shift-and-Add
instructions
were already in the instruction set to do indexed loads.
They shift data by 1, 2, or 3
bits and add. Engineers kept

When the Spectrum

coming up with ideas to use
these instructions to multiply
ever larger constants—up to
512—in no more than five cycles, with most taking two or
three cycles.
Design engineer Steve
Muchnick then developed a
program to generate the best
sequence of instructions to
multiply by any given constant. One of the compiler
specialists,
Dan
Magenheimer, extended the work
on multiplying by aconstant
into a very fast subroutine
for multiplying by variables.
In the Precision Architecture, multiplications by both
variables and constants are
done in an average of three
or four cycles—faster than
the 20 or so cycles many multiplications consume in other
machines. Thus, there turned
out to be no need for aseparate Multiply instruction. D
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1. COMMON CORE. The data path in which the simple instructions are
executed is the core of the HP Precision Architecture.

system at HP will evolve from one base technology, one architecture, and two operating systems—HP 3000 MPE and HPUX. HP's version of AT&T Co.'s Unix. "No other major computer vendor has announced plans to offer such abroad range
of products, all based on asingle architecture, and fully independent of the technologies in which they're implemented,"
says HP president John Young.
HP engineers may have achieved a painless major-system
changeover for the first time in computer history—for not
just one but for three systems at once. Earlier changeovers
by HP and other computer vendors were done by throwing
out the old architecture and inventing the new, without retaining any compatibility. Now, all HP 3000 and 9000 series systems will be compatible with previous systems in those lines.
The new machines to replace the HP 1000 series, however,
will not have quite the same level of compatibility with the
current 1000 series because HP will be switching from RTE,
the HP 1000's real-time operating system, to HP-UX with realtime extensions. A migration path, however, will be provided
through analysis and transport utilities and RTE emulation.
The job of making new computers upwardly compatible

with existing HP systems will be relatively easy because the
short, precise instructions of this simple architecture provide a
good environment for emulation. For example, the first products using the Precision Architecture, the HP 3000 models 930
and 950, which have just been introduced, are made fully
compatible with HP 3000 MPE software. Programs have only
to be stored from the old system and reloaded to run on the
new 930. To gain performance of two to three times over the
current top-of-the-line machine, the HP 3000 Series 68, programs and applications have only to be recompiled. The new
optimizing compilers take advantage of the performance attributes of the new architecture.
The Precision Architecture is also scalable—that is, independent of circuit technology—because it consists of a basically
simple architectural core that gives HP's system designers
broad flexibility for implementation. Systems in this architecture can represent an extremely wide performance range because the architecture and instruction set can be implemented
in any hardware technology.
For instance, TTL is represented in the first Precision Architecture product, the HP 3000 Model 930, and HP's NMOS III
in the second product, the HP 3000 Model 950. Planned for the
future are fast emitter-coupled-logic systems. Beyond that,
the architecture could be implemented-in even faster circuit
technologies such as gallium arsenide, which HP engineers
are currently researching.
Not only is achangeover made easy for the customer, but
once accomplished, it will be a long time before another will
be required. Because the HP Precision Architecture yields
unified systems and is both scalable and upwardly compatible,
software application systems built on it are designed to last
into the next century, according to the company.
KEEPING IT SIMPLE

Simplicity was achieved by applying a strict engineering
discipline to the design. "It's the best-measured architecture
ever done," says Joel S. Birnbaum, vice president and director
of Hewlett-Packard Laboratories. The engineered architecture
was made possible by two types of extensive instrumentation
and measurements.
First, instruction-execution frequencies were measured
heavily to see what was going on in acentral processing unit,
memory, and I/O hierarchy. Second, and perhaps more important, according to Birnbaum, were the measurements done on
hundreds of customer jobs for over 100
customers in HP's three computer markets. Codes representing billions of instructions were run and analyzed by the
Spectrum team to determine an instruction set best suited to serving customer
applications.
The small set of directly executed hardwired instructions is one of the key engineering achievements in the design. Yet a
reduced instruction set itself was not a
design goal—it was aresult of the instrumented and engineered design. No instruction was included until it was thoroughly analyzed and unless it paid off in
performance and cost/performance considerations (see "Multiply didn't make the
cut," opposite). "If a feature has some
value, put it in if it pays its way. In other
words, you don't do it unless you have a
reason for it," says Birnbaum.
The HP Precision Architecture grew
partly out of previous work done on what
is now called reduced-instruction-set-com2. HELPING OUT. The math chips and instruction unit assist the processor in the centra puter architecture (RISC). One discovery
processing unit of the HP 3000 Model 950, the second machine to use HP's new architecture that came out of early instruction analy-
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

A SIMPLE DESIGN MAY PAY OFF
BIG FOR HEWLETT-PACKARD
SPECTRUM: GAMBLING FIVE YEARS OF R&D TO CATCH UP IN COMPUTERS

I

thas taken five years for Hewlett-Packard Co. to come
up with anew generation of computers, but its customers
may find that the wait was worthwhile. The new family,
code-named Spectrum, is coming just in the nick of time.
HP has been supporting three computer lines, two of
them based entirely on aging 16-bit architectures in a time
when its major competitors have long since turned to 32-bit
designs. Moreover, the three architectures are incompatible,
and computer users are looking for the kind of unified line
that the Palo Alto company's major competitors have long
been pursuing.
Yet the task of updating all three architectures would have
been acrushing burden, even for HP. So the company took a
bold step: a five-year program to replace
the three architectures with one. The result
is the HP Precision Architecture, which will
be the common core for a wide variety of
computer systems and computer-based instrumentation that will carry the company
into the 21st century.
The Precision Architecture is above all a
simple design, yet it supports high computing performance. HP achieved these feats
by adopting an architectural approach
based on reduced-instruction-set-computer
concepts. But more important was the design philosophy behind the project. HP
engineers applied a strict engineering discipline to both the hardware and software designs.
There was no trial and error.
The result, HP says, is the
first fully engineered and
measured computer architecture ever designed.

The massive Spectrum project had as its goals four major
benefits for both the company and its customers: unity and
compatibility among systems, scalability to circuit technologies, and longevity.
The architecture is based on several simplifications of existing designs. Most prominent of these are areduced number of
simple, regular instructions that have the same length and
format, a large set of 32 general registers, a new class of
subroutines, a memory cache that is easily managed by software, memory-mapped input/output functions handled like
memory, and an optimizing compiler system that generates
code matched to the architecture.
A unified product line was one of the major goals of the
Spectrum project (see story, p. 45). HP currently has three computer product lines: the
HP 3000 series of business and office computer systems, the HP 1000 series of realtime scientific and process-control computers, and the HP 9000 series of engineering
and technical work stations. Their hardware
and software systems, design and development, and maintenance and enhancement requirements are all different. There is little
compatibility among them, and interconnectivity is difficult.
Using the common-core Precision Architecture and the reduced instruction set, HP
engineers now will be able to design
all the company's future computersystem and related products to be
compatible and interconnectable. At the same time, they
will be able to create an even
broader range of products.
Henceforth, every computer
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Our most portable portable
is packed with advancements.

SPECIFICATIONS
Processor •16-bit 80286; 6 or 8 MHz
clock speed •Real-time clock
Software/Hardware •Runs the most
popular software applications written
for the IBM PC/XT" and IBM PC-A'1TM
and uses the most popular application
products developed for IBM Personal
Computers
Storage Devices •360-Kbyte one-thirdheight diskette drive •10-Megabyte
half-height fixed disk drive
Expansion Slots •2available slots in
all configurations
Memory •Up to 640 Kbytes of RAM
on the main system board, expandable
to 2.1 Megabytes without using an
expansion slot. Maximum system memory of 4.1 Megabytes using only one
expansion slot
Interfaces •RGB color monitor, RF

It simply works better.

modulator, composite video, parallel
printer, and asynchronous communications interfaces
Keyboard •Modified IBM PC-AT
layout (84-key)
Display •9-inch diagonal green monochrome dual-mode monitor •High-resolution text and graphics
Physical Specifications •17.7"W x
7.5"H x13.9"D •45cm x19cm x35cm
Options •MS-DOS'/BASIC version
3.1 diskettes and reference guide
•512/1536-Kbyte system memory
board •512/2048-Kbyte memory
expansion board •512-Kbyte memory
upgrade kit •Automatic power
switching board (110 to 220 volts)
•10-Megabyte fixed disk drive
•360-Kbyte diskette drive •Carrying case •Technical Reference Guide
(available Q2 1986)

CONFIGURATIONS
Model 1•256 Kbytes of RAM •One
360-Kbyte diskette drive •Two expansion slots available •23.6 lbs./101kg
Model 2 •256 Kbytes of RAM •Two
360-Kbyte diskette drives •Two expansion slots available •25.6 lbs./11.6kg
Model 3•640 Kbytes of RAM •One
360-Kbyte diskette drive •One 10-Megabyte fixed disk drive •Two expansion
slots available •26.2 lbs./11.8k8
IBM is aregistered trademark; IBM PC-ATTm
and IBM PC/XT'" are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
MS-DOS.is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
01986 COMPAQ Computer Corporation. All
rights reserved.

COMPAII
leffleffg. II"

Introducing
the remarkable new
COMPAQ PORTABLE II

N

ow there's aportable personal computer so small,
so light, and so fast it defines a
new industry standard. From
the same company that set the
standard —COMPAV
The new advanced-technology
COMPAQ PORTABLE II"' has
all the advantages of the world's
best-selling full-function
portable—the original COMPAQ
Portable—plus it's even more
portable. And it's far more
powerful than most desktop
computers.
With its 80286 microprocessor, the COMPAQ PORTABLE II
can run all the popular business
software written for IBM' Personal Computers. At speeds three
to five times faster than the
COMPAQ Portable, IBM PC/XTTm,
and other compatibles.

It's more computer
in less space
Never before has a computer
this small been capable of so

much. Making the COMPAQ
PORTABLE II 30% smaller and
17% lighter—with no reduction
in monitor size and abig gain in
functionality—was an engineering triumph. The result is afullfunction, advanced-technology
personal computer that's easy to
take on business trips or carry
from desk to desk.

Acomputer for now
and for the future
The COMPAQ PORTABLE II
excels in compatibility. And
because of its standard 360Kbyte diskette drive format,
your data diskettes will be fully
interchangeable with other
COMPAQ, IBM, and compatible
personal computers.
Expandability? An optional
10-Megabyte fixed disk drive
stores over 5000 pages of data.
RAM expands to 2.1 Megabytes
without an expansion slot, and
with one expansion slot RAM
can expand to 4.1 Megabytes.

Since interfaces for the most
popular peripherals are already
built in, the two expansion slots
can be used for connecting your
computer to others: add a
modem, anetworking board, or
a board for communicating
with your mainframe.

No compromises
The COMPAQ PORTABLE II
puts tremendous computing
potential within the grasp of
every computer user. It's backed
by the service and the support
of over 2900 Authorized
COMPAQ Computer Dealers
worldwide. Plus, it's made by
the undisputed world leader in
portable personal computers.
And for that title, there's no
competition.
For the name of the dealer
nearest you, call toll-free 1-80°231-0900 and ask for Operator
17. In Canada, call (416) 4498741. In Europe, telex
84117898630AB;
898630
COMPAQ TTX D.

COMPALI
It simply works better.

,egle,F1Fggall""

It's 30% smaller

17% lighter

400% faster

At last, the world's
best-selling portable computer
has alittle competition.

guage that provides iterative control of the system's functions. Ordinary ASCII files represent the complete command
structure of the tester. These commands can be embedded
into the program language for such tasks as strobe-timing
tests (changing variables incrementally until the DUT goes in
or out of tolerance limits). The language provides control of
each measurement subsystem through easy-to-remember,
three-letter acronyms. These input/output statements can be
embedded in the program language of choice—Fortran, Pascal, Basic, C, or whatever language is used to program the
host system. The resulting program places a great deal of
flexibility in the hands of an engineer who is not a test
specialist. The user can readily increment a voltage level or
current quantity, or change acritical timing specification, for
example, while querying the system for afailure.

voltage or current is forced. To improve resolution, IMS provides adual-range voltage and atriple-range current subsystem (Fig. 3). Voltages can be forced in two ranges—±2 V or
±20 V. Accuracy, on apar with other PMUs, is within 0.05% of
any setting; at an ambient temperature of 25°C, there will be a
worst-case error of 1least significant bit and 2mV. Current
can be sourced or sunk to any point with achoice of a0-to-lmA, a0-to-10-mA, or a0-to-100-mA range. Accuracy is within
0.05% of asetting (at plus 1LSB and 2 FtA at 25°C). On the
lowest range, current quantities can be resolved to 500 nA.
Current can also be measured over six ranges between ±1 1.4.A
and ±100 mA with aspec-sheet accuracy of 0.05% of reading
(at plus 1LSB and 2nA).
Integral to the system is ahigh-accuracy de voltmeter with
a 10-Ma input impedance, which can be used separately. Offering three full-scale voltage ranges spanning 200 mV to 20
V, the voltmeter features 0.05% of reading accuracy (at plus 1
LSB and 200 1.1,V). Resolution of 100 p.,V is possible on the
lowest range, which makes the voltmeter alaboratory-grade
instrument. The PMU's switching matrix and low-capacitance
test fixture feature four force-and-measure channels, individually selectable and programmable to any channel. The PMU
is the primary input to the matrix, but the three other inputs
can be switched; connectors are installed on the test head.
There is also one unassigned input and two low-impedance 50D, analog stimulus ports for future enhancements.
D

ANY HOST WILL DO
The Logic Master is also integrated with the PMU to run
test programs designed to execute on any host computer. Because of the Logic Master's resident 8088-based controller and
read-only-memory-based firmware, the host can be as simple as
a VT100/ANSI 3.64 terminal or virtually any computing or
terminal-emulation environment. "More than 50% of our customers use astand-alone IBM Personal Computer," notes Lindsay, "while others tie into awork station such as an Apollo. In
either case, the host computer is most often used to save and
store files and perform some
MAKING DESIGN VALIDATION USER-FRIENDLY
data-reduction function."
One example of the system
Both McCracken and Miller signer at heart, and less conin action is testing for leak- One reason high technology
looked
at the impact the bur- cerned with the analog asage current. This procedure industries have taken off in
geoning semicustom integrat- pects of the parts."
is assuming special impor- the Portland, Ore., area is
The challenge for Miller
the abundance of Tektronix- ed-circuit industry was havtance now that CMOS has bewas
to satisfy both types. As
ing on the average circuit despawned expertise in the locome the process of choice
he considered the project, he
signer.
Both
were
convinced
cal workforce. In fact, two
for high circuit density, good
was struck with an inspiraex-"Tekkies" were key play- a low-cost but user-friendly
electrical noise immunity, and
tion: allow the software to
approach
to
design
validation
all-important low power dissi- ers in developing Integrated
run the test vectors, and stop
Measurement Systems' para- was going to open vast new
pation. Theoretically, CMOS
when a pin is toggled. Then
markets
for
startup
IMS,
so
metric measurement unit.
gates draw no current unless
they eagerly joined the fledg- the parametric test would be
David McCracken, IMS's
switching. Thus gross leakapplied, thus automating the
senior
engineer, got his start ling firm. Their efforts have
age is agood indicator of an
changed the design environ- process. Miller went about
at Tektronix back in 1968. He
IC's electrical quality.
writing the code, and IMS
ment forever.
subsequently worked in the
A PMU leakage-test seAut,omeasure was born.
At
IMS,
McCracken
set
firm's Automatic Test Sysquence will power up a de"We set our targets, define
about
designing
the
PMU
tems Division, where he
vice, precondition internal
them, and work to meet
while
Miller
attacked
the
states if the device has se- honed his hardware engineerdeadlines," says Miller. They
ing skills. John Miller, senior software and user interface.
quential logic, and measure
both agree it's one of the
Miller
was
on
the
job
with
either L or L in the V,, or software engineer, spent his
joys of working for a small
IMS only three days when
formative
engineering
years
V. leads, respectively. Gencompany. "Large companies
he was assigned the PMU
developing both the widely
erally, such tests reveal
keep moving the target out.
project.
One
of
his
first
used Tektronix Model 1240
whether a particular fabricaThey keep redefining their
tasks
was
marrying
paraLogic Analyzer and the Digition process has worked at
goals," Miller says.
13
metric testing with the extal Analysis System.
all; if the gross current leakisting Logic Master screen
age is high, it usually indiinterface.
cates that the process has
"I envisioned two types of
slipped. IMS engineers estabusers," says Miller. "One is
lished the PMU to address
the analog designer who
the need for conventional biknows a lot about paramepolar and n-MOS—as well as
tries and wants his hands on
CMOS—parameter testing.
the control functions of the
The PMU features forcebox. Ihad to give him full
and-measure subsystem aupower to be able to put tests
toranging (which can be overwhere and when he wanted
ridden), two timing channels
to, and to set limits. The oth(clocked or strobed) for every
er guy is the one who really
16 channels of data, a maxidoesn't want much to do with
mum
3-ms
measurement
parametrics. He knows he
time, and a 3.5-ms settling
SOFTWARE. John Miller handled
has to perform the measureHARDWARE.
David
McCracken
time to within 0.1% of the
the software and user interface.
ments,
but
he's
a
digital
deprogrammed change once a developed the PMU hardware.
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quickly specify the type of test and the
limits expected or encountered. Parameters displayed on the menus can then be
entered easily and edited quickly.
To make it easy to get up and running,
parameters are already established for
common logic families such as low-power
Schottky TTL or 10K ECL. They need
only to be called up; other thresholds
don't have to be established unless the
operator wishes to override the preset
values, which most users will do once
they're familiar with the system.
Operationally, the host Logic Master
can go in anywhere in the functional test
pattern and insert parametric measurement statements. Users can then run a
part to a specified state, hold the test
vector of interest, and make aparametric
test measurement.
A single keystroke begins the measure2. REED RELAYS. A compact plug-in relay card is at the heart of the PMU's matrix. Silver
ment sequence, with software looking for
contact potted reed relays and high-quality connectors ensure accuracy and reliability.
the first high and low logical event that
installations would cost four to five times as much as the new occurs on each pin as the functional test pattern exercises the
IMS unit. Silicon foundries will undoubtedly also use the Logic part. Then the system automatically routes the parametric
Master PMU to ensure support for their customers during the stimulus and measurement to the pin. The user-friendly interearly phases of adesign's verification. The effects of process- face also provides a description of the program flow with
ing on pulse skew, drive capability, and thresholds have be- halts and reinitialization. It is an extension of the Logic Mascome of major concern to those designers savvy enough to ter's screen interface that provides power-up system configuration, resource assignment (naming and organizing device
realize they can't leave this responsibility to fabricators.
signals), operational conditions, and pattern control.
SOFTWARE KEYS
All measurements are clearly displayed, with voltage and
current values shown pin by pin in a tabular format. Limit,
While designing the PMU, the engineering team at IMS
knew it was important to ensure ease of use. They realized error, and untested-pin indications are also provided to alert
that very few engineers specialized in test engineering, few the user to out-of-range values or untested or missed pins.
were well versed ir. analog systems, and fewer still would This feature also serves to flag incomplete functional testpattern coverage—an added debugging bonus that verifies
consider parametric testing unless it was easy to implement.
"Most digital designers don't place parametric characteriza- that pins are exercised, allowing upgrading of test patterns.
tion at the top of their design approach," notes Lindsay.
If the engineer conducting the test wishes to override the
Thus the company decided that easy-to-learn "pop-up - on- software-driven program, he can intervene manually. The opscreen menus would be the best way for the typical circuit erator simply enters the functional test-pattern screen display
designer to learn the system. Called up by asingle keystroke
and selects aparametrics menu. A window is then moved over
on asingle Logic Master screen, the menus let the novice user the functional vector, showing where the parametric test will
be made. No cumbersome connect statements need to be added to test programs.
Users can specify measurements for any
ANALOG
OUTPUT
12-BIT
device pin at specific pattern locations;
ADC
worst-case analysis can thus be readily
forced. The manual mode can also save
DATA
time by sidestepping the requirement for
VOLTAGE ANO
VOLTAGE
4e...
1
12-BIT
multiple reinitialization occurring under
CURRENT
DAC
MEASUREMENT
the automatic mode. If desired, manual
CONTROL
SENSING
and automode operation can be combined
GROUND
OPTICAL
for maximum effectiveness and enhanced
ISOLATORS
OUTPUT
GUARD
CURRENT
throughput.
AMPLIFIER
12-BIT
OUTPUT
DAC
In a third mode—the interactive measurement mode—users can make measurements on adisplayed pin group while
ENABLE
RANGE
TRIAXIAL
executing a particular single test vector.
SWITCHES
CABLE
This enables the user to make changes by
writing a single vector and immediately
viewing the results of the measurement.
Finally, a summary-of-coverage list is
+12 V
generated—in any of the modes—to help
ISOLATED POWER
CONVERTER
assess fault coverage and debug a test
12 V
pattern. This is essential, considering the
huge amounts of data generated by testing aVLSI device with ahigh pin count.
The PMU's host—the Logic Master—
3. ACCURACY. Resolution equal to costly ATE is made possible by 12-bit data-converter
includes a standard full-command Ianstages, opto -isolators, and dual-range-voltage and triple-range-current subsystems.
O TEST FIXTURE
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

NOW IC DESIGNERS CAN VALIDATE
THEIR OWN PROTOTYPES
LOW-COST MODULE DELIVERS EASY-TO-RUN PARAMETRIC TESTS

p

arametric tests
that
measure
and verify a
prototype integrated circuit's
electrical characteristics
can be instrumental in ensuring the soundness of a
new chip design. Early
discovery of major failure
modes can spell the difference between success and
costly postproduction engineering changes. Indeed, parametric testing is
becoming mandatory as
the complexity and pin
counts of ICs continue to
increase.
Until now, ready-to-run
parametric measurement
units (PMUs) have been
adjuncts to large and costly
automatic-test-equip- 1. HOST MAINFRAME. The host-independent Logic Master now accommodates a PMU, thus combining
ment systems. As such, parametric evaluation with pattern generation, data acquisition, device powering, and fixturing.
they have been relegated
generally to production testing applications. Now Integrated parametric test results available for verification during the
Measurement Systems Inc. has come up with alow-cost, user- design process. before commitment to large runs."
friendly approach that brings parametric testing to the IC
The increased complexity of today's devices shifts the redesigner. It is introducing a$19,200 de PMU module.
sponsibility for testing from the silicon foundry over to the
The module is available as a one-slot plug-in for use with
chip designer. "They need design tools so they can talk back
the Portland, Ore., company's Logic Master series of 20-MHz
and forth with the foundry to get the part right," explains
prototype-verification systems (which are priced from $29,500 Lindsay. "By the same token, vendors who don't want to tie
to $41,500), and it combines the power of easy-to-use propri- up their million-dollar Sentry [ATE] systems for debugging
etary software with exceptionally high pin-count test fixturing are keenly interested in our approach, too."
and drive and measurement electronics. PMU-equipped IMS
The IMS PMU offers equivalent or better accuracy and
Logic Master systems now provide not only functional and
resolution than a Sentry/Schlumberger or GenRad Inc.
timing characterization but also absolute parameter limits
PMU, Lindsay claims. "It's just not optimized for high
that reveal an IC's quality. The system (Fig. 1) is also de- throughput. But in the engineering environment, who
signed to be accessible to the testing novice, thanks to its cares? It doesn't much matter whether a single-pin test
automeasure (automatic operation) mode.
takes 100 ms or 10 ms."
Users control the system with interactive software. It can
A high-quality but inexpensive silver-contact reed-relay
test ICs that contain as many as 384 pins. Because the inter- switching matrix—the verification station—lies at the interface between the PMU and the IMS Logic Master conforms to
face to the device under test (Fig. 2). An associated fixture
the IEEE-488 bus specification, even those companies that do board connects the PMU to any given pin of the DUT; this
not have aLogic Master can use the new PMU; virtually any
enables the user to apply voltage to take current measureIEEE-488 system can run the IMS module.
ments or to apply current for voltage measurements, and to
Test-system makers have emphasized functional testing in
measure total leakage current, referred to as gross leakage
the past few years, says IMS director Ken Lindsay. Paramet- current. Drivers and receivers are automatically disconnected
ric testing was performed mostly by silicon foundries seeking to ensure that only the device under test—and not die testtighter control over their products. But designers "were push- head electronics and probes—is being measured.
ing the limitations of vendor design centers," he says. "So we
The fixturing board is identical to that supplied with the IMS
decided it was high time that IC and systems designers had de
Logic Master, so IMS customers with Logic Masters can add
the PMU as a field-installable upgrade to their existing fixTECHNOLOGY TO WATCH is a regular feature of Electrontures. Plug-in probe cards and cable interfaces can also accomics that provides readers with exclusive, in-depth reports on
modate wafer-probe parametric testing. For this reason, the
important technical innovations from companies around
company expects some users to put IMS PMUs in fab areas
the world. It covers significant technology, processes, and where dedicated million-dollar ATE can't be placed cost-effecdevelopments incorporated in major new products.
tively to look at first silicon parts quickly. The PMUs in such
32
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reading technique, rewriting is not necessary, resulting in much shorter read cycles than are presently possible."
Another significant plus in favor of the
bipolar-CMOS structure, say the two researchers, is that it can be implemented
READ BIT
LINE (e)
by most existing CMOS processes with
WRITE BIT
only minor modifications. A particularly
LINE (POLY)
good match is standard twin-tub CMOS,
because a single n well is shared by a
large number of cells. Using 2.5-p.m design rules, a cell array fabricated using
this technique (Fig. 7) results in an area
of 100 p.m, compared with 170 to 200 gm
WORD LINE (METAL)
for astandard one-transistor cell with the
7. SMALL CELLS. A junction-CMOS cell-array structure from the University of Waterloo same feature sizes. A shift to 1.5-p,m deincorporates 100-pm DRAM cells—about half the size of current designs.
sign rules would allow cell sizes approaching 10 p.m 2.And by using trenchstructure significantly improves reading and writing speeds,
isolation techniques and trench capacitors, even denser arrays
he adds, and it promises megabit designs operating at speeds
are possible. With minor modifications, the same JCMOS
equivalent to the fastest 64- and 256-K DRAM designs.
structure can build very high-density VLSI logic chips, the
The use of such a hybrid structure offers several advanresearchers say.
tages over traditional approaches, says Elmasry. First, beAnother intriguing approach is embodied in the work of
cause the surface MOS transistor operates in the accumulaGeoffrey W. Taylor and John G. Simmons at AT&T Bell
tion mode, storage capacitance as well as the sensitivity of the
Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J., who have developed asolread current to the stored data is improved. Second, the use
id-state device they've christened Bicfet, for bipolar inverof the JFET as a sensing device, rather than a MOS FET,
sion-channel FET. Relying on the field-effect inducement of
eliminates the latter's short-channel effects. This means much
an inversion layer (Fig. 8), which corresponds to the convensmaller cells can be fabricated. And because of its bipolar
tional neutral base of a bipolar transistor, the Bicfet has a
structure, the JCMOS cell has a much larger readout signal
three-terminal structure: ametallic emitter that makes ohmthan present one-transistor configurations, so different sensic contact to asemi-insulating wide-bandgap semiconductor;
ing techniques can be used. "As aresult, the sense amplifier
a source that contacts the inversion layer formed at the
can be integrated into a much smaller area compared to preinterface between the semi-insulator and the semiconductor
sent one transistor cells, but with much larger readout sigdepletion region; and the bulk silicon substrate, which acts
nals," says Eldin.
as the collector. According to Taylor, the Bicfet works by
"Moreover, since the magnitude and duration of this curcontrolling the flow of majority carriers through the semirent can be controlled directly, through proper design of the
insulating region to the collector by the biasing action of
word-lines bias circuit, high writing speeds are possible,"
charge in the inversion channel.
notes Elmasry. "Also, since this design uses anondestructive
NO LIMITS TO SCALABILITY
SOURCE
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8. BELL'S BICFET. Key to operation of Bell Lab's bipolar inversion

channel FET is the absence of abase layer.
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Featuring very high current gains (approaching 10,000), very
high current operation (1 million A/cm 2)and low capacitance,
the key element in the Bicfet is the absence of abase layer and
all its associated problems. "By far the greatest advantage of
such astructure is the fact that the Bicfet is not subject to the
scaling limits in either the vertical or planar dimensions," says
Taylor.
Unlike astandard bipolar structure, aBicfet has no base to
limit scaling in the vertical direction, and unlike aMOS FET, it
has no drain to limit scaling in the planar direction. Thus, says
Taylor, it is an ideal candidate for scaling down to 0.1 p.m and
below. Also, since it has no base, a Bicfet has a much lower
capacitance than a conventional bipolar transistor. This low
capacitance, coupled with high transconductance, results in
very high speeds—in the sub-picosecond range—in both analog
and digital applications.
To date, Bicfets have been fabricated only with III-IV materials such as gallium arsenide or indium phosphide, says Taylor,
because the structures require molecular beam epitaxy, rapid
thermal processing, and other advanced techniques. Such techniques are becoming common in the fabrication of ICs based on
heterojunction compounds, such as aluminum gallium arsenide,
but are not in general use for fabricating silicon chips.
Among other things, fabrication requires laying down extremely thin semi-insulating silicon-rich silicon oxide layers, to
build the necessary high-gain heterojunction structures, and
the use of silicides, to implement self-aligned source junctions.
"But if there were no other way to get down to the low end of
the submicron range with silicon structures, the investment
would be worth it," he says.
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use of dynamic logic with inverters in the
form of acharge-pumped load circuit or a
CLOCK
CLOCK
bipolar load element. Where high drive caVouT
LINE
LINE
VouT
VIN
pability is required, as in very large dyo
o
namic logic arrays, the charge-pumped
ISOPLANAR
OUTPUT
BURIED
FIELD-ISOLATION
load is replaced with a dynamic vertical
GATE
CONTACT
REGIONS
npn bipolar load driven by one of two
clock lines (Fig. 5).
For serial memory and logic applications, this design has several features
that offer significant density advantages
over traditional techniques. The p-well
and the base region are merged, as are
the drain and emitter region; the substrate supplies the ground line; and the
n-TYPE SUBSTRATE
source diffusion acts both as a virtual
ground and as one of the clock lines. In
addition, the design eliminates substrate
charge-injection problems, and is thus insensitive to alpha particles.
Several European companies also are
chasing niche applications, notably Telefunken electronic GmbH, a joint venture 5. MERGED BIMOS LOADS. Targeting dynamic logic applications, Wafer Scale Integration
of AEG AG and United Technologies Inc.'s dynamic merged-load technology combines aCMOS inverter with bipolar load elements.
Corp., Hartford, Conn. Telefunken plans
cell is no more than 10 i.m 2 and is built with 1.5-etm design
to apply its BiCMOS process to digital radio and TV, interface
rules equivalent in size to those of current 1- and 4-Mb deand signal processing, data collection and conversion ICs for
signs, which must use 1-µ,m geometries as well as exotic new
automotive applications, and telecommunications [Electronics,
structures such as trench isolation, trench capacitors, trench
Jan. 6, 1986, p. 23]. This year, the Heilbronn, West Germany,
transistors, and stacked transistor structures [Electronics,
company will introduce its first products based on its 2-gm
BiCMOS-1 process, which makes use of an n-well on ap-type
Dec. 2, 1985, p. 50].
substrate with a p-type epi layer. The bipolar side has selfAccording to Elmasry, this new structure (Fig. 6) merges
adjusting vertical npn and pnp transistors in their associated
into asingle cell three basic elements—a surface n-MOS FET,
n-wells.
which stores data and acts as a MOS capacitor when it is
Telefunken's current 2-p,m BiCMOS-1 packs about 3,000
turned off; an n-channel JFET, which senses the data; and a
transistors/cm 2.Gate delays on the CMOS side are less than 2 pnp transistor, which writes data into the cell.
ns, and cutoff frequencies for npn transistors are from 1to
The JCMOS cell storage cell has better isolation than pre1.5 GHz at 10 V. On BiCMOS-2, scheduled for the end of 1988,
sent designs, says Elmasry, and consequently has smaller
leakage current and higher immunity to soft errors. The
gate geometries will be about 1 µm or below, resulting in
packing densities of about 10,000 transistors/mm 2,or about
DRAIN
SOURCE
FIELD
100,000 transistors per chip. Cutoff frequency for the bipolar
OXIDE
transistors is expected to be in excess of 2 GHz.
SGS -ATES SpA is pursuing applications that require
high-density logic and the ability to drive high voltages, such
as automotive electronics, printers, display drivers, motor controllers, TV circuitry, and protection circuits. The two requirements are met with a process that combines isolated doublediffused MOS transistors with bipolar and CMOS structures,
says David J. Hage, marketing director at U. S. subsidiary
SGS Semiconductor Corp., Phoenix. Called Multipower BCD,
the process combines apotpourri of structures, including selfaligned vertical DMOS n-channel gates, lateral DMOS transistors, p-channel MOS FETs with drain extension, CMOS transisWRITE BIT LINE (POLY)
tors, bipolar npn and pnp transistors, junction and poly resistors, and oxide and junction capacitors.

As if designers did not have enough on their mixed bipolarCMOS plate, anumber of new structures and processing alternatives are emerging from university and private research
laboratories. They promise even more tantalizing opportunities for combining high performance and low power.
Rather than look for ways to merge traditional CMOS and
bipolar structures, the University of Waterloo's Elmasry and
Ali G. Eldin, adoctoral candidate, are taking adifferent tack.
"We are going back to the basics, looking first at the basic
requirements of the VLSI environment, then developing a
structure that meets them, and finally, building a process to
implement it," says Eldin. The first result of this effort is
JCMOS, a novel junction CMOS dynamic RAM structure. Its
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6. JUNCTION-MOS DRAM. The

University of Waterloo's dynamic

RAM cell puts MOS-FET, JFET, and bipolar elements in one structure.
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will be afamily of low-power, three-state 74L5-type TTL chips
in the fourth quarter. Also in the works is a mixed process
aimed at high-density logic and memory.
Honeywell Inc.'s Signal Processing Technologies Division in
Colorado Springs is leveraging its participation in the Defense
Department's Very High Speed Integrated Circuits program
to develop what it calls a bipolar enhanced MOS (BeMOS)
process. An extension of Honeywell's single-layer-poly, twolayer-metal CMOS process, BeMOS adds only three masking
steps to the original 11, says Ramish Sirsi, director of the
company's data-acquisition product line. These are acapacitor
poly layer, an active base implant, and fabrication of chromium-silicon resistors. Sirsi says initial plans call for use of
BeMOS in custom and semicustom chips that require highdensity analog and digital circuitry as well as in high-performance standard products, such as high-precision 12-bit analogto-digital and digital-to-analog converters (Fig. 3).
BeMOS II, the current 3-µm version, yields gate densities as
high as 8,000. Gate speed is 5to 6.5 ns, cutoff frequency is 50
MHz, and analog performance is from 2 to 3 MHz. In the
VHSIC-derived 1.25-Ftm BeMOS III process, densities approaching 40,000 gates are expected, says Sirsi, with gate
speeds from 400 to 800 ps at acutoff frequency of 200 MHz.

designed for high speed and low voltage (below 10 V), and a
thick-epi process that sacrifices speed for higher voltages. The
thin-epi process realizes npn transistors with cutoff frequencies in excess of 5 GHz and pnp devices of over 2.5 GHz.
Transistors made with the thick process perform at about half
that speed.
Hughes uses two poly and two metal levels. Trench isolation, junction-isolated epi layers, and three buried layers create the complementary vertical bipolar transistors that are
essential to achieving high-performance linear ICs as well as
symmetrical clock drivers on the same chip, says BiMOS program manager Hank M. Gerard. "The bipolar capability is
essential for low noise and wideband amplifiers and their high
drive capability, while the CMOS is used for logic functions
and sample-and-hold circuitry."
With 20 masking steps, the Hughes process is somewhat
more complex and expensive than most other mixed processes. Gerard says the company has identified anumber of applications in two market niches for which the added costs are
well justified: analog circuits, where minimization of size or
power is vital, and high-performance data conversion. Typical
applications are in the military area, he says, such as combining analog comparators on an IC with digital multiplexers and
implantable prosthetic devices.
RECLAIMING THE MARKET
Looking to take advantage of its highly reliable tungstenFairchild Semiconductor Corp., Cupertino, Calif., is planning fuse technology in a family of programmable logic devices,
an entry into bipolar-CMOS technology to help reestablish its
National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., has merged
dominance in high-performance memory and logic [Electron- a standard 3-µ,m junction-isolated bipolar process with a stanics, Feb. 24, 1986, p. 72]. President Donald Brooks says the dard 2-1.tm local-oxide isolation CMOS process. The resulting
company has had an active program in
structure (Fig. 4) consists of partially oxmixed bipolar and CMOS processes under
ide-isolated bipolar transistors, p-channel
National's
PLAs
development for the past two years. "We
devices isolated in the n-type epi layer, and
see a number of application areas in
merge CMOS and
n-channel devices in the p-isolation regions.
which these types of processes will be
A standard programmable logic array
bipolar technologies
integral to our high-performance stratethus fabricated boasts 16 inputs, 64 prodgy," he says. "Memories will be one of
uct terms, 8outputs, and 24-ns propagathose areas. Mixed processes are also under consideration for tion delay. Active power dissipation is 625 mW and standby
at least two other segments of our product line. It is planned power is 5!LW. Bipolar devices are used in the programmable
that at least two of our manufacturing facilities will run these elements for the product-term array and the architectural
types of mixed processes."
configuration cells, while amerged bipolar-CMOS structure is
And RCA Corp., which pioneered the use of bipolar-CMOS in
used in the sense amps and in the internal data latch that
afamily of linear products during the early 1980s, is consider- holds the state of the AND/OR terms when the part goes into
ing an expansion of its process into other product areas. Aside standby mode. During standby, all bipolar devices shut off
from these major players, most efforts in mixed processing and only zero-power CMOS devices stay active. An inputaim at meeting the performance and power requirements of change detector circuit, previously unused in PLAs, reactiniche markets. For example, Digital Equipment Corp. seeks to vates the bipolar sections of the die whenever it senses input
reduce the latchup phenomenon common to most CMOS pro- transitions.
cesses as well as improve performance.
A novel dynamic merged-load technology from Wafer Scale
In Hudson, Mass., DEC designers have developed MCB, a Integration Inc., Los Altos, Calif., targets such dynamic logic
bipolar-CMOS process combining fully isolated lateral npn bi- applications as low-power digital signal processing, serial mempolar transistors of low collector-series resistance with a 1.5- ories and correlators, and digital image processors. Compatible
1.1.m single-level-metal n-well CMOS process. Aimed at provid- with standard poly CMOS processing, the technique enables the
ing ECL performance and CMOS density
and power savings for digital applican-CHANNEL TRANSISTOR
npn
p CHANNEL TRANSISTOR
tions, MCB adds only two masking
2nd
METAL
LAYER
steps—a buried layer implant and diffup ISOLATION
1st METAL LAYER
sion sequence plus atailored base ion implant—to a 10-mask CMOS process.
From Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Semiconductor Division in Carlsbad, Calif., comes
an unusual process that mixes complementary vertical bipolar transistors (npn
and pnp) with high-speed CMOS and trimp ISOLATION BURIED LAYER
BUTTED
BURIED LAYER
BUTTED
SUBSTRATE
mable resistors. Aimed at medium- and
p ISOLATION
EPITAXIAL
TIE
pSUBSTRATE
TIE
small-scale integration of analog and digital functions, the 1.5-µm process was an
outgrowth of the company's participation
in the VHSIC program.
The mixed complementary process 4. BIMOS FPLD. National Semiconductor Corp. combines 2-,am CMOS with 3-pm junction
takes two forms: a thin-epitaxy process isolated bipolar transistors to fabricate field-programmable logic devices.
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printer interfaces, cameras, floppy-disk
data-separators, telecommunications, and
,
video recorders.
In the chip's digital portion is a metalgate CMOS array of 405 two-input NAND
gates (about 1,600 transistors); 30 input/
output blocks containing a mix of npn,
pnp, and n-MOS transistors; and 4-to-16line decoder circuits. The linear portion
incorporates 104 npn and 76 pnp transistors that can build up to 20 types of highspeed bipolar operational amplifiers, voltage comparators, and reference circuits;
two pairs of p-MOS transistors, rated at
40-V breakdown voltage, for building
MOS input op amps; four CMOS analog
switches; and two large npn drivers with
60-V breakdown voltages for directly driving solenoids, lamps, light-emitting diodes, or for rapid charging and discharging of external capacitors.
And at the upcoming Custom Integrated Circuits Conference to be held in May
in Rochester, N. Y., a design team from
NEC Corp.'s Application-Specific LS!
Product Division in Kanagawa will describe a 1.6-gm-gate CMOS process that
merges npn transistors with 1.5-gm emitters in a3,100-gate array. The chip has an
2. HIGH DENSITY. Motorola's mixed-process array is highly dense, with 6,144 gates. The chip 800-ps internal gate delay and a3-ns outuses avariation of the company's BiMOS process that involves 15 masks.
put buffer delay. Operating at 10 MHz,
the chip dissipates only 1.2 W, enabling
tures 20-V breakdown on both bipolar and MOS transistors,
the use of low-cost plastic packaging.
gain as high as 100, and cutoff frequencies approaching 400
I
Nthe U. S., only Motorola has an effort as sweeping and as
MHz. The bipolar side of an analog-digital chip made with this
aggressive as Hitachi's. Already a substantial presence in
process holds a 2-MHz oscillator, an 80-mA bipolar power
such market segments as mixed bipolar-CMOS linear chips,
transistor, high-precision frequency control, and identification
power transistors, and high-voltage interfaces, the company's
comparators. On the CMOS side is a 1,500-gate digital signal
Semiconductor Sector, Phoenix, Ariz., has developed aBiMOS
processor, an input data scanner and display decoder, and a process optimized for macrocell gate arrays.
programmable 280-bit SRAM. The high-voltage BiCMOS proThe 1.75-gm BiMOS variation requires 15 masks and couples
cess requires a deep p+ diffusion for the power transistor
a twin-tub CMOS process to an n+ buried layer and p-type
and a local oxidation step to isolate the CMOS section.
epitaxial layer. Bipolar npn transistors are built-from avery
Also in development at Takasaki is ABC, for Advanced Biposhallow polysilicon emitter with four oxide walls and an active
lar CMOS, afirst-generation 3-gin process that merges npn, pnp, base formed in a manner like that required for the MOS
and integrated-injection-logic bipolar structures with p- and n- buried-contact step. Used in the new MCA6000ETL macrocell
MOS transistors. ABC uses a 2-gm epitaxial layer to achieve
array, the result is a6,144-gate array with atwo-input NAND
very small high-performance (3-GHz) bipolar transistors.
gate delay of only 900 ps and a fanout of one (Fig. 2).
Hitachi is not alone among the Japanese companies in its
Texas Instruments also plans to be a dominant force in
efforts toward development of high-performance bipolarmixed bipolar-CMOS technology. The Dallas company will
broaden its longstanding participation in mixed-process linear
n-CHANNEL
p-CHANNEL
SECOND POLY
THIN-FILM
npn
ICs with its BidFet technology
LAYER
MOS FET
MOS FET
RESfSTOR
BIPOLAR
and make amajor push into the
FIRST POLY
CHROMIUM-SILICON
LAYER
POLYSILICON
digital arena with Impact-C,
METAL
POLY
which combines its new EPIC
CMOS logic process with its Impact-S bipolar technology [ElecFIELD OXIDE
tronics, Dec. 23, 1985, p. 45].
According to TI's Stehlin, the
approach
is atwist on traditionCHEMICAL VAPORal mixed processes in that ImDEPOSITION OXIDE
pact-C is in essence a bipolar
process to which steps have
been added to form the appro3. BIPOLAR-ENHANCED. Honeywell Inc.'s 3-pm bipolar-enhanced MOS adds only three more masks to priate n- and p-channel CMOS
the 11 used in the standard MOS process in order to achieve 8,000-gate densities.
structures. TI's first products
4
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY
MIXED-PROCESS CHIPS ARE
ABOUT TO HIT THE BIG TIME
BIMOS AND BICMOS CHIPS ARE MOVING INTO MEMORY, LOGIC AND ASICs
by Bernard Conrad Cole

M

since the early 1970s, says Stehlin. "But at that point, bipolar
ixed bipolar-MOS processes are breaking out of
and MOS structures required totally different techniques and
their niche applications into the mainstream of
tools to fabricate, and to design amixed-process device meant
semiconductor technology. Chip makers have
considerable expense, only justified by high average-sellinglong known that both BiMOS and BiCMOS can
price niche-market applications. Now, however, many of the
produce faster and denser integrated circuits
features distinguishing bipolar and MOS technologies are blurthan can either technology alone—but it has taken time to
ring, especially at the VLSI level."
master the complex processing these ICs require. They also
As a result, it is now possible to merge the two process
are finding that the fast-developing field of application-specific
flows such that both transistors can be optimized in a few
ICs is stirring new demand for designs that mix analog and
mask steps. "Usually, depending on device parameters and
digital functions. Companies around the world are making
application requirements, it is possible to develop a mixed
major investments in mixed-processing technology, most notaprocess that requires no more than three or four additional
bly Hitachi, Sony, and Toshiba in Japan and Fairchild, Honeysteps, and often only one or two," says Elmasry.
well, and Motorola in the U. S.
The increased activity is having a synergistic effect on
THE JAPANESE CHALLENGE
traditional niche-market suppliers of bipolar-CMOS integrated
The company with the most commanding presence in the
circuits, pushing new developments in the analog area, in
development of mixed bipolar-CMOS processes for use in highdiscrete power transistors, and in high-voltage interface ICs.
performance logic and memory has been Hitachi Ltd. Already
A host of other companies are entering the mixed-process
in production is the Tokyo company's 800-ps/gate HGA 28
fray, aiming at specialized niches, and research labs also are
series of 2,500-gate arrays using its vaunted 2-1.1.m BiCMOS
devoting more time and effort to the field.
process [Electronics, Nov. 5, 1984, p. 17]. Hitachi also plans to
Companies are investigating methods of merging or mixing
market a25-ns 64-K static random-access memory [Electronbipolar and MOS structures on the same chip because it satisics, June 3, 1985, p. 22]. More recently, Hitachi designers have
fies requirements that are ordinarily diametrically opposed,
developed HiBiCMOS, a 1.2-pm extension of this process, ussays Mohamed Elmasry, director of the very large-scale-inteing a buried twin-well CMOS structure (Fig. 1). Gates have
gration group in the electrical engineering department at the
been fabricated with delays of 400 ns, about three to five
University of Waterloo, Ontario. "On the one hand, in a Bitimes faster than CMOS gates of similar size.
MOS or BiCMOS circuit, one can take advantage of the MOS
Researchers from Hitachi's Device Development Center, Totransistor's edge in packing density and ability to integrate
kyo, described at this month's International Solid State Cirlarge complex functions as well as CMOS's inherently low
cuits Conference a64-K SRAM fabricated using amixed ECLpower dissipation, large noise margins, and noise immunity,"
HiBiCMOS process [Electronics, Feb. 17, 1986, p. 23]. It feahe says. "On the other, one can take advantage of the bipolar
tures a 13-ns access time at an active power of about 500
transistor's advantages in switching speed, superior analog
mW—about half that of a conventional 64-K bipolar ECL
performance, and greater current drive per area."
RAM. Standby power is 350 mW.
The advantage in current drive is clear at high densities—
For chips integrating high-density logic and analog circuitfor example, in memory circuits—when considering gate delay
ry, researchers at Hitachi's Takasaki Works, Gunma, have
as a function of capacitive load, notes Robert Stehlin, new
developed a 5p.m variation of the BiCMOS process that feaproducts and technology manager at Texas Instrument Inc.'s
Logic Division in Dallas. "Ideally, at VLSI
densities, what one would like is abipolar
device with the power dissipation of
CMOS," he says. "In the absence of such
an impossibility, a mixed bipolar-CMOS
process technology does quite well."
For the same load, CMOS gate delays
degrade by more than an order of magnitude over straight bipolar, compared with
only 50% degradation for BiMOS or BiCMOS delays, says Elmasry. "This is becoming particularly crucial in high-density
DRAMs. As the densities get higher, the
interconnect gets longer, as does the delay
1. TWO WORLDS. Hitachi Ltd.'s HiBiCMOS process combines a buried twin-well CMOS
time. BiMOS designs offer a way out"
These advantages have been apparent structure with bipolar transistors on chip.
Electronics/March 3, 1986
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The industry's leading coverage
of international technology.

In -Flectronics.
Electronics is back—with the industry's top reporting on international electronic technology. In the first
half of 1985 alone, Electronics—with its worldwide bureau of correspondents—published more than
140 articles on international technology. Important articles with news and analysis that leaders in the
field can't afford to be without, such as:
January
Philips Uses MBE for Lasers

March

May

British GaAs Chips Go to Market

Thomson's VCR System Clears Up Doubts

Siemens Readies Commercial ISDN

NEC's CPU Leapfrogs IBM

ICL Banks on Networks and Japanese Chips

Japanese Chemical Firm Moves from Soap
to Floppies

Hitachi CPU Challenges IBM

Min Blazes Bright Path for Korea's Gold Star

France's Lansat Rival Set for Fall Launch
Olivetti Stakes Claim in Video Typewriters

Asia: The Four Dragons Rush to Play Catchup Game

Italian VLSI Chip has the Right Accent

Singapore Casts Lot with Software

Italian Firm Seeks Allies to Crack U.S.
Japan Pursues Rote in Space
Bellman Switches on ltaltel for Expansion
Robots get Smart in Japan
ITT Invests in European Units Crack U.S.

February
Europe's Esprit Finally Sets Sail

Koreans Try for VCR Replay

Philips' Eurom Chip Finally Debuts

Germans Push X-ray Exposure

Sagging Prices Sting Japanese Producers

There's Life in Resistors, German Company
Finds

British Telecom Spreads Its Wings with
Mitel

UK Beats aPath for Europe's Race

South Korean IC Maker Seeks World
Markets

LSI Logic Counts on Sandfort to make its
Mark in Europe

April
German System Meets New ICAO Standard

June

Upstart Vendor Makes Waves in Japan's
Robot Market

West Germans Squabble Over Choice of IFF

Plessey Switches Off Flash ADC, Saves
Power

NEC Fashions New Fab Process
Olivetti's Viti Directs ET Designs that Marry
Bus &Art
German Startup's Success Surprises
Europeans
Britons Seek Tolerant Chips
OBI Rains on IBM's Parade
Mega's Friedrich Aims to Cut Asian Lead in
Memories

Britain Promotes Open Architecture
US Makes Progress in Japan Telecom Talks
Japan's Lead in Optical Disks: It's Part of
the System
Daisenberger Guides US Firms through Red
Tape

Sony Campaigns Hard for BMM
Camcorders
Japanese Quit on IBM Software, Turn to
UNIX
Apple Tries Again to Blast Off in Japan

Asia: It's No Longer Just Japan That
Threatens US Markets

Has the End Come for European Chip
Makers?

Malaysia: Top Shipper of Discretes

SIA Protest May Not Stem Trade Tide

Indonesia: Domestic Sales are the Lure

Now It's Korea's Turn in the Robot Market

And that's only in six months!
Readers depend on us for this full scope of technology coverage worldwide. Shouldn't your selling
message be in Electronics' environment of pivotal technology reporting and analysis?
Put your advertising where the electronics attention is. Call Electronics today, at 212/512-3140, to
reserve your ad space. Outside the U.S. contact your sales representative.

Electronics is back. Shouldn't you be back as well?

whether it could be done by using offthe-shelf gear. If that doesn't seem reasonable, the FCC asks for comments on
ashift to such new technologies as amplitude-compandored sideband transmission, frequency modulation, and linearpredictive coding.
John J. Borkowski, an attorney in the
special services division, says the commission's notice didn't specify technical
requirements such as handshake parameters because it first wants to gather
information on whether an evolution of
the mobile-radio service toward narrower channels is technically possible.
In the past, the FCC notice contends,
the service has provided relatively highquality two-way communications, "but
at a considerable cost in terms of both
price and spectrum consumption." The

Mobile-radio users
regard it as
a spectrum takeaway
FCC's Kowalski acknowledges the opposition to the creation of the Consumer
Radio Service, particularly from within
the private mobile-radio community. But
he says the commission will remain
"open-minded about the pros and cons."
PETITION FILED. The call for comments
stems in part from apetition filed with
the commission last June by the Personal Radio Steering Group Inc., an Ann
Arbor, Mich., organization created by
several hundred private and business
mobile-radio licensees. Its petition called
for revising the mobile-radio service's
rules to incorporate new technologies—
but it seeks a 12- to 20-year transition
period.
Corwin Moore, the group's administrative coordinator, says it has "long
pushed for more efficient use of the
spectrum," but he doesn't see the FCC
proposal as the answer. "Rather than
improving [the mobile-radio service],
they're going to destroy it." So Moore's
group is encouraging opposition to the
FCC proposal and sending out literature
to "several tens of thousands of people." He contends that "the commission
has opened a tremendous can of
worms," and argues that private-radio
users could lose millions of dollars already invested in radio equipment.
The comment period for the proposal
extends through June 30. At that point,
the commission will evaluate comments
before deciding whether to end the proceeding or issue a notice of proposed
rulemaking. Kowalski expects a determination to be made "by the end of the
calendar year."
But Moore thinks he already knows
the outcome. "What they want is less
spectrum for us."
-George Leopold
Electronics/ March 3, 1986

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS

AN ELECTRONIC 'HAMMER'
BEATS OUT X RAYS
unit, Periotest can determine if a tooth
is too loose to support abridge, how far
along the decay of the gum's bone tissue may be, and what effect therapeutic
measures will have on such decay or
periodontal diseases.
CONTACT TIME MEASURED. In operation,
the pin shoots out of the probe and
strikes the tooth four times a second.
The contact between the tooth and pin
lasts about 1 ms, so little that the
tooth's periodontal membrane, which
covers the socket and cushions the
tooth, does not appreciably deform. Neither does the impact cause any bleeding.
Any periodontal disease causing atooth
to lose its firmness shows up because
the contact time differs by fractions of
a millisecond from that encountered
with ahealthy, firm tooth.
Using about 16 "percussion" signals
to take areading, the microprocessor in
the measurement and control unit determines the average contact time. It also
checks statistically whether these signals are plausible and disregards those
that are too far off the mark. The result is the Periotest value of the tooth ;
This value is ameasure of the health
of the bony tissue, and closely relates to
the tooth's degree of firmness. To make
Periotest easy and practical
to use, the value is indicated
in relative numbers. These
are arranged in ascale from
-8 to +50. For example, the
range of numbers from -8 to
+9 indicates firm teeth; the
numbers from 30 to 50 point
to teeth that are so loose
they can be moved by the
lips or the tongue.
In addition to their visual
display, these numbers are
also read out by electronically synthesized speech—either
in German or English, initially. Thanks to this feature,
the dentist can concentrate
on the probe and point it to
an exact spot on the tooth
without having to look toward the display to read the
numbers.
The Periotest unit will be
introduced publicly in April
at the International Dental
Exhibition held in Cologne,
West Germany. It will be
manufactured at Siemens's
dental-equipment production
TAP TAP TAP. Siemens's Periotest system gives the dentist facilities in Bensheim, near
an early indication of diseases that slowly loosen teeth.
Frankfurt.
-John Gosch
ERLANGEN, WEST GERMANY

The

age-old method of moving atooth
with a finger or an instrument to
test its firmness could soon be replaced
by an electronic diagnostic tool that
gives more objective and scientific answers to a dentist's questions about a
tooth's health. Called Periotest, the device points to developing diseases of the
tooth-embedding tissue—diseases that
cause atooth to lose its firmness—long
before they can be identified by X-ray
analysis.
Periotest, ajoint development of the
Medical Electronics Group of Siemens
AG in Erlangen, the University of Tübingen, and the Fraunhofer Institute for
Information and Data Processing, in
Karlsruhe, exploits relatively simple mechanical phenomena. A tiny, electronically controlled pin strikes the tooth. Periotest measures the time the tooth and pin
are in contact, which is an indication of
the damping characteristics of the bony
tissue that embeds the roots and keeps
the tooth in place. The device indicates
the degree of firmness both visually and
acoustically.
Consisting of a pencil-like handheld
probe and a notebook-size microprocessor-equipped measurement and control
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other was adapted from one used by
commercial chip makers.
The new process calls for capping a
0.7-m layer of aluminum with a0.1-I.tm
strip of tantalum silicide. Use of the cap
is what prevents growth of hillocks,
which usually swell up on aluminum
during thermal cycling.
Another advantage of the tantalum
silicide cap, says Hill, is that it tends to
absorb ultraviolet light in the range
used for photolithography, making that
process easier. Aluminum, he points out,
reflects UV rays and can cause problems in etching.
Tantalum silicide at the bottom of a
via hole also enhances formation of a
stable electrical contact between the two
metal levels, says Sandia.
The other technique, called plasma
planarization, is used in industry for the
similar double-metal-layer ICs, says Sandia, and enables formation of a smooth
layer of silicon-dioxide dielectric between the two metal layers.
LOW-TEMPERATURE PROCESS. The process starts with plasma-assisted deposition of a 1.5-µm layer of silicon dioxide
on top of the IC's aluminum-tantalum
silicide interconnection layer. This deposition technique takes place at only
about 300°C, compared with the typical
400° to 500°C for chemical vapor deposiMEASUREMENT 2
.257
17.83
3.63 KX
MA6 L
.
tion. Following the SiO2,alayer of photoresist 2-1.tm thick is spun on.
FLATTOP. In a conventional IC (top), metal interconnection lines undulate over polysilicon
Once the resist is on, Sandia does a
lines (horizontal). Plasma planarization eliminates the troughs (bottom).
double-phase etching. The first, rapid
figure). The presence of hillocks in a perfectly flat silicon dioxide layer be- phase takes off the upper resist layer.
tween the two metals. A third key item Then aslow etch removes the remaining
two-level metal chip "seriously increases
resist; in this step, the depth of the etch
the incidence of electrical shorts, thus of technology for the rad-hard chip was
can be controlled to 100 A.
an etching process that could produce
increasing the number of unusable ICs
The chip has tested well so far, sureither straight or tapered walls for the
on a wafer," explains Thomas Hill, an
vias that make connections between the viving a continuous radiation level of
engineer in Sandia's IC Interconnection
2x 105 rads, as well as higher levels of
metal layers.
and Deposition Division.
Sama researchers "integrated a lot transient radiation. Gregory is optimistic
But smoothing out the hillocks was
of processes" into development of the that a 1.5-hm CMOS, double-metalizaonly part of the job, Gregory points out.
tion, 10-Mrad IC can be developed by the
Sandia researchers also had to develop a chip, says Hill. One of the more impor—John E King
plasma planarization technique to get a tant techniques is entirely new, and an- end of the year.

ree

COMMUNICATIONS

FLAK FOR A DIAL-UP WALKIE-TALKIE
al Mobile Radio Service. The frequencies
the FCC has in mind are in two 200-kHz
Communications Commission is running into some strong in- frequency segments within the 460- to
terference on its proposed Consumer 470-MHz band.
The resulting switch in assignments
Radio Service, which would resemble a
would mean a restructuring of the modial-up walkie-talkie system. The new
service,
says
Raymond
service would affect present mobile-ra- bile-radio
Kowalski, chief of the FCC's Special
dio services, which could lose spectrum,
Services Division. Operators of systems
and users are out to scuttle the FCC
that are already working in these chanproposal.
The Consumer Radio Service is part nels, however, say the new service could
of the FCC's drive to make more effi- be the first step toward adismantling of
cient use of the frequency spectrum. To the old.
In an early-February notice—part of
get it going, the FCC wants to squeeze
the necessary spectrum out of the 16 the routine procedure the agency goes
through before it hands down aruling—
existing channels assigned to the Gener-

T

WASHINGTON
he Federal
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the FCC requested comments on the feasibility of providing two-way voice communication between users a short distance apart—say, within afootball stadium—each carrying apersonal transceiver. The transceivers would perform a
handshake on one frequency and then
move to a free frequency to carry the
conversation. Such a system could be
built with off-the-shelf components, the
FCC figures.
However, the agency would much prefer to cut the channel width for the service from the current 25 kHz. So the
FCC is asking for ideas on how much
the channels could be trimmed and
Electronics/March 3, 1986

APOLLO INTRODUCES APARALLEL
PROCESSOR THAT HAS NO PARALLEL.
.
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For those of you whose pursuit of workstation power remains
interminable, Apollo has some very good news. Your quest is over.
Introducing the DSP9000 parallel processor. Anew compute
server that will quell even the most intense passion for power
Accessible from any Apollo workstation, the DSP9000 is unarguably the fastest server in its class. One machine can concentrate
up to eight, high-performance 32-bit processors on asingle task.
Combined they perform at 99.4 million floating point operations
per second, making the DSP9000 ten times faster than DEC's ®
comparably priced 8600 series.
Some computer makers would consider such power sufficient
for multiple programs. The DSP9000, on the other hand, was intelligently designed to concentrate all of its authority on asingle application. Allowing it to overwhelm the most demanding electrical,
mechanical and artificial intelligence programs.
Technical sophisticates will also be pleased to know that the
DSP9000 is endowed with more than sheer potency It's the only
parallel processor that doesn't force you to rewrite software
already created to run on vector and scalar computers. Instead, it's
equipped with aFortran compiler so advanced it automatically
schedules your code for the most efficient programming sequence.
Since such performance is only as useful as it is accessible, the
DSP9000 adheres to Apollo's philosophy of open environments. It
works with virtually all of your existing computer investments,
supporting SNA, UNIX and other popular standards.
Apollo's new DSP9000. It's an unparalleled processor.

apollo
UNIX is atrademarkof AT&T Bell Laboratories, Inc., DEC is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

John A. Neff told a conference on ad- ity compared with inorganic insulators.
layers create the desired charge separavanced materials held last Friday in
For example, oxidation can be aserious
tion, and with it, improved nonlinearity
Pittsburgh. Such devices include two-di- problem, he says.
and efficiency.
mensional spatial light modulators, reBut. promising work recently begun at
Neff says most superlattices have
configurable diffraction gratings, and the Air Force Office of Scientific Re- been fabricated with alternating layers
perhaps most important for long-range
search in Washington, at the University of either aluminum gallium arsenide and
optical-computing goals, bistable optical of Florida, and at the University of CaliGaAs or mercury telluride and cadmium
devices [Electronics, Oct. 28, 1985,
fornia at Los Angeles using porous
telluride. "A great deal of materials enp. 16], according to Neff.
glasses called sol-gels has yielded an or- gineering is possible with these strucDarpa, along with uniganic material that is
tures," Neff notes. By changing the layversity and industrial
both nonlinear and envi- er thicknesses or potential well depths,
contractors, has for the
ronmentally stable.
for instance, devices with very different
past two years concenCelanese Corp.'s Reoperating characteristics can be created.
trated on three alternasearch Company DiviCurrent stumbling blocks to further retive types of nonlinear
sion in Summit, N.J.,
search include interface problems bematerials: inorganic inthe University of Penn- tween lattices and the expensive equipsulators, large-molecule
sylvania, and the Naval
ment needed to grow epitaxial layers.
organic materials, and
Ocean Systems Center ORGANIC SUPERLATTICES. The next step
superlattices. The agenin San Diego have also
in Darpa's nonlinear-optics research
cy is even looking at
received Darpa contracts
may be to combine organic materials
combining these materito study large-molecule
with superlattices to enhance nonlinear
als to improve nonlinear
organic materials. Celan- effects. By growing organic superlateffects.
ese has recently initiated
tices, the charge separation of the
"This emerging techits own work on sol-gels.
loosely bound electrons of the organic
nology is very materialsSuperlattices,
which
materials—which ordinarily sweep
limited," explains Neff,
make up the third group
down long molecular chains to achieve
program manager for MONT STUFF NEEDED. Darpa's of materials, are being charge separation—would be confined
Darpa's Electronics Sci- Neff says optoelectronics industry studied by Honeywell
to aseparate plane by the semiconducences Division. Until is "materials limited."
Inc. These are built up
tor superlattices, Neff explains. First
now, devices have been
using alternating thinstudies on the feasibility of growing
based on lithium niobate crystals and
film layers of two semiconductor materi- organic superlattices will begin this
integrated gallium arsenide compounds
als. Different photon-energy levels are summer, he says.
[Electronics, Jan. 13, 1986, p. 20].
required to break electrons free from
Darpa's long-term research goal—a
A primary characteristic of nonlinear adjacent layers because of the bandgap
bistable device for optical computing—
optical materials is their ability to create discrepancy between the semiconductor remains elusive, however. Neff says
charge separations. These separations
materials. Freed electrons are swept that apractical all-optical switching deare the result of photons imparting their rapidly into neighboring layers, which
vice won't be possible until order-ofenergy to those electrons that are loose- act as potential wells to trap the elec- magnitude increases in power levels are
ly coupled to the nuclei, causing them to trons. Electrons trapped in separated
achieved.
-George Leopold
separate from their atoms. "If the separation of the charges can be maintained
MILITARY ICs
momentarily, the resulting electric field
leads to anonlinear response of the material that is related to the degree of
separation," explains the Darpa official.
TRAPPED ELECTRONS. For inorganic insulators, the charge separation is primarily the result of free electrons beALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
silicon by the first quarter of 1987,"
ing trapped at other sites in the mate'Wore and more, radiation-hardened says Bob Gregory, Sandia's director of
rial. Work on inorganic insulators curMintegrated circuits are becoming microelectronics.
rently is being carried out at the
mandatory for military gear. And so far
Crucial to the 32-bit microprocessor's
University of Southern California,
only ahandful of chip makers have met speed is its double-level layout, Gregory
Massachusetts Institute of Technolthat requirement for ICs up to the level
insists. Because of its shorter interconogy, and Rockwell International Corp.
of 16-K static random-access memories.
nections, the chip is inherently faster
(A project at Hughes Aircraft Co. has
Sandia National Laboratories, amajor than a single-layer IC. Although extenbeen discontinued.)
player in rad-hard parts,
sively used in convenNeff says the three leading materials
has laid the groundwork
tional ICs, double-layer
Two metal layers metal is rare in rad-hard
in this category are cerium-doped stron- to move another notch
tium barium niobate, bismuth silicon oxupward. The facility, opcould yield 32-bit chips; the processing
ide, and barium titanate. More is undererated for the U. S. Deneeded to add the secrad-hard chips
stood about these materials and they
partment of Energy by
ond layer involves temare in greater use than organic materiAT&T Technologies Inc.,
peratures too high for
als and superlattices, he says. But their has developed a double-metal-level rad- the thin, hard oxides needed to protect
response times are only in milliseconds.
hard CMOS technology that uses 1.5-µm
chips from excess radiation doses.
Many more organic materials exhibit design rules and proved it out with a
Sandia found the way to work with
a greater degree of nonlinearity than
100,000-transistor memory chip.
double-level metal mainly by doing
inorganic insulators, with potential reNaw Sandia will exploit the technol- away with hillocks, the surface roughsponse times in the nanosecond range,
ogy in a rad-hard version of National
ness and irregularities that ordinarily
Neff says. The major disadvantage of Semieonduetor Corp.'s 32-bit NS32000 form on aluminum interconnection
these materials is their relative instabilmicroprocessor. "We should have first lines during thermal processing (top

SANDIA OPENS THE WAY
TO DENSER RAD-HARD les
M
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OUR 311 GRAPHICS WORKSTATION
IS SO FAST ITS AMAZING THESE
PICTURES AREN'T BLURRED.

Until now, if you wanted realtime 3D graphics on apowerful
workstation, you had only two choices. Both of them a
compromise.
You could purchase aspecialized graphics workstation but sacrifice acompatible product family, software and application
choice. Or you could opt for areputable engineering workstation
and settle for color graphics that could only be labeled dull.
Introducing Apollo's new DN580. It asks no sacrifice. Instead,
this powerful 32-bit graphics workstation overwhelms anything
that claims to be either graphic or aworkstation.
Its powerful graphics pipeline processor performs 3D graphics
at an amazing 100,000-plus vectors per second, arecord well

beyond the reach of any other computer or workstation supplier.
Yet despite such speed, the DN580 complies with PHIGS and
supports UNIX; "dispelling the myth that performance and standards are contradictory terms.
Of course the DN580 offers more than alacrity. As part of
an advanced distributed processing network, its speed is greatly
enhanced by an ability to access other Apollo workstations. As
well as systems made by DEC® and IBM?'
And with Apollo's open architecture, you can perform all these
stunts with asingle system view.
The Apollo DN580. The only thing faster is the rate at which
our competitors will have to work to catch up.

apollo
UNIX is atrademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories, Inc., DEC is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Curpurat ion, IBMis aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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nies argue, it's better to genertechnology in wafer processing
INFRARED
ate the plasma in alocation upin the late 1960s, founded InterTEMPERATURE
SECONDARY
stream. Then the plasma's
national Plasma Corp., HayDETECTOR
PRIMARY
GAS INLET
GAS INLET
less-caustic afterglow, consistward, Calif., in 1968, and was
ing of gases in a less excited
marketing director for Perkinstate, can do the stripping,
Elmer's plasma systems divietching, or deposition.
sion from 1982 to 1984.
COOLANT
Radiation damage in plasma
His one-year-old startup
CHANNEL
systems has several effects,
shipped its first $110,000
SUPPORT
says Richard Bersin, president
NORD stripper to a Japanese
PINS
and founder of Emergent
client in January. Emergent
WINDOW
REFLECTOR
Technologies Corp., New Hadoes plan to build an etcher,
ven.
Dielectric
breakdown
but Bersin says it will be a
HEAT SINK
caused by electrostatic disyear before the company can
charge and sputtering contamiVACUUM EXHAUST
develop its etching technology.
nation from chamber materials
Both companies began with
are potential hazards. Thresh- REMOTE. Emergent's NORD afterglow stripper locates plasma gen strippers because the demands
old shifts on transistors are erator to one side and heats the wafer quickly with lamps.
are simpler than in other proamong the undesired results.
cess stages. A stripper must
The idea has been tried before—Persay, may not be possible. But Linxwiler be able to burn hardened photoresist off
kin-Elmer Corp.'s OmniEtch system
and Bersin are confident the technology
a wafer surface without stripping too
used it in abuilt-in stripper in the early to overcome those problems is already
far or heating the wafer too much. It
1980s, for example. But Perkin-Elmer in their grasp, though they won't tell
must also be fast. Both MTI and Emerstopped making the stripper because
what it is.
gent claim throughput in the range of
customers, who wanted to examine the
MTI expects to ship an anisotropie
60 to 100 wafers/h. But their machines
wafers between processing steps, did etching system by August to acustomuse different means to those ends. For
not want astripper built into an etcher.
er it will not name. The company has
example, Emergent heats the wafer in a
Afterglow processing's new champi- been able to etch GaAs, says CVD proload-locked chamber with a bank of
ons say they have licked the problems ject engineering manager Richard Jacktungsten halogen heat lamps, while MTI
that kept the technology in the closet son, but has not yet demonstrated alupumps the chamber down for each new
until now. "Afterglow technology is
minum etching.
wafer and heats the substrate on asteel
what the industry has been asking for
Linxwiler says remote plasmas are a chuck, or hot plate. (MTI says a loadfor years—a new generation of dry prolock option will be available in April.)
cessing," says Ken Linxwiler, vice presiMTI put its microwave plasma-generaPlasma's less-caustic
dent of Machine Technology Inc.'s Aftion tube above the processing area, but
terGlo Division in Richardson, Texas.
afterglow can
Emergent placed its generator to the
Linxwiler left Texas Instruments to join
side to prevent contact between wafer
do
the
processing
MTI, when the latter decided to pursue
and plasma. Both systems are fully
the technology last year. He boldly preautomated, but MTI was able to adapt
dicts that "by the end of this decade,
natural for CVD because it is an inherexisting equipment from its Multi-Fab
plasma will be athing of the past."
ently cleaner process. Using the same
line—including the frame, handling sysMTI, a maker of spin-gear and small- chamber developed for the AfterGlo
tem, and computer controller—to cut
scale processing equipment, is still arel- stripper, MTI claims the self-cleaning
costs, while Emergent had to look outative newcomer to large-scale wafer AfterGlo/CVD can operate with wafers
side for commercially available robotics
processing. It announced aremote plas- at only about 250° to 275°C, thereby
and an IBM Corp. Personal Computer/
ma stripper, the first product in its Af- avoiding the uneven surfaces that are
XT to run the machine.
terGlo series, last October [Electronics,
commonplace in conventional CVD sys"I think it's going to turn out that
Oct. 28, 1985, p. 64]. MTI says it has
tems operating at up to 350°C.
there are big advantages to downalready shipped 20 of the serial-processBersin's Emergent Technologies has stream processing," Bersin says. "I
ing strippers at $100,000 to $120,000 been developing aline of remote plasma think it's going to be faster, cleaner,
each. The company will unveil the sec- processors it calls NORD (no radiation
and Ihave no question that it's going to
ond product in the series, the After- damage). He pioneered the use of plasma be more reliable."
—Tobias Naegele
Glo/CVD chemical-vapor-deposition unit,
this week in Zurich, Switzerland, at OPTOELECTRONICS
Semieon/Europa '86, and Linxwiler says
an etcher will round out the line by late
August. That's despite amarket depression that's lasted 18 months, according
to Bob McGeary, manager of market researcher Dataquest Inc.'s Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Service in
ARLINGTON, VA.
jects Agency, whose optics program is
San Jose, Calif.
uch attention is being focused on
aiming to develop optical interconnecCritics wonder if MTI and others will
optoelectronic devices for multipro- tions for, among other things, intracombe able to succeed in etching, where
cessor and optical computing architec- puter communications and large-scale
chip makers' demands for smaller and
tures, but relatively little effort has
parallel processing.
smaller feature sizes and such difficult- been devoted to the nonlinear optical
Optoelectronic materials "must exhibto-etch features as trenched capacitors
materials from which these parts would
it a large degree of nonlinearity, beare a formidable challenge to any tech- be fabricated. Taking the lead in re cause only in the presence of such nonnology. Controlling the free-radical gas
search into nonlinear optical materials is
linearity can two optical beams be made
molecules in an afterglow system, they
the Defense Advanced Research Pro- to interact with one another," Darpa's

WANTED: MATERIALS TO
BUILD OPTICAL DEVICES
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APOLLO FREES
THE THOUSANDS OF ENGINEERS
BEING HELD POWERLESS BY THEIR
PERSONAL COMPUTERS.
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The personal power shortage is over. Introducing the Apollo
DOMAIN® Series 3000. Afamily of personal workstations that
are priced like PCs, packaged like PCs, easy to use like PCs. Yet
they perform with the authority of machines twice the size and
three times the price.
Consider their raw power. Despite the fact that DN3000s fit
comfortably on the corner of your desk, they have room inside for
a32-bit, virtual memory engine that includes aMotorola 68020
and 68881 floating point chip. Sufficient force to deliver processing speeds that overwhelm the IBM PC.
Their processing proficiency is equalled only by their graphics.
Amonochrome DN3000 exhibits 1280 x1024 resolution on a
19-inch monitorr. While acolor version, with its four-bit planes,
.
displays 16 colors simultaneously on ahigh-resolution, 15-inch
flicker-free screen.

While such qualities alone are cause enough for celebration, the
DN3000s were notably designed with an understanding that technical professionals work as much with each other as they do with
their workstations.
Hence, like all Apollo workstations, DN3000s inherently let
you transparently share information and resources across ahighspeed local area network.
An IBM PC/AT®- compatible bus assures the ability to integrate options into the system.
And an open architecture supports such industry standards as
UNIX'" and ETHERNET, providing easy access to computer
systems made by IBM® and DEC'
The DOMAIN Series 3000. In monochrome from under
$10,000. In color from under $15,000. Proof that it doesn't take a
lot of money to attain aposition of power.

apolio
DOMAIN is aregistered Trademark of Apollo Computer Inc., DEC is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation, IBM and IBM PC/ATare registered trademarks of International Business Machine Corporat ton.
UN 'atrademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories, Inc., ETHERNET is aregistered trademark ofXerox Corporation.

chips with 1.5-µm design rules. A single
horizontal register would have called for
submicron rules, Tanigawa says.
In typical operation with scene illumination of 2,000 lux and an j8 lens, the
cc
sensor's signal-to-noise ratio is 48 dB.
ment ahorizontal register
tgThe chip's output current under these
operating at 48.2 MHz,
cc
conditions is 14% of that at the saturatwin horizontal registers
tion level. The saturation level is set by
operating
at
24.1
MHz
are
Zi
the vertical CCD register's charge-hanconnected to alternate
dling capability—about 68,000 electrons.
vertical
registers
instead.
5
The total root-mean-square noise charge
A transfer efficiency of
under dark conditions and a bandwidth
99.995% per stage has
of 20 MHz is 36 electrons. Thus the dybeen achieved. Use of two
namic range—the ratio of saturation
horizontal registers, howsignal charge to noise—is 65 dB.
ever, makes it imperative
Color capability can be added in the
that these two registers
same manner as for existing consumerbe identical. Any difference would show up as a oriented devices: by the use of color filters. Color would be used in cinematogfixed pattern on alternate
raphy and videotex as well as for color
vertical dots.
TV. NEC sees cinematography as an atAside from halving the required opertractive new application for high-definitiating speed, use of the twin-register
tion TV equipment because editing and
configuration provides twice the availaddition of special effects are fast and
able width for each register stage,
inexpensive.
-Charles L. Cohen
which makes it possible to fabricate the
HIGH
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•
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1,280-BY-970PIXEL ARRAY

HORIZONTAL-TRANSFER
CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE
AMPLIFIERS
HORIZONTAL TRANSFER
CCD

scan lines' worth of signal, some of the
lines are preempted for system purposes and no more than 482 are used
for video. The NEC sensor's 1,280 elements in the horizontal direction provide balanced resolution with a square
pixel.
Although fine-pattern technology is
needed to fabricate NEC's sensors, the
size of cells cannot be reduced beyond a
certain point because light sensitivity
would be too low, says Ayaki. That's
why the total area covered by the chip's
1.24 million cells is roughly equivalent
to that of a 1-in, camera tube, rather
than the 0.67- or 0.50-in, equivalent size
of charge-coupled-device imagers used
in consumer video cameras.
The high-definition imaging chip
presses the limits for both the minimum
cell size for good sensitivity and the
maximum chip size for manufacturability with acceptable yield. At 14.5 by
12.0 mm, the chip's area is slightly less
than that of NEC's recently announced
V60 32-bit microprocessor, which measures 13.9 by 13.8 mm.
TIGHTER REQUIREMENTS. The photodiodes and the CCD registers in the sensor operate in an analog mode, making
uniformity requirements much more
stringent than those of digital circuits.
The output is sampled at a 48.2-MHz
rate, 4.3 to 7 times that for the chips
used in consumer cameras and many
times faster than the cycle times of
large DRAMs.
Furthermore, Tanigawa points out,
the sensor is harder to make than a
processor even if the sensor is somewhat smaller, because a relatively high
percentage of the chip area is devoted
to active circuits. Most of the interconnection in the imager consists of functional CCD registers, whereas in a processor, significant area is taken up by
metal interconnections that have only a
small impact on yield.
Because it was not possible to imple18

ERTICAL -TRANSFER CCD

VERTICAL-TRANSFER CCD

PHOTOSENSITIVE
ELEMENTS

FIRST
OUTPUT

DEFINITION. NEC's

1,280-by-970-pixel sensor
uses two horizontal registers
to achieve video rates.

IC PROCESSING

TAMING PLASMA SOURCES
TO CUT WAFER DAMAGE
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

S

emiconductor makers have known
for years that wet chemical processing is not an ideal way to produce wafers. But later-generation dry processing systems, which use gas plasmas to
process wafers faster and more precisely than chemical baths, have struggled
with radiation damage and other problems caused by the plasma itself.

PIONEER.

Now a couple of trailblazing companies are gearing up development of a
new generation of dry, plasma-based
wafer processing systems—strippers,
chemical-vapor-deposition systems, and
even etchers—using remote plasma processing. Rather than create the volatile
plasma in the process chamber and subject the delicate wafer to ion bombardment and other hazards, these compa-

Emergent Technologies president Richard Bersin was an early developer of plasma

technology, and now his startup is aleader in remote-plasma IC-processing systems.
Electronics/March 3, 1986
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On the next three pages, Apollo will present its newest
products.
They'll be just ahint of what's to come in 1986. Yet by themselves they'll deliver capabilities and price performance levels
that will make our customers shout and our competitors shudder.
In the tradition of every Apollo product that's come before, our
newest offerings will let technical people work together as teams.
More united than ever. Supported by unprecedented power.
Able to work in multi-vendor environments.
More importantly, our newest products will establish Apollo as
much more than aworkstation manufacturer. We'll be agraphics
company. Acomputer company. Atotal solutions company. With
abroader product line and better technology than anyone else in
scientific and technical computing.
For more information, call (617) 256-6600 x4889. Or write
Apollo, 330 Billerica Rd., Chelmsford, MA 01824, MS 40.

apolio
re las

bile that has a variety of options, this
approach will make for easy and flexible
configuration of the numbers and combinations of electronic modules, he adds.
The CAN also comes with powerful
error-detection mechanisms and automatic error handling and confinement
features, Kiencke points out.
Intel will build the CAN peripheral
chips in the same 1.5-1.tm CMOS single-

metal double-polysilicon process used
for its general-purpose automotive microcontrollers. The next step will be to
integrate CAN functions on chip with
Intel's automotive microcontrollers.
CAN could start showing up in production-built cars by model year 1990,
says Intel's Brannon. "We have an 18month to two-year lead over everyone
else."
-Wesley R. Iversen

PORTABLE COMPUTERS

SURPRISE! ZENITH WINS
GIANT IRS LAPTOP AWARD
GLENVIEW, ILL.

personal

vendor support. "We came out of the
bottom of the funnel when they combined those three factors," Frank says.
ZDS was up against bidders that included AT&T Information Systems, Data
General, Falcon Systems, Federal Data,
Grid Systems, JWK International, PCA
Microsystems, Replitech, Sperry, and
Texas Instruments.
George Colony, president of Forrester
Research Inc., aCambridge, Mass., market research company, believes Zenith's
pricing was probably the most important factor in the win. The $27 million
ZDS award compares with $34 million to
$36 million reportedly bid by IBM. Cola
ny notes that Zenith's strong record as
amajor supplier of desktop machines to
the Air Force, Navy, and other government agencies [Electronics Week, April
29, 1985, p. 44] probably helped, too.
"The fact that IBM didn't have a commercial product available also hurt
[IBM's] chances," Colony adds.
For personal computer vendors, the
IRS choice will prolong the agony of
guessing when and if IBM will enter the
laptop market. "A lot of vendors are
hanging back to see what IBM does,"
notes Zenith's Frank. If Big Blue does
jump into the business, many observers
expect its system to use 31
/-in, floppy2
disk drives, so lack of an IBM entry now
could further delay widespread introduction of 31
/-in. floppy media.
2
At the IRS, the focus may shift to the
desktop arena: the agency expects to issue a request for proposals for up to
11,000 desktop computers this summer.
But all eyes remain on IBM. Forrester
Research's Colony, for one, says the
IBM laptop is imminent. "IBM will be
announcing at the end of March," he
says.
-W. R. /.

computer industry
watchers got ajolt last week
when the Internal Revenue Service awarded a contract for up
to 15,000 portable machines for
use by IRS field auditors. The
surprise was not the contract itself, which had been expected
since last fall, but rather that
Zenith Data Systems got the
business instead of IBM Corp.
Industry analysts and trade
publications had been confidently predicting the award would
go to IBM in mid-January, and
that the computer giant would
use the occasion to introduce a TAX MACHINE. IRS agents will hit the roa dw ith 15 ,000
lightweight portable or laptop Zenith Z-171 portable computers.
Personal Computer. "Everybody
I've talked to says their sources were
drives. Zenith will also provide software,
IBM sales people who were saying that
technical support, and maintenance for
they'd won it. But we never thought
the systems through 1995.
they had," says a Zenith official who
Frank says three major factors, in deasked not to be named. One tipoff that
scending order, played into the Zenith
Zenith was strongly in the running was
win: price, technical capabilities, and
that some IRS offices started buying its
IBM PC-compatible portable, known as
TELEVISION
the Z-171, last December.
RIPPLE EFFECT. The IRS award "will
have asignificant ripple effect into the
commercial market," according to John
Frank, marketing vice president at the
Zenith Electronics Corp. subsidiary
"All of the publicity surrounding the
KAWASAKI, JAPAN
already made a sensor of comparable
IRS request for proposals [last fall]
for next-generati on
size-1,024 by 1,024 pixels—for aspecial
drew a lot of attention from potential
@high-definition TV would appear to
application. But the TI part is limited to
portable [computer] users. This will
present a fabrication challenge similar
ascanning speed well below that needed
give us lots of credibility in developing
to that of 1-Mb dynamic random-access
for the 60-Hz field operation of TV.
other customers."
memory chips: the imagers need someThe NEC chip was developed with
Under terms of the pact, valued at an
what more than 1million cells. But the
twice the number of scanning lines used
estimated $27 million, the IRS is expectTV sensor is much harder, which is
in NTSC broadcasting. Thus it offers
ed over the next 18 months to buy
shown by the difficulties NEC Corp.
performance on the order of that consid15,000 Z-171 machines equipped with
faced before it succeeded in building its
ered necessary for high-definition TV
512-K bytes of random-access memory,
1,280-by-970-pixel imager. Kazuo Ayaki,
experiments, according to Hiroshi Tanmodems, video cards (for use with an
general manager of the company's Miigawa, manager of the Sensor Research
external monitor), and Enable, an intecroelectronics Research Laboratories in
Laboratory at the Kawasaki labs.
grated business software package supKawasaki, expects it will take NEC anThe 970 scanning lines that make up
plied by The Software Group, Ballston
other 21
2 years to develop acommercial
/
the NEC sensor's vertical dimension
Lake, N. Y. The 14.3-lb Zenith machine
version, while many manufacturers will
might seem insufficient, but that numrelies on a back-lit liquid-crystal display
be shipping 1-Mb DRAMs this year.
ber is slightly more than what's needed.
and comes with two 51
/-in. floppy-disk
4
Texas Instruments Inc. of Dallas has
Although the NTSC system provides 525

NEC BUILDS I AGER FOR
HDTV; IT WAS 'T EASY
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first to cut inventory and personnel before the downturn accelerated in 1984.
So far, the 1986 improvement is largely "inventory-driven, rebounding from
levels that were far too low," Clough
says. In retrospect, what he estimates
as a31% drop in 1985 for U. S. IC sales,
"wasn't arecession and wasn't adepression—it was a holocaust."
The only ingredient missing for even
the most doubtful observers is what all
hands admit is vital—orders given directly to chip producers by major customers, who must fuel any lasting recovery. "We don't yet see a major
strength in the major accounts, especially the computer segment and in particular the mainframe business," says Bruno Pagliuca, vice president and semiconductor head at Texas Instruments Inc.

The TI executive nevertheless acknowledges the upswing in distribution,
along with a pickup in smaller account
activity. He believes much of this ordering comes from another key development that other sources identify also:
Overstocked inventories that have overhung the business since 1984 are finally
running out. Pagliuca singles this out as
agood sign of "our market coming back
to normal growth."
Other major semiconductor houses, including Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
and National Semiconductor Corp.,
agree with Pagliuca, particularly on the
pickup from distributors. National says,
however, that its orders from originalequipment manufacturers are getting
better and that sales for the year should
be up 10% to 15%.
-Larry Waller

Chrysler Corp. and Ford Motor Co. unveiled details of their own networking
and multiplexing schemes at the show.
CAN will go beyond Ford's, Chrysler's, and Motorola's prototype system
displayed at its show booth. CAN will
run at up to 1Mb/s to link such modules as the engine controller, automatic
transmission, and antiskid controllers.
LOWER-SPEED NETS. Other networks address lower-speed applications. The Ford
and Chrysler networks, for example, belong to acategory that an SAE subcommittee on vehicle network requirements
has labeled data communications multiplexing. Nets in that category would
link intelligent modules such as engine
controllers and body computers to the
instrument cluster, providing parametric
data at less than real-time speeds, explains Fred Miesterfeld, aChrysler engiAUTOMOTIVE
neering supervisor and chairman of the
SAE subcommittee.
The data communications multiplexing category falls between the high-end
network type that Bosch and Intel are
proposing and another SAE-defined network type intended for multiplexed conDETROIT
Robert Brannon, general manager of In- trol of items such as headlamps, tail
Intent on getting into high gear before
tel's automotive operation in Chandler,
lamps, horns, and windshield wipers.
their competition, Intel Corp. and Rob- Ariz. He points out that the electronics
Miesterfeld notes there are clear reaert Bosch GmbH have developed aserial
content in a U. S. car is expected to
sons to develop the two lower-level netnetwork to link computers and other more than double from today's $550 to work types—they could lead to easier
modules on automobile power trains. It $1,383 by 1995 (see graph).
diagnostics and unravel the rat's nest of
is fast enough for real-time control, the
The stand-alone network chip will
wires in today's nonmultiplexed systwo say, so the network will add to a work as a peripheral with any vendor's
tems. But for the high-end CAN type, he
car's performance and reliability.
microcontroller—including those built by contends, the reasons are less urgent.
The companies intend to promote
leading automotive electronics vendor
Both Miesterfeld and Motorola's Edtheir network scheme as an automotive- Motorola Inc. But Intel and Bosch could son also say CAN would likely require
industry standard. But other players in
find themselves on arocky road as they costly coaxial cable or optical fiber. But
the market are skeptical about that amseek to establish CAN as astandard.
Bosch's Kiencke says two years of testbition. They also question the need for
"We have purposely shied away from
ing have shown that apair of untwistnetworking at so high alevel.
trying to establish a standard, because ed telephone wires can handle speeds up
Intel and Bosch signed their joint-de- our belief is that aut,omakers will estab- to 1Mb/s, as long as they are shielded
velopment deal late last year, and re- lish their own," says James D. Edson,
against noise.
leased details last week in Detroit at the
market development manager for Ma
The CAN protocol will relieve the mi1986 International Congress and Exposi- torola's automotive strategic marketing crocontroller of message-transfer adtion sponsored by the Society of Auto- operation in Phoenix, Ariz. In fact,
ministration Bosch says, by using "commotive Engineers. The West German
munication objects," each
ELECTRONICS IN U.S. CARS TO GROW RAPIDLY
automotive-equipment supplier will proconsisting of a data mesvide the network-communications protosage up to 8bytes long, a
col; the Santa Clara, Calif., semiconducunique identifier for the
1,383
tor maker will develop the chips to immessage, and a control
plement it. Intel expects to have first
segment for
message
working versions of the CAN (controller
transfer. CAN will transarea network) chip by late 1987.
mit and receive the ob-.
IN THE CAN. The two companies say link872
jects through a dual-port
ing multiple computers into a real-time
random-access
memory,
distributed control network will lead to
with address locations asimproved vehicle performance and relisigned through software
550
ability. For example, acommand to the
by car designers.
engine controller from the transmission
The transmitting node
controller could reduce engine torque
will broadcast to all staduring shifting, explains Ewe Kiencke,
tions; CAN hardware in
248
CAN project manager for Bosch in
every station will contain
Stuttgart. That would make gears shift
a message-acceptance fil60
23
more smoothly and reduce clutch wear.
ter. "For the microprocesimm
"By the 1990s, the sophistication [of
sor, the whole interface
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
automotive electronics] will be such that
looks like a RAM," says
SOURCE FORD MOTOR CO.
it will have to be tied together," argues
Kiencke. For an automoA.
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U. S. SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET
LOOKING BETTER ALL THE TIME
FORECASTS ARE GOING UP; NEXT YEAR COULD BE A BOOMER
will be fueled primarily by new generaGiant Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Inc., in Culver City, Calif., is having a tions of desktop reduced-instruction-set
computers. A robotics boom will help,
similar experience. Bookings have been
rising for four months, a spokesman too. But he is far more optimistic about
says. Even in depressed 1985, the na- this year's sales than is Beedle. Clough
tion's distribution leader reported sub- believes that U. S. industry will show a
13% to 15% growth; distributors, he
stantially more than $1 billion in sales.
says,
will beat that increase by 3%, and
Jack Beedle, ordinarily one of the inWestern distributors will add
dustry's most pessimis3% more. As to the worritic
market
consulsome shortage of orders
tants—and the most
from mainframe computer
accurate in calling the
manufacturers, Clough is
downturn—is
still
sticking his neck out with anbearish
about
this
other prediction he made earyear's shipments. He
lier: "They'll be back by May
holds to his earlier
or June."
view that 1986 started
Some observers continue to
from such a depressed
doubt the staying power of
level that it amounts to
this distribution upswing.
a lost cause. He ex"Distributors are doing much
pects sales to be off
of the ordering today to pre3.7% from 1985.
pare themselves for an evenBut Beedle is gettual
recovery .... but this
ting positively excited
could lead to a false impresabout next year. The
president and founder CONFIRMATION. Clough says sion of the real demand in the
of In-Stat Inc., Scotts- the upward trend strengthens. industry," warns financial analyst Andrew J. Kessler of
dale, Ariz., sees atakePaine Webber Inc., New York. He cites a
off coming in chip sales, building
similar occurrence in 1982, when sales
through the year. "I'm becoming very
positive," he adds. Beedle predicts a rose and fell months before the 1983-1984
very strong 1987—no less than a 31% boom. For 1986, he forecasts only "modest 1% to 3% growth.
rise in U. S. IC revenues.
Profits are still eluding chip makers,
Wyle's Clough agrees that the real
growth will come next year. He says it says Kessler. He estimates that the
break-even point for U. S. industry sales is $650 million a
NICHE IC MAKERS NEGOTIATE SLUMP UNSCATHED
month, based on a threemonth average. Sales reached
But
even
so,
fortunes
of
and power semiconductors.
A marked difference between
only about $610 million in Jansuch
smaller
highfliers
still
Among
those
getting
a
the 1984-86 semiconductor reuary, he estimates, which
are
linked
with
the
majors,
if
fast start in the improving
cession and earlier hard
means that the return to profonly
by
their
participation
in
business
climate
for
chips
are
times, when all participants
itability probably will not take
the
same
general
market.
LSI
Logic,
Siliconix,
and
Silisuffered, is how well niche
place until midyear.
con Systems. Officials at The mounting losses of the
companies have fared. These
Clough of Wyle has heard
majors
hang
over
everyone,
such companies see far rosier
companies, largely startups
all the caveats against his upSantoro
says.
prospects
than
their
counteror existing businesses that
turn call, and rejects them.
"I don't know how long
parts at battered major
have narrowed their focus to
"The historical record shows
they
can
keep
losing
that
houses.
At
Silicon
Systems
specialty products, in many
distributors leading the inkind
of
money.
I
feel
good
Inc., for example, chief execcases have sailed through the
dustry by six to eight
troubles without losses. Fi- utive officer Carmelo J. San- about the market, but I'd feel
months, and we're on schedbetter
if
AMD's
Jerry
Sandnancial analysts have touted toro notes proudly that the
ule," he declares. He has a
ers, Intel's Andrew Grove,
Tustin,
Calif.,
company
had
them as anew wave that will
reputation as an indefatigaand
National
Semiconductor's
only a single quarter with a
prosper through strength in
ble optimist but points out
Charles
Sporck
were
more
afew areas, such as applica- loss in 1985, "and bookings
that Wyle was one of the
positive."
-L. W.
are
taking
off."
tion-specific chips, arrays,

LOS ANGELES

fhe outlook for the U. S. semiconductor industry continues to brighten.
Not only are some experts hiking their
sales forecasts, but agrowing number
of them are expecting a real boom
next year.
As usual, the distributors are leading
the way. It was their report of improving sales in December that some industry observers took to be a solid early
indicator of an upturn in orders [Electronics, Dec. 16, 1985, p. 22]. Skeptics,
however, maintained at the time that
such signals often amount only to "pipeline filling" that sometimes fades.
The California-based distributors are
seeing most of the new action. "If anything, I'm more positive," says Charles
M. Clough, president of Wyle Laboratories Inc., El Segundo. First to proclaim
an improvement last year, he says sales
are continuing their upward swing. He
reports his semiconductor sales in January amounted to $22 million, up from
$16 million in December.
Wyle isn't the only one to report a
good January. "January was an excellent month, the best in 15 months," says
Howard B. Franklin, Bell Industries
Inc.'s senior vice president in charge of
distributor operations. He adds that
higher sales are spreading steadily eastward to the Los Angeles company's
Midwest locations.
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RODUCTS NEWSLETTER
VLSI TECHNOLOGY TO INTRODUCE ITS FIRST STANDARD PRODUCT

Lgeneral-purpose

ook for VLSI Technology Inc. to push into standard products with a
16-bit microprocessor licensed from Western Design
Center Inc., Mesa, Ariz. The San Jose, Calif., company, which built its early
success in semicustom ICs, wants to capture a piece of the much bigger
market in standard parts. So it is introducing the 650816, aCMOS part that
has a 16-bit internal architecture and an 8-bit external data bus. It is fully
compatible with software running on the 6502, the 8-bit microprocessor used
in the Apple II line. Western Design Center now owns the rights to the 6502.
VTI's new Application-Specific Logic Products Division, Phoenix, Ariz., plans
to offer samples of the 40-pin part by summer at less than $10 in volume. El
ADAPTEC ADDS CONTROLLER FOR ENHANCED SMALL DISK INTERFACE

ASystem Interface boards that support the 10-Mb/s Enhanced Small Disk

daptec Inc. has designed its disk-controller chip set into Small Computer

Interface specification, which is gaining popularity as a51
4 -in. Winchester disk
/
drive standard. The Milpitas, Calif., company's ACB-4520 ESDI controller sells
for $327 in 100-piece lots. Adaptec also has single-ended and differential linedriver SCSI cards for the 15-Mb/s extended Storage Module Drive controllers; these sell for $895 and $920 each. All will be available this month. D
NEC CHOOSES 1.2-MICRON CMOS FOR ITS 1-Mb 150-NS EPROM

Apart is the fastest version built in CMOS. The Tokyo company uses its

Ithough NEC Corp. is not the first to introduce a 1-Mb EPROM, its new

1.2-1,,,m CMOS process to get an access time of 150 ns. The NEC chip
follows Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s 170-ns CMOS EPROM and Intel
Corp.'s 200- and 150-ns n-MOS chips. Samples are selling for $55 in Japan.
The 64-K-by-16-bit memory can be programmed in 30 seconds, compared
with 15 seconds for the Intel parts and 49 for the AMD EPROM. NEC will also
offer 200- and 250-ns versions.
D
CMOS BUS-INTERFACE CHIPS RUN AT BIPOLAR SPEEDS

antegrated Device Technology Inc. squeezes bipolar speeds out of CMOS
1with its 390800 series of bus-interface logic chips. The chips are pincompatible with Advanced Micro Devices' 29800 bipolar series, but at 5µ,W
dissipate one twentieth the power. Propagation delays are from 4 to 8 ns.
Made with the company's 1.2-µ,m CMOS technology, the series handles both
HL and CMOS input signals. Samples are available now of three 9-bit
noninverting parts—the 390823 register, the 39C843 latch, and the 390863
transceiver. By May, the Santa Clara, Calif., company will offer samples of 8and 10-bit registers and latches, a 10-bit transceiver, and 10-bit buffers.
Prices start at $5.90 each in lots of 100 pieces.
D
MATERIALS RESEARCH UNVEILS PRODUCTION-LINE PLASMA ETCHER

M based on the same technology used in its MIE 710 and 720 research

aterials Research Corp. is unveiling aproduction-oriented etching system

and development machines. The fully automated Advanced Reactive Ion Etching System (Aries) uses magnetron-enhanced plasma for good anisotropy
with minimal undercut at very low pressure. A single-wafer, cassette-to-cassette system capable of processing up to 70 six-inch wafers per hour, it
affords more precise etch control and greater wafer yield than other process
technologies, the Orangeburg, N. Y., company says. Aries will debut at Semicon/Europa in Zurich this week. It sells for $395,000.
0
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Uplifting news.

Now we've got application
software to support our
data acquisition hardware
for the IBM PC.
Hold up aminute!
Now you can get all your analog 110 application software at the same
place you get your IBM PC compatible hardware. Data Translation:"
We've got four application software packages that cover abroad range
of capabilities, all compatible with the D12801 series of seven analog
I/0 boards. So you'll never have to write aline of code again.
Take alook at these:

DT/NOTEBOOK

_
•Graph Using Curve-Fit

For the non-programmer. An easyto-use menu-driven package for
real-time data acquisition, process
control, and data analysis that automatically
interfaces to spreadsheet packages. Its menudriven interface is ideal for users who aren't very
familiar with computers.

ASYST

Analysis Functions with
Multiple Window Display

For the advanced user A command-driven package for
real-time data acquisition and control, advanced data
analysis, and graphics display. For the user who requires
more sophisticated graphics and analysis capabilities.

CHROMLAB

1.0

us

•
.11

1.

111

1.11

1.0

.11

Peak Detection and
Integration

3-D Spectral Display

For the chromatography scientist. A menu-driven, scientific software package for chromatography and spectroscopy applications. For users who need to do real-time
data collection/display, peak detection/integration, and
report generation.

DT/ILS—PC 1

For the signal processing scientist. Command-driven software for digital signal processing that supports data
acquisition, waveform manipulation, design and use of
digital filters, and spectral analysis. For users who need
advanced analysis tools in both time and frequency
domains.
Call us today. We'll help you choose the right package
to give your data acquisition the boost it needs.

Fred Molinari,
President
See our new 646 pg.
catalog/handbook or
see us in Gold Book
1986. Or call for your
personal copy today.

Call (617) 481-3700

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (617) 481-3700 Tlx 951 646
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd., 13 The Business Centre, Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham Berks, RG112CIZ, England Tlx 851849862 (*Di
International Sales Offices: Australia (61) 2-6635289; Belgium (32) 2-7352135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2) 2-25368.?; China (408) 727-8222, t
36) 87214017; Denmark (02) 187188;
England (44) 0734-793838; Finland (358) 0-372-144; France (33) 146306839; Greece (30) 031-527039, (30)13-61430C; Hong Kong (852) 3 324553; India (91) 2-231040; Israel (972) 3324298; Italy (39) 2349751; Japan (81) 3-502-5550, (81) 3-348-8301, (81) 3-355-1111; Korea (82) 753-3101; Malaysaa (60) 3-36299; Morocca (21; 9-316949: Netherlands (31) 70996360;
New Zealand (61) 2-663-5289; Norway (47) (02) 559050; Peru (51) (14) 31-8060; Philippines 818-0103, 818-3073:818-4230; Portugal (351) 1545313;.Singapare (65) 271-3163; South Africa
(27) 12469221; Spain (34) 14558112; Sweden (46) 87617820; Switzerland (41) 17231410, (41) 22360830; Taiwan G36) 2-721-7864, (86) 2-531-2434; allet.t Germany (49) 89809020.
DT/NOTEBOOK
1984, Laboratory Technology Corp. ASYST © 1984 Macmillan Software Co. CHRCMLAB e1984. University of Southern California.
DT/I LS-PC 1c 1984, Signal Technology Inc. IBM is aregistered trademark of IBM Carp. Data Translat en is aregiered trademark of Data Translation, Inc.
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SEQUENT SIGNS $50 MILLION DEAL WITH SIEMENS...

ptions with a$50 million, multiyear original-equipment-manufacturing agree-

arallel processing will make its first breakthrough into commercial applica-

ment signed this week between Sequent Computer Systems Inc., Portland,
Ore., and Siemens AG. The Munich electrical and electronics giant will market
Sequent's multiprocessor Balance 8000 system in Europe and later manufacture Balance-based products under atechnology exchange. Siemens already
makes personal computers and work stations that use the National Semiconductor Corp. 32032 microprocessor and support AT&T Co.'s Unix operating
system, but had no multiprocessor system of its own. Sequent chief operating
officer Scott Gibson says a key selling point for Siemens was the system's
ability to expand without software changes. He calls the agreement the largest
such OEM deal ever for parallel-processing computers.
D
... AND HAS TWO MORE OEM PACTS IN SIGHT

Cyear-old Sequent, which reported 1985 sales of only $5 million, will
disclose two more large commercial OEM agreements for the Balance system

ontinuing its roll in original-equipment-manufacturing arrangements, three-

within the next 60 days, Gibson says. The company has already closed OEM
agreements for technical parallel computers with Teradyne Inc. of Boston and
Shiva Multisystems Corp. of Menlo Park, Calif. The Balance systems use 2to
30 National 32032 chips and runs Sequent's multiprocessing operating system, Dynix, based on AT&T Co.'s Unix System V, including the 4.2bsd
enhancements originated at the University of California, Berkeley.
LI
EUROPE'S ESPRIT BRANCHES INTO SOFTWARE RESEARCH, WHILE 'RACE' IS ON
Mahe European Communities plan to diversify their pan-European research
i program in data-processing by promoting software development and engineering. EC officials say 11 new projects they launched in late February will
correct abasic weakness of the European Strategic Program for Research in
Information Technologies (Esprit): an overconcentration on components research and equipment development. The 11 projects will be funded by some
$38 million in EC grants and matching funds, bringing the monies committed
to Esprit research to $650 million.
Meanwhile, the first phas.eof the separate Research in Advanced Communications for Europe (Race) program to develop awide broadband network got
under way last week. Some $38 million—half of it contributed by the EC—was
awarded for 31 projects. All told, 109 companies will take part, including
virtually every major European producer of telecommunications equipment. 0
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR WON'T TAKE DISTRIBUTORS' BIPOLAR ORDERS

A surge in distributor orders for 5-V bipolar logic devices has led NationMal Semiconductor Corp. to put a moratorium on bookings for the parts,
saying that most are remaining on distributors' shelves. Incoming orders for 5V bipolar devices have doubled since mid-December, says aNational representative. With 5-V bipolar logic devices found in nearly all system designs,
distributors evidently were expecting a business rebound that has not yet
been met by customer demand, he says, adding that "we're not in the
position to whipsaw the factory up and down based on that ordering scenario." Distributors have accumulated a nine-months' supply of the products;
National considers a90-day supply sufficient. The Santa Clara, Calif., company expects to end its moratorium, which started Feb. 1, within three to four
weeks. Other chip suppliers, including Intel, Motorola, and Signetics, are also
keeping aclose eye on heavy orders from distributors, sources report.
D
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Just listen. Then use our ideas to
improve the repeatability, accuracy,
stability and quality of your semiconductor
process. It won't take more than ten
minutes. What we have to say about mass
flow control could make the difference:
to your process, your company and
tte
your career.
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Why listen to us? Because our Mass
Flow Controllers have set new performance standards in ten key areas — from
sensor design to auto-zero. Improvements that increase uptime, improve yields
and lower costs. Over 50%
of the process OEMs and
end-users in the U.S. semiIMproNeniel ll
In prilgre\
conductor industry already
depend on us.
What we have to say is
FREE, along with achance
to win aSONY WalkmanTM.
We'll explain why these
standards benefit your
process. And why our latest MFC products
will help you improve your process even
further.
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Just ask. Call (714) 921-2640 or write
Unit Instruments, 1247 West Grove Avenue,
Orange, California 92665 and ask for our
FREE Process Improvement Tape. We'll
enter your name in our weekly tape player
drawing.*
•

Ma

_
à INSTRUMENTS, INC.

Process improvement in progress.
'Offer limited to individuals employed in semiconductor incluses-.
Written requests must be
on company letterhead with your business card to be eligible for drawing. Drawing to he held
weekly beginning 4/1/86 A ending on 7/31/86.
entrants to he notified in writing of
winning entries.
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VLSI CHIPS PROCESS SIGHT AND SOUND MUCH AS THE BRAIN DOES

C

hips that process sight and sound information much as the human brain
does have been built. These very large-scale integrated circuits, which
contain 100,000 analog transistors, have emerged from a long-running study
at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, that is investigating alternative methods of computing. The chips, representing a new approach to
understanding the systems architecture of the brain, replicate the human
retina and the cochlea. The retina chip, which uses photodetectors for sensors, already has demonstrated that it can detect motion in a laboratory
experiment. The project has been under way for nearly five years and is
directed by Caltech computer science professor Carver Mead, who with Lynn
Conway pioneered structured VLSI circuit design.
D
ENHANCED CZOCHRALSKI PROCESS PROMISES HIGHER MOS YIELDS

Syield in MOS memory and bipolar analog chips. The Tokyo company uses
ony Corp. has developed ingots with high oxygen content for improved

a variation of the magnetic-field Czochralski process it developed six years
ago to grow more-uniform ingots with low oxygen content [Electronics, July 3,
1980, p. 83]. Sony says it achieves oxygen content higher than is possible
with the conventional Czochralski process by rotating the crucible while a
magnetic field holds the melt stationary. During wafer processing, oxygen
near the surface is driven off to provide a low-oxygen striation-free region for
device fabrication, while oxygen in the interior provides intrinsic gettering to
remove process contaminants. Sony has licensed the basic process to wafer
manufacturers in Japan and the U. S.; the company itself uses the process for
charge-coupled-device image sensors and thyristors.
D
CHIP-ON-REEL FORMAT GETS BACKING FROM THREE MAJORS

Atape-and-reel shipping medium rolling in integrated-circuit markets. The

ninformal agreement among three major U. S. chip makers could get the

nested vinyl tape and reels that can hold thousands of ICs are a proposed
replacement for conventional shipping tubes, or rails, which carry only 50 to
100 chips. National Semiconductor, Signetics, and Texas Instruments have
recently settled on several formats, including the number of surface-mountable
ICs per reel, and a labeling scheme combining bar codes with alphanumeric
characters. The parts count per reel ranges from 2,500 for small-outline
packages with 8, 14, and 16 leads, to 100 for large plastic chip carriers with
100 and 124 leads.
0

INTEL TO HIT THE ROAD IN NISSAN AUTOS

Aelectronic engine-management system built around a new

utos built by Nissan Motor Co. in the 1990s will have a comprehensive
16-bit microcontroller from Intel Corp. After a five-year joint development effort, the Santa
Clara, Calif., chip maker and the Tokyo auto company unveiled details of the
MCS-96 circuit last week at the Society of Automotive Engineers' International
Congress (see related story, p. 15). "It's not a custom part, but we listened to
what Nissan's requirements were and designed the chip with them in mind,"
says an Intel official. Intel will offer versions of the 16-bit design for use by
other automakers. The MCS-96 features 12.5-ps average instruction times
and high-speed, precision input/output functions. In the Nissan system,, it will
be paired with an 8-bit Nissan microprocessor in a module that will control a
range of functions, including fuel injection, ignition timing, a twin variablenozzle turbocharger, valve timing, and a four-speed automatic transmission
with lockup clutch.
D
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The INMOS 25ns Static RAM Family.
Because some designers prefer life in the fast lane.
INMOS just gave you apassing lane for
high-speed Static RAMs. You're no longer
stuck in low gear with slow-speed memories.
Simply shift into over-drive with our
advanced high-performance CMOS products.
You can accelerate to access times of 25,
35 and 45ns with our IMS1423 (41oc4) and 35,
45 and 55ns with our IMS1600 (641ix1).
Our IMS1620 (16k x4) offers 45, 55
and 7Ons access times.
Our fast memories are fuel efficient;
perfect for your power requirements. With
E high, they can be placed in alow standby
condition. And for even higher efficiency,
you can reduce the standby power by using
CMOS input levels.
Soup-up your system design with our
IMS1423, IMS1620 and IMS1600. And let the
competition eat dust.
INMOS Corporation, Colorado Springs,
Colorado. Tel. (303) 630-4000 Bristol,
England. Tel. 0272-290-861 Paris, France.
'Ibl. (1) 687-2201 Munich, Germany. Tel.
(089) 319-1028

Device

Access
Times

IMS1400
16K x1

35,45,55 660

110

NMOS

IMS1420
4K x4

45,55

165

NMOS

IMS1423
4K x4

25,35,45 660

33 CMOS CMOS

IMS1600
64K x1

45,55,70 440

77 CMOS CMOS

IMS1620
16K x4

45,55,70 440

77 CMOS CMOS

605

e

Process

INMOS,
and IMS are trademarks of INMOS
Group of Companies.

anmos-

When you're ready to make tracks, not follow them, call INMOS.
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"We did it!"
"I knew we'd close that sale.
Did you see theirfaces?"
"Its' our competitorsfaces
Iwant to see. We've really cracked
th4ip,arket now."

"Looks like we made all the
right decisions at the right
times."

"Like NatianaM. 32-bit
icroprocessorfamily?"
"You can't build asystem out
ofdata sheets and promises.
National had it they delivered it
and they got us herefirst."

While you're still
dreaming about success,
Sequent is delivering it.
With National's
Series 32000 family
On January 17, 1983, eighteen
people started anew company
called Sequent Computer
Systems. They had no product,
no plan, no backing. Only
adream.
Two years later, that dream
came true. They delivered their
first system—a sophisticated
parallel processing computer.
Afull year ahead of their
competitors.
How'd they do it? Hard work.
Calculated risks. Belief. And a
Critical decision.They chose the
Series 32000" microprocessor
family.
It offered them acomplete
32-bit microprocessor family,
including demand paged virtual
Memory Management, Floating
Point, and other peripherals
with full UNIX' support.

But the Series 32000
wasn't just the right engineering
decision, it was the right
business decision. It helped
Sequent get their system to
market fast. First.
Sequent hit their window of
opportunity. And that window
is still open—for now. So find
out how the Series 32000 can
help you build your own
success story. Contact National
Semiconductor today.
National's Series 32000, MS 23-200
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090

National
Semiconductor

We're doing it.
goloommenio"
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WHY FUJITSU
BIPOLAR PROMS
ARE NEVER
RE-FUSED.
ELEerri.,4eAp
eQuivALENIb,

It just can't be done.
Re-fusing aFujitsu bipolar PROM, that is.
Because they're made with atechnology no
one else has. A technology called DEAF'
(Diffused Eutectic Aluminum Process).
Simply put, it means you never have to
blow afuse. DEAP lets us short the cell by
forming an aluminum-silicon eutectic, caused
by reverse biasing. This, in turn, eliminates
contamination problems. So you'll never have
"grow-back" that could re-fuse your cells and
cause the entire circuit to fail.
DEAP also gives our PROMs programming
yields better than 97%. A figure that's hard to
match. Plus, it makes our PROMs denser.
And faster. For example, our 64K PROM at
55 ns maximum is the fastest in the industry.
Best yet, our PROMs are available in quantity.
From 256-bit to 64K, in avariety of packages.
So now you know why you can't re-fuse a
Fujitsu PROM.
Which should make it easy to refuse
everyone else's.
Call (800) 556-1234 Ext. 82
In California (800) 441-2345
FUJITSU

FUJITSU
MICROELECTRONICS. INC.
Technology that works.

DEAP is atrademark of Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc
01985 Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.
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Newsletters

Bipolar-MOS chips are about to hit the big time, 27
Mixed bipolar-MOS processes are moving out of niche
applications into the mainstream of semiconductor technology,
says this special report. Merging the two technologies
produces faster and denser chips than either can provide alone

Newsletter, 13
•The first standard product
from VLSI Technology is
the 16-bit 65C816
microprocessor from
Western Design Center
•Adaptec adds acontroller
for the Enhanced Small
Disk Interface
•For its 1-Mb, 150-ns
EPROM, NEC chooses a1.21.1.m CMOS process

Technology, 9
•New VLSI chips process
sight and sound much as
the brain does
•Enhanced Czochralski
process promises higher
MOS yield
•Chip-on-reel format gets
backing from three major
IC makers
Electronics, 11
•Sequent signs $150 million
deal with Siemens ...
•... and has two more
OEM pacts in sight
•Europe's Esprit branches
into software research,
while 'race' is on
Business, 14
The U. S. semiconductor
market is looking better all
the time, with forecasts
going up for this year and a
booming 1987 predicted

Now IC designers can validate their prototypes, 32
Integrated Measurement Systems Inc.'s low-cost parametric
test module lets IC designers measure and verify the electrical
characteristics of anew chip—and it's easy to use
PROBING THE NEWS
How Mosis will slash the cost of IC prototyping, 48
The Mosis service turns out prototype runs of VLSI chips for
far less cost than commercial houses, mostly for researchers.
Now it is looking for more business from industry
IBM price cuts cast doubt on mainframe upturn, 52
Some industry observers think IBM cut mainframe prices
because it believes the slump isn't over. However, other
computer makers say the recovery is right on target
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Intel and Bosch team for a
real-time car network
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ICs, 62
TriQuint builds afamily of
digital GaAs products,
including standard ICs,
ASICs, and acell library
Batteries, 62
SAB Nife's nicad battery for
solar cells lasts 20 years
Microsystems, 63
Paradise Systems' graphics
cards fits in IBM Personal
Computer's short slot
Instruments, 64
A 25-MHz scope from BBCMetrawatt/Goerz has abuiltin thermal printer

Portable computers, 16
Surprise: Zenith wins giant
IRS laptop award
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Television, 16
NEC builds aCCD imager for
high-definition TV, but it
wasn't easy
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Grundig sees an end to
its red ink
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IC processing, 18
Taming plasma sources to
cut wafer damage

.

Optoelectronics, 20
Wanted: nonlinear materials
to build optical devices
Military ICs, 22
Sandia Labs opens the way to
denser radiation-hardened
chips
Communications, 24
Flak for adial-up walkietalkie
Medical, 25
An electronic 'hammer' beats
out X rays in checking for
periodontal disease
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Bottom lines, 56
Tandem buys 19.5% of
telecom maker Integrated
Technology
Electronics index, 59
Component prices appear to
be firming

A

i may pay off big for HP, 39
simple desgn

Hewlett-Packard's simple but high-powered Precision
Architecture is afive-year R&D gamble to catch up in
computers. It will support the three incompatible computer
lines it replaces and will be the common core for awide
variety of systems intended to last into the 21st century
Cover desi
gn b
yJ
e
ffrey Lync h
HP takes a careful approach with Spectrum, 45
HP emphasizes continuity in its first two Spectrum computers.
Based on the new Precision Architecture, the 32-bit machines
are both object- and source-code compatible with earlier 3000s
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•For Compaq's Canion,
laptop's time is not here
•Now Cowpland is moving
into print
•People on the move
New literature, 69
Meetings, 70
Electronics week, 72
•Japan's IC surplus with
the U. S. fell 55% last year
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THE ONLY
QUICK TURN
GUARANTEE
Feature Size:21,4
VTEO
BVDsS
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BE(Long Channel)

N-Channel
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It's nothing new. For the last 6years, Orbit Semiconductor
(formerly Comdial) has been the only foundry to guarantee
on-time delivery for CMOS/HMOS engineering prototype
or production runs.
High reliability 2/1 and 31.1 double metal or double poly.
10 working days for single poly and single metal. 15 working
days for double poly or double metal. Quality processing
that lets us deliver to Mil Std 883C requirements. Even
mature processes (Synertek's) available. It's all part of the
way we've earned our customer's confidence.
And when it comes to your production order, Orbit is your
assurance of quality processes, and products delivered
on time.
For more information on the only guaranteed on-time
delivery, typical turnarounds and processes, contact:
Gary Kennedy, President, 1230 Bordeaux Drive,
Sunnyvale, CA. 94089. Or call (408) 744-1800
TWX 910-339-9307 FAX (408) 747-1263

10 v

Poly Ps

15-3011/0

15-30WD

Diffusion Ps

10-30n /D

30-7011/0
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>

>10 v

LW

—1.0µ

—1.0p

LEFF

1.4,/ -2.04

1.8p -2.4p

Substrate Resistivity

2.5K ft/0

1.0-1.50/cm

10v

21,4 or 31,4 Engineering Prototypes:
We deliver on time or we absorb
30% of your fabrication cost.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.
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Why buy from nine LED suppliers
when you only need one?
The one who wrote the book.
You'll save yourself
alot of time and
aggravation if you
check the HP Opto electronics Designer's
Catalog first. Ninetyfive times out of 100
it will contain just
the LED you need.
The latest
edition includes 21
new products we just
introduced, including both single- and
multi-chip devices.
New colors. New
shapes. New sizes.
New lead configurations. New higher
intensities.
Like all of our
other LEDs, each of
these new products lives up to
the reputation for quality we've
established through the years.
Because of that quality,
several of our largest customers

CG08509
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have been able to eliminate their
incoming inspection programs.
We've helped make their
lives easier and we can make
yours easier, too. Not just because
of the depth or the quality of
our product line but because of
our service and support. We also
have an on-time delivery record

U/3

that would be hard
to beat.
As the world's
largest optoelectronics
supplier, we maintain
aworldwide sales and
distribution network.
Your HP representative is only aphone
call away.
If you need
technical support,
our field engineers
and applications
engineering staff can
provide that, too.
After all, we wrote
the book— the Optoelectronics/FiberOptics Applications
Manual published
by McGraw-Hill.
For more information,
call the Hewlett-Packard office
listed in your white pages
and ask for the Components
Department.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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